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Prof. Hugh R. Hatch of Colby College
will occupy the Haptist pulpit next Sunday
morning and evening. The other services
will be as usual.
The quarterly meeting of the Church of
God will be held in the Young schoolhouse,
Swanville, beginning Thursday, Feb. 21st,
and continuing over Sunday.

The regular services will be held at the
Universalist church next Sunday. The
subject of the morning sermon will be The
iiiinty Correspondence. M
essage of Thomas Carlyle.
The
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The North church mission study classes
as
usual this, Thursday, evening
directly after the service, and Friday evening at 7.30 at the home of Miss Avis Morimeet,

the recent death in
his home, of Theo. H.
.*
was the junior memi;

F.

Christian Science services are held at J
Feruald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every Sun-

day morning at
evening at 7.30,

11
to

o'clock and Wednesday
which all are cordially

welcome.
There will be services in the cliapel at
East Nortliport Sunday,Feb. lOtli, at 10.30 a.
m. with a sermon by the
pastor, Rev. G. G.
Winslow.
Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
Services in the Rraiuard schoolhouse at 2.30
p. m.
series of special meetings conducted by
Evangelist Brown, who has been laboring
in Montville, began last Tuesday evening at
the Rescue Mission, 58 High street, ’and will
A

continue each evening until further notice.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Patterson continue
as managers and
eighteen persons have
made a start in the Christian life since
they took charge last fall.
The services for the week at the North
Congregational church will be as follows:
Junior C. E. meeting Thursday p. m. at
3.30; prayer meeting Thursday evening at
7.30subjeet: Hearing His Voice. Ileb. 3:7-9;
morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a in., C.
E. meeting at 6.30, subject: Lessons from

products, of
1 ivingston. This firm 2: 4-9;
•d and Mr. Livingston 7.30.
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Service at the Unitarian church next Sunat 10.43 a. m., with sermon by the pas-

day

tor, Rev. Adolph Rossbach, from the text:
‘He that planted the ear,shall he not hear?
he that formed the eye, shall he not see?
He that teacheth man knowledge, shall not
he know?” 94th Psalm. Sunday school at
12 m.; subject of study, The Tower of
Babel.
Lincoln’s birthday and the 40th annithe
Freedsmens’ Aid and
versary of
Southern Education Society will be observed at the Methodist Episcopal church,
next Sunday morning, using the official
program of the society, “The New Emancipation.” A special offering will be taken.
Sunday school at noon; Junior Epworth
League at 3 30 p. ui.; Gospel service at 7.30
p. m. Seats free, public invited.

0N_SPRIN6S.

Miss Mary Hichborn spfent last Friday in
Belfast.
Mrs. F.

Id. Marston spent
Searsport for dentistry.

Monday

in

Miss Harriet D. Hichborn went to Belfast
for business and shopping.

Monday

Capt. Elden Shute arrived home last
week, to spend a few days with his family.
Mrs. Pierce D. Lancaster will entertain
the Young Ladies’ Guild next Friday afternoon.

The

Current

Events Clnb will meet
Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 13th, with Mrs.
Ralph Morse.
Mr. Edward M. Moulton of Roslindale,
Mass., is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ilenry S. Moulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn left
Tuesday for Augusta and Hallowetl., They
will visit Mrs. F. E. Bean and family in the
latter city.
Mr. Leroy Nickerson is still quite ill and
very weak. Mr. Forest Clark, the substitute, is acting for him as carrier on R. F.
I). route No. 1.
Mrs. Simeon Ellis recently returned
from a two weeks’ visit with her daughter,
Mrs. llarry E. Winslow, and family, in
Quincy, Mass.
Mr. F. 11. Cousens has been confined to
the house for three weeks with a severe
eoid, accompanied by neuralgia. We hope
to see him out soon.
Chester Hawes was home from the Bangor Business college to spend Sunday with
his father, Ilenry 11. Hawes, returning to
his studies Monday.

Monday evening a match game between a
village team and the Cape Jellison team
was played in the Cape bowling alley.
No
particulars are at hand.
Mrs. A. V. Nickels of .Searsport spent
January 29th and 30th in Stockton as the
guest of her cousins, the Misses Hichborn
and Capt. and Mrs. HoraceJStaples.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will hold its
meeting this, Thursday, afternoon, with
the Misses Mary and Harriet L>. Hichborn.
It is hoped there will be a full attendance.
Mrs. C. W. Sprague has been ouite ill for
weeks.
At this writing (Monday)
we hear there is some improvement in her
condition and hope the gain may continue.
several

After twelve long, painful weeks of
with her hand, Mrs. Avalina
Griffin has improved sufficiently to spend
the day with Mrs. Edward N. Harriman.

suffering,

It is rumored that l)r. G. A. Stevens and
wife, who have been in Florida since the
first of November, are soon to return home.
Friends and patients will be glad to see
them,

Mrs. C. L. Britto returned
from a visit with her parents in
Maine. She joined her husband
aet on his return from Boston
Blanchard.

Thursday
Boothbay,

at Wiscaswith Mrs.

We are please 1 to be able to report Mrs.
A. M. Gardner as improving from her severe ill turn of last week.
She is able to be
about her home a part of the time, although
still very weak.
Mr. Albion Goodhue went to Boston last
on a business trip and will be ababsence Mr.
the affairs of
Goodhue & Co.

Friday

sent a week or more.
In his
L. A. Gardner is looking after

Arthur Colcord, one of our young townswho has been employed for sometime
by the N. M. S. R. R. as a fireman, has been
transferred to a new “run,” with headquarters at Milo Junction.

men

The Seaside Spiritualist church of
Belfast>
recently organized in this city, is the sucI
the
cessor of
Progressive Spiritualists’ AsCapt. Horace M. Griffin had a severe and
sociation, which for a number of years held painful ill turn last Friday. Monday he
j
meetings in the various halls in the city and was able to be about the house, but not to
j
in the “chamber of adepts” in the residence attend to his duties as R. F. D. carrier. Mr.
Frank T. Davis, substitute carrier, is perThis hall,
of the late John N. Stewart.
forming the duty during the illness of
tail',:';
ir-rnoon.
specially fitted up by Mr. Stewart for use Capt. Griffin.
Mr. Charles Calkin left by train early
'field, widow of the of the Spiritualists, was on the upper floor
J
of his house on Custom House square, and Saturday morning to spend Sunday with
I
Mansfield, died Feb.
his
family in Gorham,returning on the Monof the “adepts,” which he
nidiiin street, aged 73 the emblems
j
day evening train. Mr. C. succeeded Mr.
and
on the outside of the
carved
placed
wan held Tuesdaj from
George >1. Houghton as manager of the N.
David L. Wilson of- building, are still there. The Progressive M. S. R. R..terminals in Stockton and Searsi
port.
Association has been dormant
i.j will he given next Spiritualists’
The contest at the Cape Jellison bowling
for some time as an organization, but frequent meetings and seances have been held alley last week resulted in another victory
a
for
the Belfast team. The Cape Jellison
of
the
late
Robert
|
and the anniversaries of Spiritualism have
boys were handicapped by the loss of one
'i Camden at the home
been observed. The interest awakened the of their best players. However the evenThe deceased was
A fine clam
past fall lias encouraged the members to ing was greatly enjoyed.
and was 83 years of
chowder was served.
unite and reorganizejas a church, with the
Iff
Tuesday evening the Ladies’ Aid Society
President, Orrin J.
following officers:
in two rooms of the
gave a whist
llickey; vice presidents, George F. Mayhew Hopkins block,party
1'HPORT NEWS.
generously offered by their
and Mrs. Thirza V. Smalley; secretary, Mrs. owner, Mr. H. L. Hopkins, for the
purpose.
L. Stevens; treasurer, Edgar M. The ladies of Church street furnished the
M >' filled his ice houses Jennie
home-made
on sale during the evencandy
" to ex-sheritf
Norton Cunningham ;executive committee, Andrew
ing. The admission was ten cents.
Mattery. He recently E. Clark, Albert T. Stevens, Mrs. L. A.
,1-old colt of Mr. NorDr. C. E. Britto left for Boston last week
Mayhew, Mrs. Mary S. Knowlton, Mrs. to
a
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't>.-isior Lodge of Masons
lay evening, Feb. 2nd,
lie Ames of Lincolnaru as follows:
VV. M.,
Her; S. VV., C. 0. Dickey;
ick: Treasurer, A. C.
F. B. Glidden; S. D.,
VViliard Brown; S. T.,
1
John Nealey; M., A.
'l ain, R.
A. Packard;
The writer was unh to his regret, but
s!allation ceremonies by
performed to the entire
Vbe ISO persons present.
u» bj the Kev. Mr. Curtis,
gentlemen, after which a
is
enjoyed by all present,
'1 by many one of the
ever held.
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E OF “DIGESTIVES”
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Stomach Disorders is
Digestive Organs.

tli*-

*> •tfiepsia”

tablet has
than all other causes
relief, it
system weaker than
t* must be continued

temporary

Jin in|'

“queucy.

completely

cure

stomach

Profono/T

and deliver an address on “The Church
and the Age”
Professor Black, who has
just couie to America to take up permanent
work in the Union Theological Seminary of
New York City, is one of the most noted
preachers of Great Britain, and one of the
most popular authors of the day.
His
books, “The Dream of Youth,” “Friendship,” “Culture and Restraint,” “Work,”
and “The Practice of Self-Culture,” are
very popular, being both thoughtful and
thought-provoking. In his former church,
St. George’s Free Church in Edinburgh,
a church whose senior pastor is the famous
Dr. Alexander Whyte, the large auditorium
was crowded to hear him nearly an hour
before the service began, even the pulpit
being crammed with auditors. Professor
Black’s address will be preceded by a recep
tion and by an organ recital by Miss Amy
E. Stoddard, the organist of the North
church. The program, which will begin at
7.30, will be as follows:
The Village Harvest Home.
I andante.
1 allegretto (Rustie Music.)
) chorale.
1. allegretto.
The Hymn of Nuns,
Fanfare,
Ave Maria, (“lutermezzo,”)

Mr. John i'arker.

Spinney.
Wely.

Lemmeus.

Mascagni.
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Rinck.
Batiste.
Black's
address
Professor
will follow the
The literary clubs of the
organ recital.
city and others inteiested have been invited to listen to this celebrated speaker.
Prof. Black speaks at Smith College next
Sunday and goes from Northampton to
Springfield that evening, taking a 3 a. m.
train JMonday at the latter place in order to
reach Belfast in the evening.
How’s
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K
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Hugh Black is to be the guest of the club

This ?
We otter One Hundred Dollars Seward for any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Ball’s
Catarrh Cure.
F.

J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe lnm perfectly
honorable In all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by
hts firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
W holesale

Druggists, Toledo, O.
taken internally, acting

Catarrh Cure is
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Hail’s

F. & A. M., have been installed for the ensuing year: Frank T. Davis, W. M.; Capt.
Horace M. Griffin, S. VV.; Clifford N.
Fletcher, J. W.; Louis F. Murray, Sec.;
Capt. C. C. Park, Treas.; Rufus P. HarriThe
man, S. D.; Louis A. Barrett, J. D.
installation of these officers took place
Wednesday evening.
Mr. Chadwick, the contractor who built
the immense potato warehouse at Cape
Jellison, arrived last week with the plans
for the Great Northern Paper Co.’s storehouse, to be erected on the end of pier No.
2, at Cape Jellison. Ten carpenters are already at work upon the sills. The dimensions of the building are 240x92 feet. Work
on the building has been greatly delayed on
account of lack of lumber.

The fourth and last evening in the En
tertainmeot Course under the auspices of
the Current Events Club will be given
Feb. 14th in Denslow Hall, by Mr. Delbert
G. Lean, “Impersonator, Humorist and
Story-tell^” Mr. Lean will entertain his
audience with bis own interpretation of
the intensely strong story, “Caleb West
Master Diver,” by F. Hopkinson Smith.
Dont fail to see and hear this wonderfully
fiue impersonator on the date mentioned,
February 14th, in Denslow Hall!
Rev. 11. E. Rouillard, .pastor of the Universalist church, has organized a Boy’s club
“Knights of King Arthur”, in cojunction
with the Sunday school, which meets one
evening in the week, with the members.
He has also arranged a Girl’s Club, which
meets one afternoon each week.
The sermons continue to please
the entire parish
and are helpful ard practical. The musical
assistance at the services of Mr. Albion
Goodhue is much appreciated, by pastor
and congregation.
The following schooners sailed from Cape
Jellison last week: Merrill C. Hart, with
3,048 sacks of potatoes for New York; Carrie C. Miles, with 1,400 sacksof potatoes for
Boston; Harold C. Beecher, with potatoes
for Santiago; John S. Beacham, with 7,025
sacks of potatoes for Boston ; Eliza M. Levensaler, with 4,000 sacks of potatoes for
New York, and the Damietta and Johanna,
with 3,080 sacks of the same for Norfolk,
Va. The steamer Mohawk took 7,000 sacks
of potatoes to New York last week. The
Damietta and Johanna was loaded by a
new firm to do potato business here, E. F.
Woodward & Co. of Philadelphia.
The
vessel after discharging potatoes for Norfolk will load coal and return to Portland.
The steamer Massasoit sailed from Kidder’s
Point dock last week, taking on board some
car wheels and one carload of stock for
Boston.
The Maine Navigation Company was recently organized at Lewiston, Me., with the
following officers; Capt. T. J. Wheeler,
General Manager; A. L. Kavanaugh, Treas-

urer : and Andrew P. Lane of Boston, Traffic Manager.
This company purposes to
build and operate a line of auxiliary schooners for both coaBtwiseand foreign business.

They have already let one contract to
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Cobb, Butler & Co. of Rockland for a 3,000
ton hve-masted
auxiliary schooner, to be
There will be a stated communication of
ready for use in the spring. The vessel is
‘“'le first class and
up-to-date in every way. Timothy Chase Lodge, No. 126, this, Thursthe lighting, power for
managing anchors, day, ereuing with work in the Fellow Craft
sails and cargo will be
electricity. The
propeller is run by a 750 horse-power gaso- degree.
lene engine. The
will he furnished
heating
Tarratine tribe of Red Men of this city
by hot water, gravity system, to both cabin
has received an invitation to the grand powand galley. It is
of
more
these
expeoted
schooners will be built in the near future wow to be held in Bangor, Feb. 22nd and
to carry lumber,
ice, coal and sul- it is expected that a number of the local
potatoes,
P“ur- The capital stock of this newly members and a
delegation from lslesboro
formed company is
*500,000. The General will
attend.
Manager, Capt. T. J. Wheeler, Is the present commander of the four-masted
gasolene
At the installation of officers of the New
auxiliary schooner Northland, belonging to
the Great Northern
Co.
of
Milli- England Order of Protection, held in this
Paper
nocket. The Northland has taken a cargo city in Odd Fellows hall last
week,the newly
of potatoes and Great Northern
Paper Com- elected officers were installed as follows:
pany 8 products from the Cape Jellison
P'er and returned with a load of cement for Edwin F. Littlefield, J. P. W.; E. H. Haney,
the 1 aper Co.’s new
buildings to be erected W.; Frank E. Howard, S. W.; John S.
in Aroostook Co.
The immense output of Davidson,
secretary; Eben M. Sanborn,
these big mills will be
mostly shipped over F. S.; George E.
the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. to the
Johnson, treasurer; Russell
Cape
Jellison docks to be from there transmitted W. Brier, G.; Mrs. Lizzie F.
Wilson, chap“y water to all parts of the world.
No lain; N. G. Pettingill,
G.; Jefferson F.
aoubt many of the new
Navigation Co.’s Wilson, S.;
Byron B. Greenlaw, trustee;
auxiliary crafts will take cargoes to and
from the big Cape Jellison
Jefferson F. Wilson and E. F. Littlefield,
piers.
representatives; E. M. Sanborn and Alton
K.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
J. W. Black was in Augusta on business
last week.
I. 11. Havener was in Monroe last week
calling on friends.
J. II. Montgomery spent
Sunday with his
x
parents in Bucksport.
Carl Howard went to Glenbourne Saturto visit his parents.

day

W. S. Downes and Miles Towers
Bangor last week on business.

were

in

W. F. Mason is to put two pool tables
his shooting gallery on Main street.II. C. Buzzell of Monroe is to open a law
office in the Leach store on Main street.
into

Misses S. Louise Pike and Florence Colcord were in Bangor Friday
calling on
friends.
Mrs. Rosanna Emerson was in Levant
last week, the guest of her nephew, Uriah
Lufkin.
T. P. Williams exchanged pulpits
with Kev. T. II. Derrick of Sandypoint last

Sunday.

A- J- Kiather went to Belfast to the
W aldo County
Hospital last week for medical treatment.
The new K. 1'. D. route, No. 5, between
Belfast and Searsport will go into operation Saturday, March 16th.
The steamer Oregonian,
Capt. Joseph F.
Nichols, arrived at New York Saturday,
reb. 2d, from San Francisco.

Capt. and Mrs. D. S. Goodell and daughDanzy, who have been spending a week
in Boston, returned home
Saturday.

ter

J. 11. Hamlin of Stockton is to open an
insurance office in the Nichols block over
W. M. Parse’s store on Main street.
Kev. T. P. Williams, pastor of the First
Congregational church here, has tendered
his resignation, to take effect May 1.
Air. and Mrs. William E. Grinnell are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter who arrived Thursday, Jan. 31st.
The steamer Bay Port arrived
Sunday
from Newport News with 2,322 tons of coal
for the Penobscot Coal Co. at Macks’
Point.
James Hawley, engineer of the PenobCoal company at Aiack’s Point, is
spending a two weeks’ vacation with his
parents m Boston.

scot

John Davis, Harry Nason, Ernest Kobiuand George E. Alarks, employees at the
1 euobscot coal pockets, were laid
up last
week with the gripe.

sou

Air. and Airs. James Al.

AlcDougall

called

on fiiends in
Daytona, Fla., recently and
proceeded to Palm Beach, Fla., where they
will spfend the winter.

Airs. A. S. Towle, who has been in East
Dennis, Aiass., as the guest of her niece,
Airs. Henry Hart, for the pasttwo
mouths,
returned home Sunday.
Fred W. Burr, conductor on the switching engine at Aiack’s Point for the past
year, has been transferred to run between
Old Town and South Lagrange.

The ice which formed in the bay during
the cold weather of the past week was
broken up Saturday night and the harbor
was cleared by the
strong northwest wind.
Frederick W. Hanson of Camden, who is
on the electrical force at the
potato house at Cape Jellisou, was in town
Saturday, the guest of Hon. and Mrs. W. C.
T. Kunnells.

employed

A sleighing party of twenty couples drove
to James E. Alarden’s Friday evening to
attend a social dance, after which a beau
supper and other refreshments were served.
All report a very enjoyable time.

Capt. James B. Parse left Alonday to
take command of the steamer Oregonian,
which arrived at New York Saturday from
San Francisco. Airs. Parse and daughter
Edith accompanied the captain to New
Vlirlr aiwl

vir

ill

cnniwl

*■ 1,:

—
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lyn.
The woodchuck came out near the No 8
scboolhouse on the north side of Bog Hill
on Candlemas
day and did not see his
shadow, reports everything all 0. K. and
expects an early spring. Says work will
begin on the Kidder’s Point road in good
season and farmers will
plant early potatoes.
At the annual
meeting of Mariners
Lodge, No. 68, F. & A. M., held Tuesday
Jan. 29th the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: H. K. Dyer, VV.
M.;
Chester Bailey, S. VV.; George P. Carter, J.
VV.; Clifton Wliittum, Secretary; B. F.
Colcord, Treasurer ; John Murphy, S. D.;
K. Sawyer, J. D.; albert
Eames, S. S.;
fDavid
VV. Nickels, J. S.; I. H. Havener,

tyler.

Une of the best entertainments given in
Waldo county for some time took place in
Union hall last Thursday evening. Two remarkably humorous sketches of rural
felicity were admirably rendered under the
auspices of Anchor Chapter, the Order of
the Eastern star, the large audience
particularly relishing the numerous local hits
which added a spicy flavor to the show,
following the entertainment the hail was
cleared and dancing was in order with
music by a Bangor oichestra. From both a
social aud a financial standpoint the affair
was a decided success and the
participants
in
the play, and the order under whose
auspices it was given, are to be warmly
Congratulated.

January

Weather.

The weather bureau records for the
month of January show the average temperature for the month in 1907 to have been
much below the mean for the past 36 years,
despite the fact that for the first week it
was much above the average. The mean
for the mouth is 18 above. On only five
years has it been as low as that. These are:
1875, 16; 1888, 14; 1893,15; 1904, 16 and 1905,
18.
Last year it was 29 which is the highest
on
record,—Portland Press.
LIB8KTT.

District Deputy Grand High Priest, W.
J. Dorman of Belfast made his annual visit
to St. Georges Chapter, No. 45, Royal Arch
Masons, Saturday evening Feb. 2nd. He

accompanied by C. J. Pattee, High
Priest and W. C. Libby Past High Priest
of Corinthian Chapter of Belfast.
Other
visitors were present from Morrill. The
M. M. M. and P. M. M. degrees were conferred on Dr. B. P. Hurd and William
Farrell of Thorndike. The work was followed by(the usual banquet.
was

Braley,

alternates.

At a regular communication of
King
Davids Lodge No. 62 A. F. and A. M. of
Lincoluville, held Jan. 29, 1907, the follow-

CITY

GOVERNMENT.

February meeting of the city council
held Monday evening,
February 4, Mayor Dunton
presiding. The records of the
last meeting were read and
approved. Roll
of accounts No. 11 was passed.
Following
are the amounts under the various
approwas

Mil

apt.iro mumhtiv
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fare and prosperity; a friend and companion who was dear to
all; a citizen whose upright and noble life was a standard of emulation to his fellows.
Kesolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of
this lodge be extended to his
family in their
afflictions.
That
these resolutions be
Kesolved,
spread upon the records of this lodge, a
page inscribed to his memory, a copy thereof be transmitted to the family of our deceased brother and one to The Republican
Journal for publication.
J. W. Carver, ) Committee
E. M. Coleman, >
on
E. L. Clark,
) Resolutions

Rev. Wm. Brett of Boston will be here in
about two weeks.
Charles Clark of Prospect was in Belfast
last week on business.

priations:

Contingent. $703.44 ly
Highways.
83.33

Fire department.
Free library.
General school purposes.
Repairs and insurance.
Free text books.
School contingent.

Paupers.

37 30

24A29
276 59
15 26
1654
26 87
65(100

$2,053.62

J. F. Wilson, street commissioner,
reported that he had expended $79.43 on the roads
and walks for the month of January.
S. A. Parker, city treasurer, reported the
condition of the appropriations as follows:

Receipts Paid Out

1

_■

Contingent.$14,012.40 $13,020 47
Cemetery.>.
763.53
789.86
Highway. 12,617.75
Fire department. 3,950.00

Interest on debt. 23,611.36
General school purposes 12,941.81
450 00
Repairs and insurance..
School contingent.
350 00
Permanent repairs.
450.00

12,335
4,098
23,600
13,124

’158

62
41
00
4‘>
11

250 >0

ing
and
preamble
resolutions
were
439 ‘>6
Paupers. 2,600 00
unanimously adopted:
1,95ft ft)
1,500.00
Whereas it has pleased the Great Archi- Sewers.
1,737 00
650.00
562.25
tect of the Universe to remove from our tree text books.
midst our late brother, E. W. Griffin, and
An order was passed that the committee
whereas it is but just that a
fitting recogni- on finance be authorized to examine the action of his many virtues should be
had; counts of
the City Treasurer for the year
therefore, be it
Resolved by King David’s Lodge, No. 62 1906, and destroy all interest
coupons and
on the
registry of the Grand Lodge of cancel all orders in his hands, and enter upMaine of Ancient Free and
Accepted on the city coupon book all
coupons can-Masons, that while we bow with humble
submission to the will of the Most High we celled and paid. An order was passed that
do not the less mourn for our brother who
has been taken from us.
Resolved, That in the death of E. W.
Griffin this lodge laments the loss of a
brother who was ever ready to proffer the
hand of aid and the voice of sympathy to
the needy and distressed of the fraternity;

PERSONAL.

The

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Nichols left recentto visit in Dixmont.

Wilbur Blodgett entered
upon his duties
at the City National Bank

Mouday.

Melvin Clark went to Belmont last Thursday to attend a case of rheumatism.
Mrs. W. C. Tuttle left
yesterday for a
few days visit in Camden and
Thomaston.
Mrs. B. F. Wells was the guest last week
of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Bucklin in Camden*

Mrs.Robert P. Coombs and Mrs. Leroy
Webber have gone to Montreal for a brief
visit.

A' ill Keene of Cedar street will move to
his farm in the western part of the town in
March.
Miss Margaret Sutherland of
Halifax,
Kova Scotia, is the guest of hei sister, Mrs.
C. A. Pilsbury.
Mrs. Louisa A. 1 liilbrook will sell her
on Swan Lake
avenue, Last Belfast,
and move into the city.

place

Mrs. J. W. Frederick and Mr. Charles W.
Frederick left yesterday for the South and
w ill not return
u.util April.

Mrs. S. 11. Lord returned on Friday evening’s train from Boston, where she had
been called by the illness of an aunt.
llarry 1J. Carter spent Sunday at home
from Bangor, where he is head operator of
the committee on finance be authorized to
the Bangor N. K. Telephone
examine the books of the collector of taxes
exchange.
Miss Florence Wilbana of this
for the year 1906, ascertain the amount of
city, who
discounts allowed thereon and certify said has been for two weeks in a hospital in
amount to the City Treasurer.
Worcester, Mass., ill with diphtheria, is imAn order was passed that recomends proving.
to the assesors that the taxes assessed by
Orriu J. Dickey, who has been ill for sevun

iuc

im/jiciij

vi uic

m<tmu<u:iurii)g

Real Estate Company, the Estabrooks Company, Leonard & Harrows, F. J. Gerry it

aud

has resumed his duties

as a new

spaper

correspondent.

Co., Duplex Roller Hushing Co., and the
Department Commander F. &. W alls was
improvements on the same, be abated.
present at the meeting of the Knox County
It was ordered that there be transferred
V'etenau’s Association, held in the G. A. K.
from the appropriation for repairs and in
hall, Kockport, Tuesday evening beb. 5th.
surance to the appropriation for the Free
At the annual meeting of the Maine Hotel
High school the sum of $92.26; from the apKeepers Protective Association, held in Aufor
and
propriation
insurance to
repairs
gusta, Feb. 1st, Mr. E. A. Jones of me
the appropriation for general school purWindsor iiotei was elected vice president
poses, the sum of $185.35; from the approfor W aldo County.
priation for school contingent to the apTHE NEWS OF BELFAST.
Miss liele ullodgkiuson has entered the
propriation for general school purposes,
the sum of $91.38; from the appropriation employ of the Central Maine Publishing Co.,
of
the
of
Waldo
meeting
Ponmna for
Report
poimanent repairs to the appropriations WatervilJe. She had been in the employ of
Grange next week.
for general school purposes the sum of the bawyer Publishing Co., which was reburned out.
The Universalist Ladies’ Aid will meet
$9.84, and from the appropriation for free cently
with Miss Lulu Mason on Waldo avenue, text books to the
The Waltham (Mass.) Association of
appropriation for general
this, Thursday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
Maine has extended an invitation to L. C.
school purposes $71.21.
An order was passed that the
The Unitarian society will have a parish
city Bateman of Auburn to deliver the annual
party in Memorial hall, Tuesday, Feb. 12th. treasurer be instructed to convey by quit- address before the organization March 11,
Supper will be served at 6 o’clock and danc- claim deeds to Herbert H. Colson the in- and he has accepted.
terest acquired by the city of Belfast in
ing will begin at 8 o’clock.
Mrs. George O. Bailey of Belfast was in
Fred V. Cottrell and Jos. G. Patterson and to two parcels of real estate assessed Portland lhursuay last, eu route lor F'ryewhere she is to be the gue?t of Mrs.
against Charles A. Colson in 1894 and 1896, burg,
are at work on a new- store for H. W.
Wanace K. Tar box.
Mrs. Bauey lias many
Clark on Cape Jellison. It will be ready respectively, under collectors saies of 1895 friends in Portlanu.—Portland Express.
and 1897, respectively, upon the payment
for occupancy about March 1st.
Mrs. Lucy A. Beuuett and Miss Esther C.
of said Herbert II. Colson into the city
The rollaway rink opens next Saturday
Frye, who for some years have conducted
of the sum of $5.87, being the
treasury
a hoarding house in Frye block, corner of
evening and will be open on Tuesday,
amount of the tax of Charles A. Colson foj
1 liursday and Saturday evenings as before.
Court and Miller streets, have beta obliged
the
with
costs
and charges, also to
year 1894,
Admission will be free. Ladies to skate 15
give up the business from inability to
upon the payment of said Herbert H. Col- secure
cents; gentlemen 25 cents.
help for kitchen work.
son into the eity treasury of
the sum of
Remember the Turner art exhibit toMr. Eli Cook, who is almost 10J years old,
$11.17, being the amount of the tax of Chas.
is very sick aud not expected to recover.
morrow, Friday, afternoon aud evening in
A. Colson for the year 1896, with costs and
Memorial Hall, for the benefit of the High
Mrs. Cook is in very poor health; one sou,
charges of selling and conveyance.
school.
Admission 15 cents; children, 10
has been dowu with the grip,
An order was passed that there be trans- Alphonso,
cents.
and Wiilard is having trouble with one eye
ferred from the contingent to the tire deand has lost the sight of the other.
Col. Fred Atwood, who is always alive to
partment fund the sum of $185.71; and
the interests of his town, sends us a remind- that there be transferred from the conFriends of W alter O. Frost ol Kockland,
er that Winterport continues to be an
open tingent fund to the cemetery fund the sum U. oi M. '00, commonly known us “Jack,”
and who pitched a number of games here
port despite the extremely cold winter. We if $26 33.
'are glad to be able to assure him that
The petition of Jas. H. Ilowes, et ais, to for Kockland High school before his ’varsity
Belfast bay and harbor are unobstructed recommend to the assessors an abatement days, will be interested to learn of the anby ice.
of the taxes of the year 1906 of the Manu- nouncement of his engagement to Miss
The members of Seaside Chautauqua facturing Real Estate Co., Estabrooks Co., Laura liendeison of Kockland.
Circle will meet with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, Leonard & Harrows, F. J. Gerry Co.,
At a campfire of Bosworth
Post, G. A. IP
4 Park street, Monday afternoon, February
ind the property of the Duplex Roller of Portland last Thursday evening, L. C.
11th. The lesson will be from “Literary- Hushing Co., was read and it was voted Bateman of Auburn, who was a
candidate
for department commander last
Leaders,” chapter nine,and from the Chau- ; hat the prayer be granted.
year, antauquan magazine, “John Burns and His
In the board of municipal officers a hear- nounced that he should not be again a canProblems;” also Shakespeare’s “Macbeth,” ivas ordered on sewer assessments for didate. It is said that he was assured in
Act. 1. Roll-call, quotations from Lincoln. March 9, 1907, at 1 p. m. Adjourned.
advance of the support of the Portland vetMrs. Ada Cunningham Coombs and Mrs.
erans, and wras their candidate last year.
Florence Clough Fernald have formed a
BASKET BALL.
TELEPHONE GROWTH.
partnership aud will deal in fancy goods,
Feb. 1st the local team won
In
Brooks
etc., in the store vacated by Miss Hattie M.
The Increase in New KnglAnd
Belfast aud
a score of 41 to 32.
Black in The Journal building.
the Belfast District Show Gains.
Mrs. from Guilford High by
Coombs has been assisting her mother,
Mrs. H. B. Cunningham, millinery, in the
same

.Mrs.
iernala has been
in the Leonard & Barrows shoe

store ana

bookkeeper
factory.

What was the worst storm of the season
to date began here Monday night and continued through Tuesday.
There was a
heavy fall of snow with the mercury near
zero, and a gale of wind. Streets and sidewalks were blocked. The train due here
at 6.05 p. m. Tuesday struck a heavy drift
soon after leaving Burnha m and returned
there for assistance, arr viug here at 1.30 a.
m. Wednesday.
It is reported in the daily
press dispatches as the worst blizzard ana
the heaviest snowfall since the storm of
February, 1905; paralyzing traffic all over
New England and the North Atlantic seaboard, harrassing shipping and badly interrupting the business activities of millions of people.
A
The

TALE

Rough

OF

HARDSHIP.

Experiences

of

Bucksport

Fishermen.

Ellis did the best w'ork for the home team,

Official statistics just made public show
throwing nine baskets, while Reynolds adthat New England had the most remarkable
led to the score by putting in 17 foul bassets. Scales and Lombard were the stars telephone growth during 11X16 that it has had
in any It* months since the telephone service
for Guilford. The summary:
BROOKS H. S.

GUILFORD H. S.

Hook, 1 rf.lb, Clark
Ellis, 9 If.rb, Packard
rb, Edes
Stimpsou c.c, Davis, 1
Reynolds, 2(17) rb.If, Lombard, 3
Ames, lb.rf, Scales, 8 (8)
Referee and umpire, Cbadbourne and Edwards, alternating.
Time, 20 minute
lalves.

In Winterport Feb. 1st, Winterport High
from Dexter High in a very close and
ixciting game by a score of 21 to 20. At
;he end of the first half the score was 11 to
11. The summary:
won

WINTERPORT

DEXTER

Hall, rf.If, Haynes, 1 (1)
Philbrook, If.rb, Clukey
Shaw, 4 (9) c. .c, Gove
iVharff, rb.If, Morse (3)
Ioodnow 2 lb. rf, Austin, 3 (5)
Referee
and
and
umpire—Brown
Fredericks, alternating. Time—20 minute

Sydney, N. S., Feb. 1. Captain Nicholson
of Bucksport, >le., owner of the schooner
lalves.
Elizabeth N. Nickerson, which went ashore
several days ago at Larks harbor, Bay of
In Belfast Feb. 1st, Bangor High defeated
Islands, but was successfully pulled off on Selfast
High in a rather uninteresting conSunday, arrived here today on the steamer
With the captain came eight men 1 est. The score was 28 to 21. Some exciteBruce.
belonging to the vessel, besides Lhree of □ ent was caused at the start by an alarm of
the crew of the Gloucester schooner M. B.
ire, someone mistaking steam coming
Stetson. Both vessels are now frozen hard
in the ice at Larks harbor and will remain
hrough a register in the Opera House for
there till spring. On the Elizabeth N. are
moke. The department was given a need400 barrels of salt fish and about 800 barrels
of frozen herring. The latter will no doubt
be destroyed. The Stetson also has a large
quantity of fish on board which will likely
become a total loss.
Captain Nicholson and the seven fishermen who came with him, tell harrowing
tales of hardship endured since leaving the
vessel in ice. From Larks harbor the men
were obliged to walk 22 miles to Birchy cove
part of the journey in the teeth of a storm,
over cliffs and hills covered with ice and
snow.
Both Captain Nicholson and the
cook, Thomas Edwards, of the Elizabeth N.,
had narrow escapes from death. While
walking on the ice it gave way, precipitating
Edwards iuto the icy water. A life chain
was formed by the men, and with great difficulty the cook was saved. No sooner was
he rescued than Captain Nicholson went
through, and for the second time the benumbed fishermen were obliged to lie on
the ice aud form a life chain. When the
shore was reached the men were in a
fatigued condition and could not have stood
out much longer.
However, they sought
shelter in a nearby house and were friendly received by the good people at Birchy
cove who did everything possible to alleviate their sufferings and prepare them for
the journey to Port Aux Basque.

ess run.

The summary:

iangor n. s.
i look

relfast h. s.

8, rf.lb, Faliy 1
lones5, If.rb., W. Dickey 2
i Smith, c..c., Colby 1
< fallagher,
rb.If., H. Dickey
1 Ihick
1, lb.rf., Cunningham 5 (3)
Referee, llayford. Timer, Edes.
The game in the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium,
lockland, last Saturday night between the
intermediate team of that city and Belfast
vas very one sided, the score at the end of
1 he second period being 81 to 8.
The Rooki and Star says that “Belfast was outclassed
j rom the first and lamentably weak in team
' day.” The summary:
Iockland
Belfast
ioss, rf.lb, Miller
tichardson, If.rb, Ilazeltine
1
lottrell, c.. Collins
licknell, lb.rf, Decrow
Uperil), r fb.If, Estes
Score: Rockland 81, Belfast 8. Goals from
i ield, Ross 11, Richardson 4, Cottrell 12, Bicklell 6, Alperin 7, Collins 3; from fouls, Ross
Collins 2. Referee, Bird; timer and scorir, Gay. Time two 20-minute periods.

number of subscribers connected with the
New England Telephone and Telegraph
which covers New
Company’s system
Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts as
well as this State—increased 24.2 per cent.,
having, at the end of December, reached
the enormous total of 253,268. This includes
more than 27,000 subscribers on local rural
—

lines which have connected themselves with
the system in order to secure the long distance facilities every telephone user must
have now-a-days in order to get the fullest
value from his service.
The eastern division of the New England
system, in which the Belfast exchange is
included, shows a growth of 24 per cent.,
the number of subscribers the first of this

being 25,411, or 4,933 more than it was
January 1, 1906. This does not take into
year

account the 11,644 subscribers connected
with sub-licensee lines and companies. Adding these, the total number of telephones
in this division of the New England Company’s system—which consists of the State
jf Maine—was 37,055. Belfast itself gained
59 subscribers, having 406 at the close of
ast year. In the Belfast district of the
company are the Dark Harbor exchange,
with 69 subscribers; Monroe, with 74; Pros-

pect, with 35, and Searsport, with 107. These
mtside exchanges, with a total of 285 subscribers, show a gain of 156 during 1906.
rhus there was a grand total of 691 subscribers in the Belfast district at the beginning of the year.
Among the sub-licensee companies the
Maine Telephone and Telegraph Company
nade the banner record. Its list of subscribers increased last year from 1,063 to
1,948, or 83.2 per cent. This company operites exchanges in Bethel, Bryant’s Pond,

Farmington, Hinckley, Livermore Falls,
Madison, Norway, Oxford, Readfield, Skownegan and

Wintbrop.

KNOX.

C. H. Roberts recently put a new stock of
;oods into the Stephenson store at Knox
Jenter. This is very pleasing to the people
if this community, for we are quite a little
distance from any other store.
We feel
confident that be will make a success of the
venture.

Men and Things in

Jan. 30th by signing their names eaoh three
LEGISLATIVE NOTES.
times, when they were sworn to before Miss
Anna P. Ladd.
Then eaoh was given a
In the House Jan. 29th Mr. Skidmore of
blank receipt and when filled out and signed Liberty introduced a bill to incorporate the
chief clerk Emery handed the members of Liucoluville Water Power Co., to make and >
and compressed air for !
the committee the generous compensation j supply electricity
lighting and manufacturing purposes- in I
authorized by the Governor and Council. Lincolnville and Northport.
Capital auThe incorporators are
The committee then called on Governor thorized, $110,000.
Hon.
E.
A.
Butler of
Gen.
J.
P.
and
Cilley
Cobb in a body and presented their report,
Rockland; Lewis Pitcher, E. M. Colemau
after which they called on the Secretary of and
I. 11. Griffin of Lincolnville.
State to express to him their appreciation of
Mr. Colcord of Searsport introduced bill
his courtesies and that of others in his office. an act to incorporate Daniel' C. Nichols,
Edward D. P. Nickels, Amos Nichols,
There is perhaps a general impression that
Frank I. Pendleton. Benj. F. Colcord, Authis examination of the treasurer’s accounts gustus J. Nickerson, Edward C. Pike, Frank
is a perfunctory performance, which is far E. Whitcomb, Isaac II. Havener and Wm.
H. Goodell as the Searsport Electric Co., to
from being correct. It involves a good deal
make and sell electricity in the towns of
of work on the part of some one, and the Searsport and Stockton springs. The capconditions are such that the full committee ital stock is fixed at $50,000.

Augusta

The deferred hearing on the resolve appropriating $1,500 a year for two years for
the Waldo County General Hospital before
the committee on appropriations and financial affairs was held in the State House, Au30th.
gusta, Wednesday afternoon, Ja
There were present in behalf of the hospital Hon. John K. Dunton, Mayor of Belfast, Hon. Wm. B. Swan, ex-mayor, and

work all the time. Two and somttimes three only can work to advantage-

cannot

First in order is checking all the receipts
from every source during the year. Two of
the committee took quite readily to the tax
on wild lands and another two bandied the
tax

on

corporations.

These, of course,

are

of the many sources of revenue.
After the receipts came the expenditures,
when vouchers for each item had to be examined and checked. Then came counting

only

two

the money on hand. Each State depository
had made a return on a card at the close of
business Lee. 31, 1906, of the amount of
money on hand and their statements were
compared with the treasurer’s report and
the amounts added.
Then the $370,000 of bonds, a part of the war debt nego-.
tiated in 1861-2, recently secured by the
State and cancelled, were burned in a fireplace in the treasurer’s office in the presence of
Oramandel Smith, the retiring
treasurer. The committee in their investigations would sometimes find themselves at
a loss; when chief clerk Daniel \Y. Emery,
\Y. VYiswell or Miss Annie M.
or Melvin
Clancy of the treasurer's staff would come
to the rescue and help them out of their difficulty. To the acknowledgment in the
committee’s report of the courtesy and assistance of the Treasurer and his efficient

is the head of a large wholesale and
Mr. Ritchie has
shoe business.
served one term as county attorney and is
ii> practice in Belfast. Mr. Howes is the
more

retail

head of the firm of A. A. Howes & Co., groceries, drugs and nu dicines, and has been
in business in Belfast more than half a
century. Williim A. Mason is the senior
member of the hardware firm of Mason &
flail ami has dene the city good service on
the board of assessors, the school committee and as a mad commissioner. Mr. Elmer

son and E. D. Tapley are practicing physicians of Belfast and Dr. A. Millett of Searsinont. The latter is a member of the U. S.
board of examining surgeons. Dr. Brown clerks during the examination we
I
is an ey e and ear specialist with offices in add here our personal appreciation.
The chairman of the committee, Hon.
Belfast and Bangor. Mrs. Wm. It. Swan
and Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore are active ! George 1). Bisbee of Itumford Falls, has
members of the Woman’s Hospital Aid, an ! served the State in many capacities. He
organization which was largely instrumen- was bank examiner from 1889 to 1892, and
tal in securing the establishment of tiie hos- : with Hon. Cyrus YV. Blanchard of Wilton,
v, no conies next on me
committee, had just
pital and which has rendered it great Snail
cial aid. Mrs. Swan is one of the vice pres- ; retired from the Governor’s Council. Some
idents of the Woman’s Aid and Mrs. Dins- of the committee undertook to complain
It may be justly | that Mr. Bisbee was a hard taskmaster,
more is the president.
claimed that this is a representative dele- but this is not to be taken seriously. lie
gation ol citizens ami tney went tome ue«u- displayed good judgment in apportioning
ing without solicitation, and at their own the work and was not averse to doing a full
expense, simply to manifest their interest share himself. Mr. Blanchard has served
in an institution which has amply demon- in the legislature, as has Lincoln H. Newlion. II. 1’.
strated its usefulness. It is to be regretted comb, Esq., of Eastport.
Gardner of Patten has served three terms
that Hon. C. 0. Poor, chairman of the fiin the iiouse and two in the Senate, and is
nance committee, who has given so much
of his time and l is no less valuable busi- said to be destined to occupy one of the
the financial manage- ! plush chairs in the council chamber two
ness experience to
years lienee. There seemed to be an apment of the hospital, could not have been
lie went to Augusta to attend prehension among his many friends about
present.
the hearing first appointed, hut his arrange- the State Iiouse that he would work too
then made for going to hard, and he was frequently admonished
ments
were
California and lie was on his way when not.to overdo. But this much is certain,
His person- that whatever he undertakes, whether it is
this hearing took place.

|

al acquaintance
Augusta, he having rep- legislation, auditing’accounts or dancing,
resented Belfast two terms in the legisla- he goes into it for all he is worth. Freeland
Jones, Esq., of Bangor was the Democratic
ture, would have been of great assistance.
In opposition to the resolve in aid of the member of the committee and he certainly
Waldo County General Hospital there ap- 1 held up his end both in the work and in
With his family he
peared I >rs. Kilgore and Wilson of Belfast, good fellowship.
a hired attorney, a stenographer and a few
spends the summer months in his schooner
“witnesses."
yacht Elfin, having headquarters in Bucks
Harbor, and he is the commodore of the
At the opening of the hearing photographs
Bucks Harbor Yacht Club. Mr. Gardner
of the interior and exterior of the hospital
and copies of the report for the years 190^ was the only business man on the commitand 1900 were handed members of the com- tee, and there were four lawyers and one
mittee. This perhaps is a good place to editor, who will long retain pleasant memmisstatements as to the ories of his associates.
correct some
at

|

value of the hospital property. The house
was built by a wealthy resident of Belfast
It looks as though Portland had expected
for his own occupancy at a cost of up- to rush the
capital moving project through
j
wards of $10,000, and no expense was the
legislature before the people could be
|
spared in obtaining the best of material heard from or the matter given the considOn the eration it
and most perfect construction.
deserves. If this was the case
death of the owner and of the members of
they were defeated by the postponement,
his family the house was unoccupied for and
will, we believe, be defeated w hen the
I
some \ears, hut was not on the market nor
question comes to a vote. This talk about
was it ever offered torrent.
It might have hotel accommodations is
absurd. Only a
been -"id at one time to a southern gentle- small
percentage of the legislators stop at
man for a summer residence for a much
tlie hotels as it is. The writer heard severlargei .-urn than was paid for it by the al of the members say that
they were per|
and
the buildings 1
hospital association,
feetly satisfied with their accommodations
lo
coiiId not be duplicated today for at the
Augusta House.
Outside of the
four times their cost to the association.
I hotels there are numerous boarding and
A.i\or Duhton in presenting the case to
I lodging houses designed expressly for the actie committee submitted petitions, numer- comodation
of members and to meet the varifrom
Waldo
ous,;. signed,
many
County 1 ous requirements. A room or rooms can be
towns and was followed by other friends
had with or without board, and at reasonof the hospital. Dr. Kilgore presented the able
prices. With the Augusta House re|
case for the opposition, aided by his hired
modeled and modernized for the accommoattorney, who seemed to be of the impresdation of those willing to pay for luxurious
sion that he was in a police court and crossaccommodations, Augusta can care for all
examining a lot of criminals. As the hear- who
sojourn at the State capital as well and
ing progressed it was sized up by disinter- as
cheaply as they can be cared for elseesteu persons as a
doctors quarreland where.
as The Journal does not wish to take part
in a quarrel—having at heart only the inHon. \\ m. T. Haines of Waterville is seen
terests of the hospital, which are of far
greater importance to the community than occasionally at the State House or in the
those of an individual or individuals—we Augusta House, but his candidacy for the
shall not attempt to go into the details of Republican gubernatorial nomination, anwhat was at times an acrimonious con- nounced some three weeks’ ago, is no longer
]>r. Kilgore’s main point was a live topic. The decided majority in the
troversy.
that tlie hospital was a close corporation legislature against resubmission has acted
and that many physicians of the county are like a heavy frost on tender vegetation and
excluded.
He denied that he had been the buds of promise seem destined to fade
Now would
asked to join in the movement for estab- and die without blooming.
lishing the hospital, while others state that seem an opportune time for the Poland
he was invited.
This is a question of spring water candidate to shy his caster
veracity which we do not feel called upon to into the ring or for Col. Prescott of Biddedecide. He made many and serious charges ford to come to the front, but the arena is
against the hospital, hut as a gentlemen vacant, perhaps to remain so until a dark
pifcsent said after the hearing “proved horse enters, followed by the band wagon.
none of them.”
The hearing which began
at 'J p. in. lasted until nearly 7 o’clock.
Laxative Honey and Tar
Cures all Coughs, and expels Colds from
Among those present was Dr. VV. II.
the system by gently moving tbo bowels
Harris, a grandson of the late Hon. A. G.
Jewett. He remarked to the writer that in
establishing a hospital iu Angusta they
had a very similar experience and at one
time an opposition hospital was talked of,
but the hospital survived and is now a
most successful and useful institution.
Senator Libby of Burnham, who has maniKidney Troubles May be Sapping Your
fested an active interest in the hospital, was
Life Away.
Belfast People Have
not present at the hearing but is using his
Learned this Fact.
in
its
behalf.
influence

j

j

-----

Kennedy's

IB

all fairminded people.
The committee appointed to examine the
accounts of the State Treasurer for the year
ending Deo. 31,1906, completed their labors

meeting in the afternoon of the
Washington county delegation it was voted
unanimously to support a bill favoring two
cent mileage on the Washington county raila

road.
In the House Jan. 30th a bill was presented providing for the issuahee and sale
of two-cent mileage books on the Washington County railroad.
The Senate passed to be engrossed the resolve in favor of the Children’s Aid Society
of Maine.
The question of removing the seat of the
State government from Augusta to Portland was given a heariug by the legislative
committee on public buildings and grounds
No action
at the State House Jan. 30th.
was taken by the committee, the hearing
being continued to F’eb. 13th, after a few
supporters of the movement had been

SOJH!

When a healthy man or woman
begins to
down without apparent1 cause, becomes

run

weak,

languid, depressed, suffers backache, headache^
dizzy spells and urinary disorders, look to the
kidneys for the cause of it all. Keep the kidneys

well and they will keep you well. Doan’s
Kidney Pills cure sick kidneyB and keep them will.
Here is Belfast testimony to prove it.
L. Morse of 8 Congress St.,
Belfast, Me., says:
“If Doan’s Kidney Pills act the same with
one

who

them as they
of them should be

uses

everydid with me the
valuable to every-

to

f..

■.
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Europe

Established 1780

INDUSTRIAL ITEMS.

rreated

Years With

2

a

will cure it.

ask any of yen'- triend
bottle. IOc. and
ONLY AT CITY
_

Catarrh

MARK DOWN

I

Dollies,
Pillow Tops,
Center Pcs.,

N

10c
I Oc
I Oc
IOc

Splashers,
Tray Cloths,

hi

High-Priced Physi-

Cured or your money
returned,
The treatment so- ,i>\ ir- i m in
any child can use t |f
have this trouble

i
n

15c
J“C

CITY DRUG m

IX

BELFAST. MflNF

VALENTINES

cian With No Success.

ONE

CENT

and knew the next morning I had found a cure,
as I slept and rested well all that night, sometiling I had not done before in two years. I used
In all six bottles of Uric O and have never (elt a
return of the disease, bad no use for crutches or
cane since the first day’s treatment. I know that
Uric-o does not contain Alcohol or opiates and
that it works in a wonderful way on tile blood,
blander, muscles and kidneys and is the only way
on earth to cure

rheumatismi;-KANKHowE
K. F. D.
N. \

Baldwinsville,
Uri'C-O is sold at seventy-five cents per bottle,
is a liquid internal treatment good for rheumatism only, and will cure each and every case of
rheumatism if properly used. Samples and cir
culars will be cheerfully sent free by addressing
The Smitli Drug Company, Syracuse, N. Y.
Uric O is sold In Belfast by R. H. Moody, who
highly recommends the remedy.
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DANCING CUSH
At Belfast

OF

-AT LESS THAN-

WHOLESALE PRICES.

General dancing to

^
^

i.

BANGOK,

of the
Nose and Throat.

Specialist in Diseases

Eye, Ear

Has taken Boom No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10
n. m. to (i in m., and 7 to 0 j>. m.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelbert
Millett, Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Klmer Small
33tf
and S. W. Johnson Belfast,

Legislative Nntii.es
Tlie Committee on I
public bearing in its n..-»
Augusta, Thursday, i
No. 120. An act in
Electric Company of s.
No. 122. An act to ii
Water Power Company
2w9
FORES']
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,v
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Sewing Aprons of t:

Pillow Tops, Cords, Table Covers,
Table Mats,every thing at cost
Heminway’s Embroidery Silk and
3c. per skein,
Peri Lustre,
25c. dozen skeins.

D. M. C. Cotton,

Trimmed Hats at halt price.
Fancy Feathers, Wings, Quills, Ostrich

1 vi <1

FOWNES GLOVES

Feathers and Flowers less than cost.

$1,50

Velvet at

2.75

“

2.12

175

“

1.50

1.25

“

LOO

$1.00 per yard

for.

ii

Towels Stamped
75c quality for

■'!

Photo PrariieJ. linen
Hdkf. Cases. Linen
Post Card Albums w
embroider, 75c i;u.

Traveling Cases
grade for

j

"

in

Jewel Cases or Moi
for.
Center Pieces for
work, Plate, Finger B

Doileys stamped
at COST.

(!

^
v

i)

WHILE THEY LAST.

!

—ALSO—

Chiffons

Ribbons, Laces and
AT

..

COST.

50c. Chiffons in colors 15c.

M UNDERWEAR

_

Germantown, Sa\

fflli 11 GLOVES.

Talmar Flos.'.

Suede Lisle, two Clasp Gloves 50c.
quality in black, white and tan for

25c. quality in
and tan,

y

biack, white, Slate,

quality 39c. \

25c

Silk and Wool Vests, Cashmere, Silk Plaited
and Cotton Hose to close out we will sell
at less than cost.

All linen initial !ui!-

$1.00 quality

for 75c.

Odd lot Corsets,

and

25c. QUALITY 19c.

Tam O’Shanters in all Colors
87c quality, real Angora Caps for 59c

IN BLACK AND WHITE, 4c, spool.

] lave

AT COST AND LESS.

I

9c

t0c
i

Quac|T’

---

and you will save money by patronizing
as we wish to close out our entire stock 1-

THE HISSES ELLIS,
II

QC

MISHINS BBAIIl

NECKWEAR AND BELTS! I2c. QUALITY
__.

our

j |(J

JOHN CLARKS THREAD,

goods are superior quality
made prices that assure quick sales,

All

j

Muslin hdkfs., I-1 qii:li

19c.

now

q<

37c.

VELVET, SILK AND MUSLIN,
Ve have marked SOc. each regardless
of cost.

Men, 25c.

Ladies’ all linen hdki^
15c. quality,

Hot Of BABIES' BONNETS

50c. qualities

in

Handkr

LESS THAN COST.

1 few

!

r

quality 19c

Infants’ Hosiery and Underwear

,

4eil

Less than the pres:

AT cos r.
50c.

v

Scotch Yarn 30c.

....

i in —inn— inil—■mm—

y..

;1 ass from 8 t<» 9.

Ill» Gils.

i

Rockport;

Agent, Madison,

H

Exhibition of Fancy \,

E. E. BROWN

Dr.

Opera

__

Rockport

rarms
swsmsa
Maine.lyre

in

MR. RICHARD C RANK!N S

OF BUSINESS and wish toe
wrE ARE POSITIVELY GOING OUT
to do this we have marked
order
In
VV
entire stock at once.
for
people to buy. Everything at
prices that will make it an^object
COST.
things LESS THAN

|

j Estate

BE GIVEN

nun it

^CLOSING OUT SALE*

1

Several bills looking to a radical reform
knowledge
City of Belfast, Feb. 4,1907. I
of our tax and ballot
have been introone in need of a
In Board of Municipal officers. I
kidney remedy. I procured duced. The tax billslaws
include every conthe foregoing assessments it is hereby
them at the City Drug store last fall
Upon
while ceivable method that has been tried since ndered that a nearing be had on
Saturday,
having considerable trouble with a lame and time immemorabie and the day before. All March 9, 1907, at 1 o'clock p m.. at the
Alderback.
The
aching
remedy went directly to the States and all countries have unwittingly lien’s room in said city, and that the City Clerk
seat of tile trouble, curing my backache In a contributed their mite toward the new bills, i live notice to each person interested, as required
>y Section 5, Chapter 21, of the Revised Statutes.
short time. I consider Doan’s Kidney Pills a What the outcome will be it is not easy to
Attest: MAURICE W. LOUD, City Clerk.
conjecture, but the whole system of taxamost reliable remedy, and from the benefit I
ob- tion will be very thoroughly discussed at all
A true copy of the assessmeut and of the order
tained I am glad to recommend them to others.” events. As to the ballot
reform, the general < if the municipal officers thereon.
For salt by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fos- leaning of the bills seems to be toward the
Attest: MAURICE W. LORD, City Clerk.
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for Massachusetts law. Direct primaries have
been suggested and different colored ballots
in Maine at a bar■I
tbe United States.
L
ba |m A
8ain sale. Send for
Bemember the name—Doan’s—and take no too, but no decision has been reached by
the oommittees which have the matters in
other.

i

Mr.

WHEREAS,

I

*

If

Nu_

CURED HIM.

Frank Howe, a prominent farmer in the
town of Van Biiren, says: "I visited Hie best
Physician in Syracuse, who treated me for about
I spent in that time
two years for rheumatism.
several hundred dollars and seemed to grow
Being on
worse instead of better eacli day.
crutches and fbrced to drive to the train and
office
became
doctor’s
very dishobbling to the
fear
couraging, let alone the sleepless nights and
doctorwas
advised
to
1
of
quit
fill hours
pain.
ing and try Smith’s Specific Urie l). 1 purchased
a seventy -five cent bottle, took it home and used
it that day as directed.
'•Those fearful sciatic pains left me, my blood
seemed to let loose and flow freely,1 felt different

■

(eel’s ’91 Cog n

L
E

PILLOWS )

j

charge.

A

Rheumatism Badly Cripples
A Baldwinsville Farmer
QUICKLY

E

COUGH WHEN

*

URIC-0

H

WHY

The Camden Anchor-Rockland Machine
Co. will begin the removal of its plant to
Tile
Camden the middle of this month.
VV ith
.ask will occupy several weeks.
lome few exceptions the. hands will follow
lie company to its new home.—Rockland
Courier-Gazette.

NOTICE

Iiep.

j.

ppj

U I
I

Dorchester, Mass,

Lincolnville has a new enterprise in a
itave and heading mill, which will lie run
jy Allen Meservey for the S. S. & U. L.
■liepherd Co. of Rockport. The machinery
sin transit and operations will begin at an
sarly date. The concern will buy all the
itock possible.

girl.__

the City of Belfast, in the county
of Waldo and State of Maine, has constructed and completed a common sewer in said city,
the location of which is as follows, to wit:
Commencing at h manhole at the junction of
Church, Franklin and Main streets, thence up
said Main street to a point opposite the northwesterly end of Congress street. Also commencto pass.
ing at the junction of Main and Cedar streets
Mr. Colcord from same committee report- thence southeasterly over said Cedar street to a
ed ought to pass on bill, “an act to extend point opposite the house shown on sketch herethe charter of the Searsport Trust Com- inafter named as of H. Crosby heirs. Also commencing at a manhole at the junction of Miller
pany.”
Mr. Dow of Brooks introduced a measure and Court streets, thence northwesterly over
said Court street to a point opposite the house
making some technical change in the grand shown on said sketch as
of R II. Moody. Also
lodge of Good Templars of Maine. The commencing at the junction of Court and Spring
Augusta correspondent of the Bangor News streets, thence southwesterly up said Spring St.
says in this connection : “Hep. Dow is one to a point opposite the house shown on said
of the strongest temperance men in the sketch as of G. E. Brackett. Said sewer being
house. He is going ty fight against resub- according to the system of Parks & Whc eler, and
accepted by said city, aud further shown by
sketch by H. P. Farrow, civil engineer in charge
says that unless something else is substi- of the construction of said sewer, said sketch
tuted better he will hang out for the present I being filed herewith. And whereas the expenses
Dow was at one time, • of constructing and completing said common
Sturgis law.
sewer amount to seventeen hundred and thirtysome 20 years ago, at the head of the Good
and whereas certain lots and parcels
Templars of Maine, at a time when he says l two dollars,
have been benefited by said common
there were 26,000 members in the State, I of landnow.
therefore, we the undersigned musewer,
whereas now there are only about 10,000. nicipal officers of said city of Belfast, do deterHe thinks the springing up of the many mine that the several lots and pareels of land
granges had the effect of surplanting the described in the following schedule are benefited
good templar lodges, as the grange lias a by said common sewer to the amount set opposite
lot or parcel of land, and do hereby estimate
strong social feature and most of them each
such lots and parcels of land,
make temperance a strong point also. Hut and assess upon
and against the owner thereof, or person in posin the whole 20 years since he left the head
session, or against whom the taxes are assessed,
of the order, Rep. Dow says he has never the sum set opposite his name in the following
slipped a cog on the temperance question.” schedule toward defraying the expenses of conKtructing and completing said common sewer, to
In the Senate Feb. 1, Mr. Eaton of Wash- wit:
j
MAIN STUKfcT.
ington presented a resolve that proposes an !
amendment to the constitution that, if United States Custom House, lot marked
“United
States'’.$40 OC
sheriffs do not diligently and faithfully enBelfast Savings Bank, lot marked “Belfast
force the laws of the State they may be reSavings Bank”.. 20 00
moved after hearing and their successors : Mrs. Augusta Frederick, lot marked “Mrs.
£
be appointed by the governor.
It was
A. Frederick et ai”.."_ 10 00
tabled for printing.
Mrs. Abby Swan, lot marked \ “Mrs. A.
Frederick et al”.
Tlie resolve appropriating $150,000 for a
5 00
Miss Mary Faunce, lot marked \ “Mrs. A.
new wing for the Eastern Maine General
Frederick
et al”..
5
00
Hospital at Bangor was passed to be enact- Geo. A. Quimby, lot marked “G. A.
Quiined.
20 00
by, Guardian”
In the House Mr. Dow of Brooks present- John N. Stewart Heirs, lot marked “J. N.
ed the remonstrance of G. A. Miller and 23
Stewart Heirs”. 25 00
others of West
against resubmis D. P. Flanders, lor marked “D. P. Flanders” 28 00
smn; of Rev. C. F. Smith and 11 others of Moses W. Rich, lot marked “M. W. Rich”.. 28 00
lot marked “A. I). Chase”. 35 00
of J. W. Bowers and 67 others of A. D. Chase,
Carrie W. Clark, lot marked “Carrie W.
Camden; ot Janies I). Thurston and 36
Clark”
30 00
others of Union; of II. J. C. Hewett and43 Faustina R. Gentner, lot marked
£ “F. R.
others of Thomaston against same; of John
Gentner”.
15 00
A
Irtf
lr twl 1
t.Af
A
U. Stacy and 15 others of Rhippsburg
Frost”. 15 00
against same; of G. F. Rouillard and 24
others against same; of Rev. Win. W. Faustina II. Loso, lot marked “F. H. Loso” 15 00
John M. Fletcher Heirs, lot marked “J. M.
Hackett, D. D., and 32 others of DamarisFletcher Heirs”. 30 00
cotta; of J. L. Clifford and 2 others of New- Win. H. Avery, lot marked Wm. H. Avery” 15 00
castle; of Henry G. Clark and 14 others of JNehemiah Abbott Est., lot marked “N. A*bbott Est.”. 20 00
Perham against same.
Mr. Colcord of Searsport presented the G. W. Burkett, lot marked “G. W. Burkett” 40 00
Juliette
A. Wiggin, lot marked “J. A. Wigpetition of Albert M. Ames of Stockton and
gin”.. 28 00
29 others for resolve in favor of Maine Horace
lot marked “Horace ChenChenery,
State Sanitarium Association.
ery”.30 u0
Mr. Skidmore of Liberty presented a re- Anne M. Chenery Heirs, lot marked “Anne
M. Chenery Heirs”.. 50 00
solve in favor of the town of Liberty, carrying an appropriation of $110 for money
CEDAR STREET.
paid out for State roads in 1903.
Julia L Chenery, lot marked “Julia L ChenThe committee on insane hospitals re10 00
ery”
ported ought to pass iu a new draft on ap- W. E. Hamilton, lot marked “W. E Hamilton”. 12 00
propriations for the insaue hospital in AuThe new draft carries $45,000 for Horace Chenery, lot marked “Horace Chengusta.
ery”.. 15 00
renovating the first male wing and $65,000
B. Cook, lot marked “H B. Cook”.. 20 00
for renovating the third female wing in the Hattie
O. W. Clement, lot marked “O. W. Clement” 25 00
original resolve.
Chas. H. Mitchell, lot marked “C. H. Mitch
ell”. 25 00
Horace Crosby Heirs, lot marked “H. CrosThe initiative and referendum was one of
by Heirs”. 28 00
the principal subjects of debate iu the camCOURT STREET.
paign ot' last fail. Both parties have sub- Unitarian
Lot, lot marked “Unitarian
mitted to the legislature bills dealing with I
Church”.
3000
it. The Republican measure applies to the i Richard H.
Moody, lot marked “R. H.
statute law alone. The Democratic measure j Moody”
28 00
to
both
Methodist
the
lot
statutes and the constimarked “M. E.
applies
Parsonage,
Church”..
tution. They will be heard Thursday, Feb.
28 00
Church, lot marked “Univer7th, and one of the liveliest hearings of the Universalist
salist Church”. 28 00
session is expected.
Jonathan Frye Heirs, lot marked “J. Frye
Heirs”. 15 00
Resubuiission has been before the people Charles A. Pilsbury, lot marked “Charles A.
for several years; in fact might be said to
Pilsbury”. .. 13 00
have never ceased to be before at least a school Lots, lot marked “School Lots”. 30 00
SPRING STREET.
part of them. The pros and cons of this
perplexing question will be fought out in Dbas. W. Lancaster, lot marked “C. W. Lantlie committee room Feb. 13th, and in all
caster”
9ft no
probability will receive attention on the lieo. E. Brackett, lot marked (> E. Brackfloor of the House. The repeal of the Sturett”. 20 00
Dated at Belfast this 4tli day of February, A.D.
gis enforcement law is slated for argument
the next day. What effect the resolve pre- 1907.
JOHN R Df NTON,
sented by Senator George H. Eaton of
SELWYN THOMPSON,
Washington, proposing to amend the conE. S. PITCHER,
stitution so that the Governor may remove
F. C. HOWARD,
delinquent sheriffs, will have on these two
O. I,. WENTWORTH,
EDWIN FROST,
questions is still undetermined.
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast.

Like Record.

a

The Camden Auehor-Koekland Machine
Co., has just received an application from
jarties in Alaska for the agency of their
ingines, also an order from the same
jarties for a 6.^ h. p. Knox Marine engine.

Chinese.
Emma Nelson, Japanese lady.
Jlair Libbey, Albion, clown.
E. M. Soule, George Washington, Mrs.
Soule, flower girl. G. A. Stevens, Johnie
ind Mrs. Stevens, Indian.
E. T. Whiteliouse, devil, Mrs. Whitehouse, Japanese
lady. W. S. Merrick, jockey, Mrs. Merrick,
night. J. 11. Farwell, clown, Mrs. Farwell,
night. E. T. Reynolds, Pilgrim, Miss Reynolds, morning. Lyle Stevens, Jew, Mr.
Storer Chinamen.
Jennie Frost, night.
Josie Knowltou, musio. Mr. and Mrs. J.
A. Adams, cap and gown. Iloise Mitchell,
cadet.
Jack Van Deets, military, Edna
Whitten, Nellie York, Maud Connor, cap
and gown. Sadie Knight, Peat's wall paper.
Mrs. McIIoney, Spanish costume, E. T.
Walker, Dutch costume, Mrs. Walker, folly.
Mrs. Cornfortli, Goddess of Liberty. Kina
Whitten, fancy costume. Ida Whitehouse
and Mrs. Whitaker, Columbia.
Harry
Whitney, crazy, liert Tozier, Clinton, Louville Hollis, Troy, Mexican. Frank Fairbanks, Spanish
king, Mrs. Fairbanks,
Shaker. S. P. Libbey, Blister Brown, Mrs.
Libbej-, Shaker, Lynn Stevens, clown. Edmund Webb, colored costume. Mrs. L. E.
Annie Mae Thompson,
Webb, domino.
cloivn. Jacob Amies, middy, Miss Annes,
night. Frank Conner, Troy, Turk. Mrs.
Conner, gypsy. L. L. Rogers, tamborine

In the Senate Jan. 31st Mr. Mills of Hancock presented a resolve in favor of the
Castine Normal school carrying an appropriation of $8,000 of which $0,000 is to be
used for completing and equipping the new
building, paying architect and grading lot
and $2,000 for general repairs, drainage and
text books.
liy a vote of 23 to 7 the Senate indefinitely
postponed Senator Staples’ biil asking that
the supreme Court pass upon the constitutionality of the tax rebate given three Maine
railroads.
The committee on legal affairs voted favorably on the bill to pay jurors $3 a day
instead of $2.
In the House Mr. Herrick of Brooklin
presented the petition of W. A. Walker and
52 others of Castine praying for “an act to
prevent the snaring of wild hares or rabbits in the town of Castine;” also bill, “an
act to prohibit the snaring of w ild hares or
rabbits in Hancock county.”
Mr. Colcord of Searsport from the committee on banks and banking reported in a
new draft, bill an act to incorporate the
Dixfield Trust Company, and that it ought

years, and has
and America.

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd.

3lerk;Mrs. Wellington, postcard.

nml

1^

constantly increasing sales
won 47
highest awards in

No Other Food Product has

M. 1 ijkmorr, Albion, sailor, Nellie Bump,
starlight; Aubrine Bumps, Albion, sailor.

Hudson of Guilford also favored a continuance.
Those who favored the removal plan op
posed a continuance of the hearing. After
an executive session of more than an hour
the committee decided to continue the hearing until Feb. 13 at 2 p. m.
In the seuate a bill was introduced by
Senator Merrill of Portland granting the
city of Portland authority to raise $500,000
to be turned over to the State treasurer
toward the purchase of a site for construction of a State house in case the seat of government is removed to that city.

11

Has held the market with
126

I

|

BAKER S COCOA
for

I

|

world-wide reputation for High
Quality and Delicious Flavor

a

!
j
I
I

tnd gown.
L. II. Drake, Albion, sailor boy; Mrs.
Drake, bluebell. C. W. Abbott, Albion,
ieneral Beauregard ; Mrs. Abbott, Japanese
ady. A. M. Stratton, Albion, clown; Mrs.
itratton, negress. E. Swears, sailor; Mrs.
Robert Crosby, Albion,
swears, sailor.
ioachiuan. Edna Gerald, morning. Wallace
Libby, Albion, cowboy; Mrs. Libby, Japalese lady.
C. W. Cottin, Albion, d .rkness;
Mrs. Coffin, daylight. Carl Drake, Albion,
Mrs.
Drake, bluebird. Clarence
sailor;
Blake, Albion, soldier. Edith Keyes, sheprerdess.
Lynn Wellington, Albion, mail

heard.

\l

|

Spanish lady. George Mosher, Spanish
javalier, and Mrs Mosher fancy ball costume.
Frank Tozier, Indian, and Mrs.
l'ozier, cowboy girl. Frank Piper, Troy,
30wboy, Mrs. Piper, folly. Clough Mosher,
Spanish toreador, and Mrs. Mosher, fancy
ball costume.
Frank Thompson, Troy,
Mrs. Thompson, black diamond.
George Cook, Troy, Indian; Mrs. Cook,
Highland costume. A. L. Estes, Arabian
sostume; Mrs. Estes, Spanish costume: L.
L. Webb, Troy, Happy Hooligan; Mrs.
Webb, pajamas. Edwin Carleton, Troy,
James
regro; Mrs. Carleton, post card.
Pillsbury, Uncle Sam; Mrs. Pillsbury,
;ypsy. Mrs. Frank Mussey, fancy costume.
Elmer Waining, Indian.
A.
11. Libby,
Waterville, sailor; Mrs. Libby, cap and
Mrs. Atkinson, Brookline, Mass.,
Sown,
Princess of Tudor. B. P. Hurd, Thorndike,
Santa Claus; Mrs. Hurd, flower girl. Dick
Farwell, Dutch; Mrs. Farwell, flower girl,
ieorge Taylor, farmer; Mrs. Taylor, cap

grossed.

The case of those who favor the removal
Portland was conducted by Mayor Clifford, Joseph B. Reed, Chas. N. II. Randall,
J. Putnam Stevens and Frank B. Millikea
of Portland, Nathaniel II. Jones of Lincoln
and Representative Luther P. Moore of
They argued that hotel accommoda: Saco.
tions in Augusta are inadequate and that
the rates are excessive, while in Portland
there would be ample accommodations for
the legislators at a reasonable expense.
Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta, who appeared for those opposed to the removal, asked
for a continuance on the ground that the
matter had not been advertised sufficiently
and that the people of Augusta had not had
would
time, as yet, to prepare their arguments.

A.Sherman is a leather board manufacturer
and duos a large business in that line. Mr.
James ('. Durham is the proprietor of a
woodworking factory, having succeeded his
father in the business. Drs. S. W. John-

when it was unanimously voted “ought
The members of this comto pass.”
mittee are Joseph W. Simpson of York
chairman; E. P. Page of Somerset and G1
H. Eaton of Washington, of the Senate,
Messrs. Merriman of Livermore, Seates of
Westbrook, Joy of Eden, Walker of Biddeford, Stubbs of Strong, Newcomb of Newburg and Jordan of Portland of the House.
To the members of this committee are due
the thanks of the people of Waldo county
for their courtesy and patience through a
protracted hearing, attended as it was by
certain unpleasant features, and for their
decision, which must meet the approval of

The resolve in favor of the Children’s
Aid Society of Maine was passed to be enAt

BALL AT UNITY.

I’he committee of arrangements was headed
jy Mrs. M. N. Stevens, including Mrs. C. E.
■stevens, Mrs. C. M. Whiting anil Mrs. J. E.
3ook. The floor was under the direction of
Jeorge E. Grant. Excellent music was
finished by Kendall’s orchestra of SkowDelicious refreshments of salads,
legau.
sandwiches, cake and coffee were served by
lie ladies of the Rebekah lodge. Many of
she costumes were beautiful and deserve
special mention. About 60 couples were
uasked, among whom were the following:
M. N. Stevens, Colonial costume and Mrs.
Stevens, pink roses. C. E. Stevens, Columbus ; Mrs. Stevens, Spanish lady.
Caroline Fuller, pink roses.
Angie Garceloh,
1'roy, queen of spades. J. E. Cook, Spanish
king, and Mrs. Cook, queen of hearts. C.
M. Whitney, clowu aud Mrs. W’hitney,

]

Mrs. Swan, Hun. L. T. shales, ex-mayor,
Mr. am! Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore, Arthur
Ritchie, Esq., A. A. Howes, Wm. A. Mason, Elmer A. Sherman, James C. Durham,
Drs. S. W. Johnson, E. D. T, pley, Elmer
E. Brown and A. Millett of the hospital
staff and Miss Christine Hall, the superintending nurse. Mayor Dunton is a member
of the law firm of Dunton & Morse, of
which his brother, Robert F. Dunton, who
represents Belfast in the legislature, is the
head. Hon. Wm. B. Swan is one of the
oldest business men in Belfast, the head fo
the Swan
Sibley Co., wholesale dealers in
groceries,grain,etc. lion. L. T. Shales is the
senior member of the grocery firm of
Shales A- Follett, groceries, etc. Mr. Dins-

At the close of the hearing Wednesday
the resolve was laid on the table, and
was taken up later in executive session

MASQUERADE

The receut masquerade ball given in Odd ;
bellows’ hall under the direetiou of the !
adies of Duity was a decided success. I
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107 Main
II
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C„ Feb. 4.
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prices asked for the
land and in assuring himself that the
purchases could be made for figures
that are not excessive.
In the course
of the commission’s investigation, Gov.
Burleigh also made a thorough inspection of the Park system of Wasliiugton and advanced numerous ideas
regarding the future needs of the city
for park privileges, which were of advantage to the commission.
Recently Gov. Burleigh has been
taking up with the post office departinto the
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rural free

delivery

that this system insures
greater freedom from contagious decease. a better personal control of the
boys and of direct persoual interest in
the physical, intellectual and moral welfare of each inmate as an individual,
and in the individual a greater love for
the home life and a more intensive loyality to the school and to the State.
The general system of management
and control is the same in all the cottages. In each is a large room where
the boys sleep', each in a sepiarate bed
all being arranged in hospital form.
The bedsteads are of iron, the coverings
is

cases

for changes in the present routes ttiat
patrons may have their mail delivered

Mr. Pendleton and
here is illus-

making

distinct and separate family,

are a

eating, sleeping, working, and attending to their studies by themselves. It

sidies if a way can be for the Third District. He has a few
will not arouse the petitions for new luutes and likewise
middle westerners.

claimed

white and the room presents

a

very

conveniently. The department neat and attractive
In
appearance.
uent from Mr. Piurn- authorities are considering these reeach cottage is a master and matron,
and
before
he
to
Maine
returns
language:
iig
quests
who sleep in an adjoining room, and
says, “why the ship at the close of the session Gov. Burnext to them is the hospital bed-room
.on
refrained from
leigh expects to be able to announce where any one who is sick can be
easily
bill
subsidy
pfior several postal matters of interest to
cared for. The teachers have rooms by
elections.The main his constituents
the
Maine
coast.
along
themselves.
Each cottage has its
House bill are simply
school room and each is well supiplied
HOD-CARRIEk
AND
HERO.
O’RORKE,
to great steamship
with everything necessary for the pureen doing business
O'Rorke had been a hod carrier in
pose,
including a musical instrument.
the Pacific Mail—a Rochester when he was
appointed to
It is intended that each boy who
and before this
West Point. Previous appointments j leaves the school shall have at least
proposed, has built all have tailed to pass, the Congressman, what
might be termed a common
zed ocean steamers his
pride probably ruffled by the fact, | school education and be well fitted for
c them—this line is set out determined to find
somebody in the common business of life. The diuto tiie extent of his district who could
graduate at the j ing rooms are neatly arranged and
id, with the two six- Military Academy, and, turning away
everything is scrupulously neat and
now building, can from the rich and the high social levels, |
a
of
made
choice
O'Rorke.
There
is
j clean, well calculated to educate the
requires without an
something that sets the heart beating boy who comes tr'om a home of
warmly in the fact that when his friends filth and poverty to a sense of the
me is
similarly situ- of toil learned that tie stood at the head
and
of
value
neatness
comfort,
e case of the Pacific 01 his class they
chipped in some of j
In one cottage we
hard earnings and bought him a and respectability.
their
quirements appear to
costly, richly engraved gold watch as a had the opportunity to see the boys at
'ely fitted to the ves- token that they were proud of him. He dinner.
They filed into the room in ornow has.
Thus the drilled me under the blooming horseeach to his place, and stood at atder,
ockies combination chestnuts on the east side of the acadtention; then at the word each was
emie hall, and I well remember his lookterms of the House
ing at the same watch while giving me seated and all heads were bowed over
tract for their ves- a little rest.
lie graduated at the head j
clasped hands while in unison a blessoy have a working of his class, and in less than eighteen !
was invoked.
Then quietly and in
months was brevetted twice for gallant ing
c Japaneses line, are
and meritorious conduct.
The fall order the dinner was begun. The food
;• votive competition,
before the Gettysburg campaign he be- j was w holesome and appetizing in qualied ships can under- came Colonel of the 140th New York:;
ty and sufficient in quanity.
vith tiipm.
And the and some time in the winter of 1S02-63
The various departments of labor
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ted States are to pay
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red for this insurance time since I have
thought that this was it is very important that every citizen
more
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his love to which he had remained steadfast while the honors were falling about
him. However that may be, be was
killed while standing on a large boulder,
bis regiment immediately before him,
and fighting almost at the muzzles of its
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or transport fleet.
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of the State should be instructed in
some form of manual labor,
In one
room the
boys were busy repairing
their clothing and some specimens of
their skill in repairing dilapidated garguns on Round Top.
Meanwhile fame's trumpet lias been 1 ments would do credit to any housepealing; but not over his grave. Ah, wife in the State. In another room
how fickle she is! Everybody knows of
were working and repairing shoes
his classmate, Cushing; not one in a they
thousand of dear old Pat! Yet I am and doing very good work. In another
room they were doing excellent laundry
sure that the spirits of Bayard and Sidney reached out their hands from Heav- work. In the wood working shops were
en to grasp the gallant boy and welcome
evidences of much mechanical ski, 1 and
him to the company of gentlemen of all
ages.—Gen. Morris' Schaff, in Fehruary we were told that some of the recent
labor on the buildings was done by the
Atlantic.
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EVANGELINE.

mere handful compared
hundred
three
thousand
citizens
French
dragooned out of
France upon the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes. Theirs was not so
hard a fate as that of the thirty thousand Tories driven into vagabond exile
at the close of the Revolutionary War.
Nobody pities the Huguenots or the
Loyalists; but the sufferings of the
Acadians are blown in every ear. All
the world knows their sad story; for
they have not lacked their sacred poet.
When the Reverend Mr. Conolly told
the story of the two parted Acadian
lovers, and Hawthorne turned the material over to Longfellow, none of them
could forsee the consequences of their
action. The immediate outcome was
“Evangeline,” published in 1847. It
became at once popular; now after
sixty years, its popularity is greater
than ever. Year after year thousands
of Canadian and American schoolchildren con the tale of the desolation of
Grand Pre. The annotated editions
for their use promise to extend into an
infinite series.
“Evangeline” has even
become a factor in business; it figures
in countless advertisements.
Astute
managers of steamer and railway lines
find their adbount in a poem that draws
the tourist traffic. Every summer thousands of pilgrims from the United States
crowd to Nova Scotia, and visit Grand
Pre because it is the scene of Longfellow’s touching idyl. Truly, these are
not slight results from telling a story
to a literary man more than half a century ago.—Archibald MacMechan, in

They

sit-

in-

OF

boys

and in

a

workmanlike

manner.

This work shop business must prove of
Fact and fiction are almost impossible much benefit to the boys, as they readi, to disentangle in the popular conception
ly take to tools and can here gain prac| of that most pathetic incident, the for- tical experience in some trade that
cible deportation of the French settlers
will be of value to them in after years.
; from Nova Scotia by the English govin 1755. They were removed, In fact, a practical education as an areminent
I
| not exterminated,—as was the Hugue- tisan may change the destiny of a boy
not colony in Florida by the Spaniards.
from a worthless tramp to that of a

ident that he has put
i in favor of this bill
'.
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the

the February Atlantic.
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Bmts th»

The Kind You Have Always

Bought

to the

conducted

of the

possible

dividuals

producer

and a man of

respectability.

Each cottage has a garden attached
and the boys attend to the work upon
it. The buildings and shops are warmed by a general system of heating and
The saniare light and comfortable.
tary system would seem from a casual
to be all

inspection

right.

cottages each boy has
own

and

the wash

a

In all the
towel of his

and

bowls

water

convenient, neat and scru-1
pulons clean. Each boy has a locker
for his clothing and each cottage has a
bathroom and the boys are required to
closets

are

take a bath at least every week.
In visiting the barn we saw some
nice team

horses and

two

very fine

herds of cattle. All of the departments
of the barn are in the best of condition.
Everything is neat and orderly and
the whole place is an instructive object lesson to any practical farmer.
The ladies of the party seemed to specially enjoy the visit to this department
of the institution. The power house,
where

two

engines,

one

at a

time,

supply the power and heat of the institution, is next visited.
It was now past noon and the visitors
returned to the main building and after
again getting warm and comfortable an
invitation was given to partake of the
hospitality of the management and so
all fell into line for lunch. The dinner
was a credit to the ladies of the establishment, well cooked, and nicely

on

1

The Kind Ton Have Always
Bought, and which has been
in use for over SO
years, has borne the signature of
— and has been made under his
personal supervision since its
infancy.
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
AUCounterfeits, Imitations and “Jnst-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience
against Experiment.

Colorado,

tueir honor

will

and

who claims that his ex-

effectively.

One characteristic that appealed to
us was the fact that in the whole body
there were practically no sullen, un-
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CASTORIA

■

1

opportunity

to see

brigade

all together

them

commander

was

CHERRIES, ETC., ETC.

ALWAYS

the

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use

pleased

servation a

with
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what

OF

confidently
Bank by

Mail.

Open
All

partment NOW.

!

fore

of this school to the State than before

This

money cheerfully
unsatisfactory.
Sold only by

POOR & SON,

February 10th,

your

account in

an

Saving Deopened on or be-

new accounts

will be

DtUGGlSTS

Banking business
our

umora

placed upon

compounded semi-annually.

As a mat-

ter of

SHOW CARDS,
PRICE TiCKETS,

expediency it is more economical
To open an account by mail send vour first deposit ot
to care for the boy while in the formative period of his life, when he can be
any amount by registered letter, express or postal order, or
developed into an honest, industrious,
bv check or draft from anywhere in the Wot Id. Pass book
self-respecting citizen, than to support
y
with
credit entered will be sent at once, with card for
the criminal in jail or prison after all
hope of regeneration has been lost. As
signature.
a municipal officer I should not now
We pay 2 % Interest on Checking Accounts. Send
hesitate to commit any boy to that
for booklet free. Banking by Mail.
school who was found to be going to
the bad.
Many of the acquired and
hereditary traits of character can be
educated out of a boy, and this State
school for Boys seems to be the place !

I

Capital

and earned

Total Resources,

|

m. ,t. d.

POSTERS,

Anything
Telephone 155-3

633,341.05

I
I

I
i

J

that in all the financial transactions in the U.
is done with currency, the other tH
S. but 6
c; being done by means of checks and bank
drafts? If you do not already keep a checking account start one now ami you will realize

Children.

Bears the

Always Bought I

from its convenience and safety why abov# is
true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us and we w ill show you. The

I

^\U\Vv

S/fj+JF
JciZeJuAS

Signature of

Sip Line.

in the

surplus,$85,836.04

v

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and
The Kind You Have

means

InterestFubrnaiyl with Interest at4% ^Signman

entertained, and believe that every
reasonable
appropriation asked for
should be granted, just as far as finan-

to do It.

by
we

absolutely guarantee.

BELFAST, MAINE,

seeks and invites

from

cial conditions will admit.

that

preparation

a

refunded if

way

I saw.

not cure them NOW

Why
using

j

individuals,

personal obhigher opinion of the value

I have received

principles and having all the conveniences of modern
banking necessary for the prompt and efficient
handling of the accounts of firms, societies and

!

with the actual work of this

much

was

sound and conservative

on

Unsightly

WARTS

—---

conducted

you have

*1

For Over 30 Years.

writer on this occasion.
of the legislature I received an iuvitation from the officials in charge to
j
accompany the committee who look af- i
ter the interests of the school, which
invitation was gladly accepted, not'
merely for the pleasure of the trip, but;
for the purpose of becoming better ac-!

general

GROCERIES, DRUGS

If

status of the j
As a member ,

a

L A. HOWES & CO.,
and MEDICINES.

j

School for Boys, and in

for 25c

PINEAPPLE,

j

declamations,
flag drills, company
drills, marching, etc. Here, as elsewhere, the piano was in evidence, and
music is used to please, instruct and
1
irouse to action.
It was pleasing to
note the spirit of military enthusiasm j
ind patriotism that was shown by the !
boys. Remarks were made by Superintendent Wentworth, Col. Atwood and I
others, and theu the boys tiled out with
military precision and the affair was
personal

cans

UCHES,

I'

sxercise on the program, which consisted of songs by the school, solos,

Now as to the

17c

3

PEARS,

i

master of ceremonies and gave an address of welcome and announced each

over.

I Oc and 12c

•

APRICOTS,

Kearlv all returned your look with a
smiie and were pleased with any attention given them. Here we had an

quainted

dandelions,

■

...ALSO....

happy looking boys. They were blight,
clean, smiling and apparently happy

The

omatoes.

I

laine Sweet Corn.

Castoria is a harmless snbstitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric. Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
Worms
destroys
and allays Feverishness. It cures
Diarrhoea and Wind
Co“c" 14 relieves Teething Troubles, cures
Constipation
And Flatulency,
It assimilates tlie Food,
regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving
healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother's
Friend.

honor, if rightfully appealed
respond honestly, faithfully,

of

to,

15c per can, 2 for 25c

*

What is CASTORIA

perience with the worst types of that
city proves that even with the lowest,
the worst and the most degraded, the
sense

I *eas,

■

body, and thus to as
great an extent as is possible are an exIt is
ample of self government.
practically an endorsement of the
methods of Judge Ben Lindsey of Denver,

taco
Canned Goods

and as a

■

i

were

main

who

It seemed incredi-

Din-

served by the ladies themselves.

hall in the upper story
Journal Correspondent Accompanies the
building,
where the great pleasure of
Legislative Committee to Westbrook.
the occasion awaited us. The boys as
Your correspondent accompanied the
we had seen
them in the shops and elselegislative committee which left Auwhere
were
all dressed in plain gray
gusta on the morning train Jan. 24th
for an official visit to the State School clothes, plain and rough but neat and
for Boys in Westbrook. At the Union clean. Now they were dressed in neat
station in Portland a special electric uniforms and formed into four comcottage, each
car was awaiting the party, which num- panies, one from each
bered 45. They were joined here by under its own captain. The national
Hon. Fred Atwood of Winterport, long a colors were much in evidence and here
we saw the
military system of the intrustee of the school, in which he has
stitution.
The officers are appointed by
ever maintained an active interest, and
popular vote and on their merit and fitby several others connected with the ness
for the position. Here we get at
institution. At the end of the car line
the principle of the government of the
the party were transferred to barges
institution. The boys are placed as
and conveyed a mile or more to the infar as
as inA

giver

-uss before Congress.
that it was the big

gton

Boys.

Pierce's Favorite Prescription the most
potent, invigorating restorative strengthever devised for their special benefit. Xursinganothers wlHJind it especially valuable ik sustaining vtjeir strength
and prumotingxn Shundant nourishment
lor the child.
ilx[»ctantmpH»ers too
will find it a
priceless'^jO*JWp>qphce the
svstem for baby’s coming and
rendering
the ordeal comparatively painless* It
ran do no harm
ip any state, or condition
oLthefemale svstem.
Delicate, nervous, weak women, who
suffer from frequent headaches, backache. dragging-aown distress low down
in the abdomen, or from painful or irregnlar monthly periods, gnawing or distressed sensation in stomach, dizzy or
faint spells, see imaginary specks or spots
stitution.
floating before eyes, have disagreeable,
pelvic catarrhal drain, prolapsus, anteOn entering the main building the
version or retro-version or other displacevisitors were welcomed by Mr. Wentments of womanly organs from weakness
of parts will, whether they experience
worth, the superintendent, and all promany or only a few of the above sympceeded to the reception room to warm
toms, find relief and a permanent cure by
using faithfully and fairly persistently
up after the cold ride. Xext in order
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
was the inspection of the
buildings.
This world-famed specific for woman’s
This was my first visit to the instituweaknesses and peculiar ailments is a
of
the
choicest
napure glyceric extract
tion and it was a revelation. Many of
tive. medicinal roots without a drop of
alcohol in its make-up. All its ingredimy preconceived ideas of the school
ents printed in plain English on its botllewere found to be erroneous.
In the
wrapper and attested u: der oath. Dr.
first place all idea of a jail or prison
Pierce thus invites the fullest investigation of his formula knowing that it will
must be set aside. There are no signs
be found to contain only the best agents
of grates or bars except in the old secknown to the most advanced medical
science of all the d.:'' rent schools of practions of the buildings and these have
tice for the cure of woman’s peculiar
no practical use under the present sys•
weaknesses and ailments.
If you want to know more about the
tem of management.
composition and professional endorseTHE COTTAGE SYSTEM.
mem of the "Favorite Prescription." send
postal card request to Dr. R. V. Pierce,
There are four cottages in which are
Buffalo. X. Y.. for his .free booklet treathoused the 150 boys, more or less.
ing of same.
You can’t afford to accept as a substi- These cottages are nicely finished in
tiite for this remedy of known composition I
There
1 hard wood and well furnished.
a secret nostrum of unknown oomposir
tion. Don't do it.
are about forty boys in each building,

eir owners are kicks'

The State School for

In all stations of life, whose vigor and
vitality may have been undermined and
broken-down by over-work, exacting
social duties, the too frequent bearing of
children, or other causes, will find in Dr.

pone for the Shipping Into the Parks in Wash*

I

and

Over-burdened Women

FOILS.
Give

drifted winter-ways.
Whence, returned, the ingie-blaze
Shall like altar-fire divine
Leap before these eyes of mine.
Give me hours of hungry dearth,
That I may possess the earth—
Find Olympian banquets spread
In the country wine and bread !

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE

Give

CAPITAL $50,000.00.

me

give your business,;whether
small, careful attention.

will

or

| ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS.

me Strife (who so love Peace!)
That, when furrowing wars shall cease,
Fruitful be the olives fo nd,
Springing from that blackened ground.
1, who so love Love-all,—yes!

Give

large

SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
ORGANIZED 1881.

Hate and Bitterness.
That, when these are past and done,
Love and I may more he one!
me

Yoq all want One.

Give me sleep, that I may feel
Clotho’s hand new start the wheel
Of another day’s bright spinning
And when the waip and woof are thinning.
And the daylight is half blind,
Give me Death, that I may find
Life, upon some morning height
Sheen and sheer above the Night!
-Edith M. Thomas, in the February Atlantic.

THE

MAINE STATE

SLEIGHS,

Constipation

j

i. H.

Montgomery, Searsport.

Maine

Call
new ones every month.
FEBRUARY list—just inYou cftn arrange with cur credit department for
Phonograph on the installment plan. Easy

catalog.
-~~

♦♦♦

MARK WOOD & SON,^

|

(ESTABLISHED

j

1888

Marble

»

:i

Hills

payments.
Come in and

BY

B.

H.

MOODY.

not.

WANTED
young man. 17 to :o, to work in a bank, one
living with bis parents preferred. Address in
reference and state
own handwriting, giving

salary expected.
P. O

Box 993,

Belfast, Me.

♦

PIANOS & ORGANS

French Periodical Drops
SOLD

or

A

TUNED, CLEANED AND REPAIRED.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

ROY F. COPELAND, Belfast, Ma

Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless, sure to accomplish DESIRED
RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy. Price, $1.50 per bottle.
PillTIflN Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine is put up
WMWIIVN ton with fac-simile signature on side of the bottle, thus:
Bend for Circular to WILLIAMS MM*. CO., Sole Agents, Cleveland, Ohio.

whether you bay

POSTOFFICE SQUARE.

SON,

Bldg:., opp. Court House, Belfast.

see us.

F. A. FOLLETT A SON,

We carry the largest assortment of
finished Marble Monuments, Tablets, etc., to be found in the city.
We make a specialty of duplicate
work. If you want riARBLE see
us before buying elsewhere.
Samof rietal* Wreaths, Vases and
Bouquet holders, always on hand.

Iples

a

Workers.

HARK WOOD &

All the

and hear the

j

|

Lyon s
R. H. MOODY, BELFAST,

Belfast,

PhoncHjraph!

Thomas A. Edison says: “] want a Phongraph
We
with him, so dn yon.
in every home.
We sell Phonographs for the low» »t ra-di price.
We carry every Gold Moulded Record in the

strikingly true with regard to Constipation.
The bark of a certain tree in California—CasCara Sagrada—offers a most excellent aid to this
«nd. But. combined with Egyptian Senna. Slip,
pery Elm Bark. Solid Extract of Prunes, etc., this
lame Cascara bark is given its greatest possible
A toothsome
power to correct constipation.
Candy Tablet, called Lax-ets. is now made at the
Dr. Shoop Laboratories, from this ingenuous and
most effective prescription. Its effect on Constipation, Biliousness. Sour 8tomach, Bad Breath.
Sallow Complexion, etc., is indeed prompt and
aatlsfying.
No griping, no unpleasant after effects are experienced, and Lax-ets are pat up in beautiful
lithographed metal boxes at 5 cents and 25 centi
per box.
For something new. nice, economical and
effective, try a box of

Lax-ets

WHAT?" tdison

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES told by

E. R. CONNER,

Baked sweet apples, with some people, bring
With others,
prompt relief for Constipation.
coarse all-wheat bread will have the same effect.
Nature undoubtedly has a vegetable remedy to
relieve every ailmeut known to man. if physicians
can but find Nature's way to health.
And this is

We wait yon ail Id toe one.

PRISON

only in paste-board Car*

taj
ff

ml

§m Im I C>

high class magazine.
prizes. Write J. N.
ngto” houare, New

Men

or

women, loca

representatives for
Large Commissions. Cash
TRAINER. 80 East WashYork, N. Y.

The

Republican Journal. ! rels

or wrong of private quardo not feel called upon to de
cide. If the rules of the hospital are
not what they should be they can Le
revised. If the usefulness of the institution can be extended steps should
be taken to that end. Bury the hatchet.

to the

BELFAST. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1907.
Published

Every Thursday by the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A.

1-ILSBDHY.

Open

j ,!us™“Ker.

right

*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

we

the

hospital

to every

►

physician

and surgeon of good standing in the
and if they do not avail themcouuty,
Subscription Terms—In advance. S2.cn a
year; si.no for six months, 50 cents for three selves of the privilege they can have no
months.
We had written
cause for complaint.
The Bangor Board of Trade have thus far when we were advised that at
voted to endorse the recouiendations of a meeting of the Waldo County HospiState Highway Commissioner Sargent, tal Association, held Feb. 2,1907, it was
and support the State road bill now unanimously voted to adopt the followingvrule:
pending before the legislature.
Any person wishing to enter the HosIn recent years several of the profes- l^jtal for treatment or any physician or
in good standing wishing to
sors and instructors at the University surgeon
enter his patient for treatment, may
of Maine have refused offers from inapply to the staff physician or surgeon
stitutions in other States that would and if refused he may apply to the Dimean advancement financially and pro- rectors and in all cases the Board of

fessionally, on the ground that the University of Maine was “a college, with a
future.” It now remains for the legislature to decide whether the University
will have a future worthy of her past,
or whether the institution that represents the State in educational, business
and professional circles tbe world over
shall be forced into retrogression.

rules
ment
with this vote.

in the oiiice of The Aroostook

Republi-

can, of which lie was the editor and
proprietor. A few years later lie was

called to Augusta to take charge of the
bureau of which lie has been the efficient head for twenty years, and from
which tie retires with the best wishes
of all who have met him socially or offi-

UKI.EAST PRICE

Prices Paid Producer

p bu.,
50a75; Hay p toil, ll.OOai3.CO
7 llidespib,
8
dried, p lb,
11
2.00@2.25;Lamb P lb.
Beans, pea,
90
Yel’eyes,2.00a2.25 Lamb Skins,
22a25: Mutton p lb.
8
Butter p lb,
40
5@7> Oats p bu., 32 lb,
Beef, sides, p lb,
45
fore
Beef
quarters, 4a5| Potatoes p bu.,
8
Hog,
Barley P bu.,
60]Round
12 Straw p ton,
8.00
Cheese pib.
I4al5 Turkey p lb,
Chicken p tb,
26@28
14 Tallow P lb,
3
Calf Skins, per ib.
20 Veal p lb,
8a9
Duck p lb.
26 Wool, unwashed,
25
Eggspdoz..
12a 13 Wood, hard,
Fowl p tb.
4.00®4.50
21 Wood, soft.
3.00
(ieese p ib,
Abides

the

What

moving

legislators will do about
Capital to Portland

of the

remains to be seen.

Wbat the voters

will say as to the financial end of the

proposition

hardly
open
If present conditions continue,
the end of Governor Cobb's second term
be

can

to

doubt.

will find the State

entirely

Retail Market.

1.10
Beef, corned, p tb, 8@10 Lime P bbl.,
4
Butter Salt, 14 tb, I8a20 Oat Meal p lb,
60 Onions p lb,
Corn p bu.,
3£
Cracked Corn, p bu, 57 Oil Kerosene,gal.,13@ 14
5*
57 Pollock ►' T<,
Corn Meal, p bu.,
11
I8ai9 Pork p ib.
Cheese, p lb,
1.13
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.70 Plaster p hbl.,
s:a 9 Rye Meal P lb.
3
Codfish dr',, p lb.
12 Shorts p cwt.,
1.30
Cranberries, p qt..
15 Sugar p tb,
6
('lover Seed,
40
Flour p bbl.,
4.75U5.50 Salt, T. I.,pbll.,
H. G. Seed p bu.,
1.80:Sweet Potatoes,
t
5
121 Wheat Meal.
Lard, p tb,

free from

BORN.

debt— a very desirable situation for a

State, city, town, county

or

individual.

capital moving proposition will involve the State going in debt to an
amount not less Ilian two and possibly

The

four

This will
necessitate an increase in the State tax,
which otherwise, with no debt to carry,
might be decreased. Portland has attractions to offer in the way of places
of amusement, it is true, but would
that be conducive to good legislation?
Would not members of the legislature
expect and demand an increase of pay
or

five million dollars.

to enable them

to

participate

^Billado. In Prospect Ferry, January 30, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin BiUado, a’daughter.
Blodgett. In Philadelphia, January 20, to
Capt. and Mrs Free Blodgett, a son, Frederick.
Faknha.m. In West Brooksville, January 20,
to -T aid Mrs. Lewis Farnlmni, a daughter.
In Searsport, January 31, to Mr.
Grinnell
and Mrs v. iiliam E Grinnell. a daughter.
In Wiley's Corner, St. George,
•Johnson.
January 27, to Mr. ami Mrs. John Johnson,
twins—son and daughter.
Mathews. In Belfast, January 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. George A. Mathews, a son.
in Strong. January 14. to Rev. and
Packard
Mrs. H. L. Packard, a daughter, Faith Evelyn.
MARRIED.

in the

the home of his mother, Mr* J. E. Hooper,
Charles E. wider, iormerly of Waldo, aged 20
yen s, 11 months and 11 days.
Pendleton.
In South Union, January 27,
Mi s. Maiy M Pendleton, aged -.1 years.
Pendleton, in Isleshoro, January 20, Mrs
E leal eth Pendleton, aged 58 ye is, 24 days.
TAi*Li:s.
In Rockland, January 29. Horace,
son or
r. ai d mi s. (
R. Staples, aged 7 years,
11 montlis. 1 day.
Swaz-y. In Bucksport, February 4, Joseph H,
Sv\ azey
iHoHNDiKK. In Rockporr, Jan. 28. Robert C.
Thorndike, aged S3 years, 1 month, 18 days.

nearly equal to that of the State
of Massachusetts, and now in its infancy. is growing in business and in
population at a rate far beyond that of
any other section. Bangor is as easily
reached from the western part of the
State as Augusta, and with comparatively little difference in time. But
while.Aroostook is attaining its growth
the capital should remain where it is.
area

{

I

AN ENTIRE NEW STOCK

♦

FOR NEW YORK THIS MONTH, WHEN WE
ATTEND THE SUIT AND COAT CONVENTION,',GETTING ALL THE LA TEST IDEAS ON THIS CLASS OF GOODS
i

New Summer Shirt Waists and Summer
Dress Goods Open Saturday, Feb. 9.
We thank you for your
shall work for your good will

I
r>r|f fa •'ifiiupisi iaiii

12 Years—Eczema
Spread
Body in Rough
Scales, Cracked, Inflamed, and
Swollen—Case Pronounced Incurable, but Completely Cured by
Two Sets of Cuticura Remedies.

Boy

in

Misery

Over

HIS SKIN NOW FINE
AND SMOOTH AS SILK
“I wish to inform you that your
wonderful Cuticura has put a stop to
twelve years of misery I passed with
my son. As an infant I noticed on
his body a red spot and treated same
with different remedies for about five
years, but when the spot began to
get larger I put him under the care
of doctors. Under their treatment the
disease spread to four different parts
of his body. The longer the doctors
treated him the worse it grew. During
day it would get rough and form
like scales. At night it would lie
cracked, inflamed, .and badly swollen,
with terrible burning and itching.
When I think of his suffering, it nearly
breaks my heart.
His screams could
be heard down-stairs. The suffering
of rAy son made me full of misery. I
had no ambition to work, to eat, nor
could I sleep.
“One doctor told me that my son’s
eczema was incurable, and gave it
up
for a bad job.
One evening I saw an
article in the paper about the wonderful
Cuticura and decided to give it a trial.
"I tell you that Cuticura Ointment
is worth its weight in
gold, and when I
had used the first box of Ointment there
was a great
improvement, and by the
time I had used the second set of Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment, and Cuticura Resolvent my child was cured. He
is now twelve years old, and his skin is
as fine and smooth as silk.
Michael Stein7 Sumner Avenue, Brooklyn.
man,
N. Y., April 16, 1905.”

j
j
J
|

be a model commissioner. But we venture to predict that he will not.”
Aud
in conclusion Editor Otis makes this

characteristic remark: “If he has the
power he will have every lobster fisherman in Knox county voting the Republican ticket or in State prison.”

than generous patronage in the past, and
long as we remain in the business.

more
as

nuucc.

Meaning
,)ess

Too much stress cannot be placed on
the great value of Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pills in antiseptic cleansing,
thus affording pure, sweet, and economi!°cal and constitutional treatment
se*
for inflammations, itchings,
irritations,
relaxations, displacements, and pains, as
well as such sympathetic affections
as

anonymous ataud its manage-

tacks upon the hospital
ment. It is very unfortunate that the

anaemia,

chlorosis,

ness, and debility.
■

Sold

throughout

a^torn.-Bole
■^-Mailed tree.

the

hysteria,
world.

nervous-

Potter Drug
Boston, Mass.
?ropa"
How to Cure Skin Humors.

*

DAYS

2

SALE

9 Cent

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8th,
J

|

j

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9th

♦

♦

l

we

_

V

get out of the dry goods busi-!
1
early day we have closedall

books and shall keep no open accounts. ALL GOODS SOLD FOR
BOTH OI.R TWO STORES. This notice is
important and,
beneficial all round. We can serve you better and can and will sell
goods cheaper
with the cash system. It is reasonable that
goods can be sold cheaper for cash
than they can after adding expenses of bad
debts, postage, bookkeeper, and time
lost in trying to collect.
Our customers will receive all the benefit, as will be
seen on.examiniug our prices and values. We
shall deduct charge expenses from
our goods and sell
straight cash.

JAMES H. HOWES,

our

CASH IS

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

BELFAST, JADE.

All the McCall Patterns all the time.

Pull supply of R. & G. Corsets all the time.
Subscriptions for McCall’s Magazine for one year 30c.
Yours truly,

_CARLE

j.. KS

» ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦

m4 ♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦

& JONES.

i$6J95S uF Salel

x*

x

We

place

on

sale

i Men's and

today

big

a

♦

AT THE ABOVE PRICE.

♦

These Suits are the greatest values ever offered by this store or
any
other store, and represent a great variety of
patterns. In fact,
we have taken all our broken lines that retailed for
$10.00 and $12.00
anfl Put them in at this price. It
represents a big loss to us, as there
is not a suit in the lot that cost us less than $7.50, and from that
up
to $10.00.
Our reason for making this sacrifice is this: We want to
clean «P our stock to make room for our splendid line of NEW
SPRING
coming in, and to raise money to stock up our
Cape Jellison Store, which was burned December 20, and which we
are now rebuilding.
Come in at once if you want to get the best
selection.

*

X

X•
X
X
x
X

X
X
X

X
$

X
X
X

I
(

have some other remarkable

bargains:
Soft
typts, worth $1.50 and $2.00,
and Boys’ Dress and Working Shirts,
best $1.00 and $1.50 Negligee Shirts
and Boys’ Winter Caps and Gloves,

98c.
39c.
now 79c.
39c and 79e.
now

f

X

X
J
♦

X

ABSOLUTE

X
•

X

*

X

!

I
♦I

X
X

Your money

ments

are

on

made with this in view. YOiJ CAN EXAMINE

BELFAST, MAINE.

I

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
SOLID AS A
MAINE

82

%

Safe

FoMPi

|

Interest in Savings

Bring

-AT-

us

your

Sir. Eugene Barnes has gone to Conway,
N. H., to visit relatives_Sir. and Mrs.
Charles Banks are a: home from Stonington for a visit with Sirs. Bank's parents,
Capt. and Sirs. A. A. Ginn.Slillard
Brown of Belfast is visiting relatives here.
A little daughter arrived at the home of
Mr. and Sirs. Edwin Billado Jan. 30th_
Mrs. Annie Devereaux entertained the H.
H. elub Jan. 30th.
—

t

•

We express our grateful thanks to Monroe
1. O. O. F., Loyal Rebekah Lodge, GranGrange and other friends for the beautiful
flowers, and to all neighbors and friends for their
help and sympathy during the illness and at the
time of the death of our son and brother.
Mrs. Ann M. West,
tr-j
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. West,”35|
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. f. m. Nickerson,
Mr. and Mrs. a. C. L. Bartlett.

Lodge,

Ward,"^

Department.

Deposit Boxes

at

$3.00

per year.

TOTAL RESERVE STRENGTH OVER $138,(HN>.
%

WM. B.

SWAN, President.

C. W.

WESCOTT, Cashier.

WM. B.

SWAN,

ASA A. HOWES,
ROBERT F. DUNTON,

THOMAS W. PITCHER.
CHARLES P. HAZELTINE,
ELMER A. SHERMAN,

I
I

DIRECTORS

Card of Thanks.
ite

t

Checking Accounts.

Cigars and
Tobacco

UNITED ST
DEPOSITOR

_____

__

LEDGE

The 20 Cent Kind

PKOSPKCT FURRY,

']

X

MADE UNDER THE PURE POOD LAWS OF MAINE,

AND

*n

interest each month in SAVINGS
PARTMENT. Ail business strictly private. This Ban
both SAFETY AND IMMEDIATE RE-PAYMENT. Our !

♦

Till KSIIAY, FlilllAY. SATI HIMY,
PEANUT * BRITTLE,
Cilice Fruits

Satisfac

f

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

12 Cents per lb.

SAFETY

Prompt Service and

♦
*

♦

Men’s Best 50e and $1.00 Winter Underwear now
39c end 79c.
Fur Coats at very low prices.
Men’s Pants, worth $1.50 to $3.00, now98c., $1.48 and $1.98
Men’s and Boys’ Overcoats at bargain prices.

STREET CLOTHIERS,

{

X

Worth 50c. to $1.25.

THE MAIN

!
♦

CLOTHES

Also we
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s

♦

assortment of

Young Men’s Suits

FOft WOMANS EYE

The hearing at Augusta on the resolve
in favor of the Waldo County General
Hospital brought the enemies of this
institution into the'open and fixed the

to

at an

2

| 9 Cent

sleeves, $1.50 EACH.
TO HAVE

I

3T8

WE LEAVE

•

BURNING SORES

ail. j-yuns
appointment is an excellent one on its merits. It is no doubt
true that it was made on strictly political grounds, because the appointee, at
a sacrifice to himself,
helped the Republican party out of a hard place last
summer.
Rut for all that, no better
man for the place could have been
found had political considerations not
been thought of. lie is a veteran worker in the cause of organized labor, and
true as steel to its principles.
The
labor organizations of the .State did
not understand this, and opposed his
|
appointment,—and perhaps brought it
about by their opposition.
But they I
will see that he w ill do more for the
cause than any other man who could
be named would accomplish.
He lias
the ability and the w ill, and is absolutej

animosities and professional jealousies
of individuals should militate against
public interests as in this case. As

small

m~IT IS OUR IDEA
BY MARCH 1st.

X

rtAnrULIIlnlNb

says:

for the

White, Fancy Colored,

I1

♦

What old stock we have on hand will be sold at the present reduced rates—
OLD SUITS $2.00, OLD SKIRTS $1.50, SILK WAISTS, Black,

♦

reported last week the appointment of Thomas J. Lyons of Yinalhaven as commissioner of industrial and
labor statistics and of James Donahue
of Dockland as commissioner of sea
and shore fisheries, andoit seems to be
generally conceeded that Governor
Cobb has displayed his usual good judg- !
ment in filling these important positions. The Democratic Dockland Opin-

responsibility

TT

AND $I.OO.

having closed out our Dry Goods Department we shall continue through
the Spring months, and are making preparations tor
opening AN
ENTIRE NE W STOCK OF SEASONABLE GOODS, S UITS,
SKIRTS,
COATS, SHIRT WAISTS. SHIRT WAIST SUITS,
NOVELTIES IN SMALL WARES, NECKWEAR,
GLOVES,
CORSETS, ETC.

|

We

ly independent.
The Opinion, however, regards Mr.
Donahue’s appointment as a different
proposition, but says: “We can say,
frankly -tend with knowledge, that he
has the ability, the special qualifications, aud the business capacity to discharge the duties of the office efficiently and faithfully. He is one of our
brightest and best citizens. If he could
keep his office out of politics, he would

2

alcohol.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Ellis-Smith. In Deer Isle, January 24, by
Rev. L. M. Bosworth, l ewis Ellis and Mabel
Smith, both of Deer Isie.

DIED.
gaieties offered them. As for hotel accomodations in Augusta it is said that
Allen.
In West Kockport,
January 25,
plans are under consideration for a Ephraim Allen. Interment in Rockland
In Chicopee, .Mass., January 23, of
large expenditure on the Augusta fcCorky.
pneumonia, Mrs. Hattie Corey, formerly of Km x,
House, which for more than half a cen- Maine.
In Rockland,
Farrinoton.
January 26,
tury has been the headquarters for Hiram a. Farrington, aged 36 years, 1 month.
Gerry. I11 Lincolnvil e, January 27, George
party leaders, and which is most con- Gerry.
Huntley. In Rockland, .January 27, Carroll
veniently located. The people will say, Huntley,
aged 20 years, i> months.
let the capital remain where it is, for
Kendall, in Winterport, January 31, Miss
Inez R. Kendali.
the present, at least. If it is to be
marsh
in Augusta, January 25, Lewis Edgar
Marsh of Rockland, aged 50 years, 3 months.
moved it should go to Bangor. The Remains
brought to Rockland lor interment.
millet. In
onipelier, Vi., Febmary 3,. at
great county of Aroostook, with an

on

<Qi
Q

SHALL
ltetait Price.

cially.

ALL DRUGGISTS! SOc.

no

9 Cents 9 Cents

I BARGAINS at 9 CtJ

A

NUT

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Produce Market.

X

CARLE & JONES’

file of the

complete

Commissioner, we must express our regret that this genial and able gentleman is compelled by failing health to
relinquish the oiiice in which he has
done the State such excellent service.
IVe first met Mr. Matthews in Caribou

the

Is

as soon as

drugs and

no

\

♦

A

pre-

old, rich and poor.

And it contains

practicable by-laws,
and regulations for the governof this Hospital, in accordance

prepare

young and

9 Cents 9 Cents 9 cent!

V

X

Food in concentrated form for sick and

well,

I

:
V

It keeps up the athlete’s strength, puts fat
thin people, makes a fretful baby happy,

brings color to a pale girl’s cheeks, and
vents coughs, colds and consumption.

Directors shall goveVn.
Voted also that the by-laws, rules and
regulations of the Maine General Hospital, so far as applicable to this Hospital, be adopted as the by-laws, rules and
regulations of this Hospital, and that
the Committee on revision of by-laws,
rules and regulations be instructed to

The people of Waldo county want
It is today the most
this hospital.
reports of the Bureau of Industrial and popular public institution in this city
Labor Statistics the twentieth annual and in the county. The good work alreport, received with the compliments ready to its credit has demonstrated its
of IIor. S. IV. Matthews, the retiring right to be.
As we add to our

But the strongest point about Scott’s
Emulsion is that you don’t have to be
sick to get results from it

on

-

►

Most people know that if they have
been sick they need Scott’s Emul'•
ion to bring 1>ack health and strength.

N

CHARLES H WA'
WINFIELDS PENt‘LFTON.
C. W WESCOTT

H
■

S
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BELFAST.
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eight young people attendei
in Union llall, Sears

You

evening.

ibursday

letters remaining in the Bel
the week ending Feb
l'yer, I»r. J. F. Harris, Geo

can

PU AW JL WIN DRY GOODS. SMALL
unndt
QL OUnr
WARES and CARPETS

AnIll

...t,lance

make better food with

.

,,;0P for

t*:

iIii

^Mlil
ml

pleasant meeting witl

a

11

ey, Congress street, las
t he club will hold iti
ih Mrs. Leslie C. Follet
February 12th.

a
.'

i

church vestry.

.t

......

Supper

a

absolutely pure

Lighter, sweeter,

nuient at 7.15 p. m. Admis
uertainment alone, 10 cents

\ titan invited.

laingnams
White Goods

!

palatable

and wholesome.

given by the Woman’

Me

more

be held March 14th au
House. The committe
go of the arrangements earn
are interested in the lios
tributions. Further par
v *11 next week.

Agents

all new goods and styles
For Spring and Summer 1907

Feb. 14th, a suppei
ntertainuient will be held ii

!

SQUARE.-

Just Received from the Manufacturers and Mill

mg,

1-,

PROMINENT BUSINESS LOCATION IN
BELFAST,

-CUSTOM HOUSE

Bakina !
Powder {

term of the Waldo count;
Judge George E. Johnsoi
begin on Tuesday, Febru

,•

f

THE MOST

Smith.

|.lS.

■

«

■era

|

illustrated stereopticoi
Yellowstone National Pari
elnirch on Weduesdaj
,iv 13th.
Over a hundrec
*d views will be shown,
20 cents, children, If

;

die entertainment was
dist church last Friday

following program:
Lillian Braddock
:

Clyde,”

y

Nine Young

People.

Wesley W ood
Ruth Macomber
Mrs. Braddock

selections.

ishing Co. of Springfield,
of Farm and Home, remit by fire, and this must
some delay in filling oript-ions. Those who have
Farm and Home through
1 lie Journal, or who have

■

paper, may rest aswill soon be on its feet

that

■

friends of W. J. Bailey
party last Saturday
I- tlie UStli anniversary of
is.-

as

a

Mrs

complete surprise to
Bailey, who was in the

med

refreshments and a
spent. Mr. Bailey
remembered with
gifts.
u i.f the
graphophone were
he evening.
-r

was

the Maine Grand Lodge
will beheld in Auburn,
mil, and the Lewiston Sun
dates for chief templar,
and grand secretary are al!. Auburn has a caudidate
Gary in opposition to the
■i

ii

•l‘»

uortgC

Ja.

IlItlCKeil

01

hope that the order will
at this time one who has
long and so faithfully in

we

annual masquerade ball of
rhood will be given in the
House Friday evening, Feb.
inents have been completnmst

enjoyable evening. The
'•'> Alexander’s orchestra of
Marshal W. A. Kimball
.eager with an efficient corps
hall tickets are only fifty
tml may be obtained from
Oder or at the door. Galsale at 1). F. Stephenson’s.

::j
■

Mm.

The|Hay state atlast Saturday night

and
1 made her landing heie
nul proceeded up river,

lay

at the usual hour on
went no farther than
umed here Tuesday mornA heavy storm was re*
•■st ward—The flag flew at
a ship Co.’s new wharf in
lae lirst time Jan. 30th on
he steamer Jlineola. The
a lease of the Maine Center many years but long
On account
privilege
•ie the Eastern
Steamship
med its landings at South
at

—

gentville,

Deer

Isle and
Steamer I’emaquid of the
lie made a
trip through the
and Sedgwick Sunday,
that the ice is 13 inches
•■noggin Reach.
i

:

D
d

ts

point last Friday evening
success by all who attend-

•!

was

a

particularly

good
was “just right,” both in
unity. After the supper the
-ram was carried out under
"f Rev. J. \V.
Vaughan, who
>■

"-•

1

address.:
Rev. J. \V. Vaughan.
rumpet,’’with trombone and

ompaniment.
Marjorie Hailey,
•hiuiy’s Complaint,”

■

Victor Merriam.
R. II. Mosher,
•uhle in the Amen Corner,”
Julia Vaughan.
••"
Mamie Hurd.
River,”
I.ife float,”
! -Mosher and flasil Newell,
lien Lish Played Ox,”
Gardner lame.
!|lng Through Georgia.”
mi will be Friday evening,
m^^mm

'p^aftunwanMHi

Why Refer
Doctors

i";,use
!

make medicines
We tell them all

I

,l!l ^yer’s Cherry Pectoral,
t,iey prescribe it for
-;
colds, bronchitis, conoption. They trust it. Then
r-

;an afford to trust
Your own doctor.

it.

'find of a testimonial—
for over
sixty years.”

—-

i,
_

Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
Jk Madeby.T.c.
Ait0

£ £

manufacturers

S

of

SARSAPARILLA.

kUPrQnu*v# v hair
vigor.

i

7

•V|\ •r-7'e

0

Berets! We publish
°f all our tnedicines.

greatly aid the
^cL^'s
—-Un breaking up

Cherry

a

cold.

CO.

Art

NEW-YORK.

]s3==15SSil!SES5j^5iEssssssasscsis_s_*;<_«
The public schools were closed
account of the storm.

on

Tuesday

There will be a dance in Equity Grange
hall, Wednesday evening, Feb. 13th, with
music by Keyes orchestra.
Comet Grange, Swanville, held a very interesting meeting last Monday evening.
The first and second degrees were conferred ou two candidates, the new officers
doing tine work. It was the first night they
had tilled the chairs. There was a large attendance and a good program.
Shipping Items. Capt. Jerry 0. llayrs

of sell. Pendleton Brothers is at home for a
few days while his vessel is discharging at

Perth Amboy. He has had quite an experience since his last visit here. His vessel was one of the many that went ashore in
Mobile bay in a hurricane and was got off
with some difficulty. On the voyage from

i

:

|!

Brunswick he fell in with the barkentine
Francis of the Pendleton Bros.’ fleet in a
crippled condition after a collision with a
steamer off Diamond shoals and towed her
inside the capes
The main part of the
hull of sch. Helen B. Crosby, wrecked on
Inner Bay ledges, was towed into Rockland
—

last week aud beached in north cove. Another part of the wreck was 'reported
ashore on \\ hite Island head and a tug was j
sent after
it..,..Sch. Harold C. Beecher, i
Capt. Ralph W. Pattershall, Stockton
j
Springs for Santiago, Cuba, with

shipped

potatoes,

Rockland last week and
sailed from that port Jan. 31st_The light
a

crew at

Pumpkin island, Eggemoggin reach, was
discontinued Jan. 2<jth, as navigation there
was closed by ice.
It w ill be lighted as
soon as the reach is again navigable_
Capt. Israel Snow has returned to Rockland from Portsmouth Beach, ;N. C., to
which place he was called in connection
ou

with the loss of the schooner John 1. Snow.
The schooner is a total loss and the hull
was sold at auction.
A War Relic. The Journal was shown
last week an interesting relic of the Civil
charm with a ring for attachment to a
watch chain and was evidently made from
a silver quarter of a dollar which had been
ground smooth to permit of placing inscriptions on it. On one side is “P. Colson
of Winterport, Co. I. 4th Me. Vols.,” and on
the other a list of the battles in which he
was engaged.
The different styles of engraving would indicate that these names
were added from time to time.
They are as
follows: 2nd Bull Run, Chantilly, Monocacy, Fredericksburg, Chancellorville, Get-

tysburg, Wapping Heights, Kelley’s Ford,
Brandy Station, Locust Grove. The charm
was lost in battle dow-n south and recently
came into the possession of a Portland man,
who wrote to Winterport to ascertain the
address of the owner. The Colson family
had moved away from Winterport and
Prentiss Colson, the owner of the charm,
was killed by a train in this
city seven
Col. Fred Atwood interested
years ago.
himself in the matter and located the surviving brothers, Herbert II. ami Albert P.
Colson of Belfast. The latter who has the
charm in his possession, lives at 118 Waldo
avenue.

the meeting of the Charming League
held last Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
At

George W. Stoddard, a paper on “Modern
Novels and Novelists,” written by
Mrs.
Arthur I. Brown, was read by Miss Charlotte W. Colburn. It dealt in a comprehensive manner with tlie leading American and
English writers of liction in recent times.
Mrs. Stoddard read a paper on “Novels and
Novelists, Ancient and Modern,’ in which
she reviewed the rise of the novel and its
makers from the earliest times. Under the
head of “Religious Intelligence” Miss Caroline E. White read extracts compiled by
Miss Inez E. Crawford, dealing with the

proposed “Fellowship Sunday,’’ an anniversary recommended by the American Unitarian association for the advancement of
the work of the denomination.
Letters
from William Channing Brown on the same
subject
the

The Waldo County Veteran Association,
The Parlor Musical recital announced to
previously announced, will meet todav be given in
Odd Fellows Hal* Tuesday
in Memorial Hall, holding morning and
evening was postponed to this, Thursday,
afternoon sessions.
evening. The program will be devoted
Mrs. W. M. Thayer is canvassing Belfast; entirely to Maine
composers and will be
and vicinity for a book on Panama and t! e under the direction of Mrs. E. S.
Pitcher,
Canal. It is an authoritative history of the which should ensure a large and appreciaPanama Canal from the first shovel of tive audience. Admission 25ceuts. The preearth to the present time, told in plain gram will begin
promply at 8 o’clock.
It begins with
every
day language.
annual statement of the
Balboa and reaches to Roosevelt, and between then,
everything that is valuable i WESTERN
ASSURANCE
COMPANY,
and authentic is set down. The illustraToronto, Dominion of Canada.
tions are official, and the maps, six in
number, are from the Government survey.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1906.
The low price of $1.00 places the book Stocks and bonds..$1,814,947 16
Cash in office and bank.
457,708 87
within the reach of all.
Agents’balai ces.
179.782 86
Bills receivable.
18,179 13
New Advertisements. A. D. Chase & All other assets
22,536 98 1
Son have just received from the manufacGross assets.$2,493,154 90
turers and mill agents ginghams and white
Admitted assets.
2,493,154 90
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1906.
goods, new styles, in all the various makes
and weaves for the spring and summer. Net unpaid losses. $414,450 56
Unearned premiums.
1,656,072 G9
Sole agency for Priscilla under muslins. Cash capital,
2 d,000 00
deposit capital.
over all liabilities.
Surplus
221,631 65
May Manton patterns_James H. Howes,
Odd Fellows block, advertises a two days Total liabilities and
surplus..$2,493,154 90
9-cent sale—Feb. 8th and 9th—when there
will be bargains galore for the small sum of
nine cents_Carle & Jones make an important announcement this week. Not having closed out the dry goods department
they will continue through the spring !
months and are making preparations for
opening an entire new stock of seasonable
goods. The old stock on hand will be sold
at the present reduced rates.
All sales in
of a dollar is
tested if you
both stores will be for cash. New
as

also read. The quotations by
members were from Dickens.
The
were

next meeting will be on Feb. 14.
Subject,
Native Hymns; quotations from Whittier.

Over a Half Century Young. A man
is just as old as he feels. Referring to a
certain aged man it is said of him that he is
“eighty years young.” What a glorious
life, lie lias seen tallow dips, kerosene and
gas supplanted by electric lights; primitive
methods of communication and travel give
way to wire and wireless telegraphy and
sixty miles an hour express trains make the
whole country one neighborhood, and
through all the rapid march of inventions
he kept young. On being asked the cause
of his youthful spirit the old gentleman replied, “Oh, 1 just kept pace with the times.”
Yet there are people who sigh for the "good
old days” and they look it. Just so in business life. No matter how old your house
is you must keep it young, and as the old

gentleman said, “keep pace with the times.”
Most of the local merchants are keenly
alive to modern necessities. For instance,

we

them>

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

in conversation with a member of the old
established shoe house. The Dinsmore
store, he said: “We are constantly making
changes in the interior of our storeto mee1
modern demands. This of course does not
apply to our stock, for naturally with our
extensive and constantly increasing trade,
particularly in the retail department, we
keep well up in the footwear fashions. Although our house was founded more than
fifty years ago, our aim is to keep it young
with the times. Very shortly we shall tear
out our entire lower front for large window
displays. To do this, however, we are forced to clear every shoe from our shelves to
make room for the carpenters.
Our big
sale to this effect begins today.” And it is
true
one can't be a laggard in
quite
any
walk of life in these days.

Draperies

1907

NEW DOMESTIC WRAPPERS
▼▼▼ v

truly

shirt waists and summer dress goods open
Feb. 9th-The City National Bank of Belfast offers its customers a square deal, ab-

the

solute safety, prompt service and satisfaction_Mark down price on art needlework at The Fashion, High street. Valentines from one cent up....Kitchen furnishings, Glenwood stoves and painter’s sup-

merely because
demand attention.

following

story,

SOLE AGENCY FOR PRISCILLA UNDERMUSLINS
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

New

Laces and Insertionsin

Hamburgs,

New BtnOu Breilerip.

BY MAIL 12c.

TEL. 39-3.

|

Gray Squirrel Throw..

9.00

Muffs..#..

4.75

15.00

5.98 Isabella Fox

\

J
y

for Boston.
Charleston, S. C., Jan. 28. Ar, sch. J.
Manchester Haynes, New Y'ork.
Newport News, Jan. 28. Ar, sells. Jacob
M. Haskell, Portland; Frontenae, Boston;
29, ar, sch. R. W. Hopkins, Baltimore; 30,
ar, sell. Isabel B. Willey, Hampden Roads. I
Norfolk, Jan. 31. Ar, sch. Northland, !
more

Searsport.
Mobile, Jan. 29. Ar, sch. Wellfleet, Boston; Feb. 4, ar, sell. Augusta W. Snow, La-

Ar, sch^RL

!

sch. Harold C. Beecher, Stockton Springs
for Santiago.
Bucksport, Feb. 1. Sld, sch. Charles L.
Jeffrey, St. Thomas; 3, ar, seh. John J.
Perry, New York.
Port Point, Feb. 3.
Passed in, sch. Miranda, New York for Winterport.
Rockland, Feb. 3. Sld, seh. Charles J
Jefferies, Bucksport for St. Thomas
New Haven, Ct., Feb. 4. Ar, sch. William
E. Downes, Savannah.

Demerara, Jan.

8.

'•37
150

This

3-50

of

is

a

special
oppoitunity for
wear

who
this

make.

1.50
1.75

“.

line

those

1.05
1.13
I 88

Ruchings
Ruchings,

300 YARDS
Worth up to 12jc. per
per
I

6c.

pink, blue and white.
yard. To close out at

yard....g^

Come and

I

I

Ground floor front room, furnished, at
K. 11. Conam’s^ 2D Church street.
Apply at the house.
2w5*

inspect

it at

Undertaking
-AM)-

-^LICENSED EMBALMING^
R. H. COOMBS & SON,
j
\

laskets, Robes and Burial Goods
Calls answered promptly either dav
telephone at house and office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

j

3§r*V\’e also carry

Card of Thanks.

a

or

night,

full link of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES

We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to our
kind 'fiends who assisted us in our late bereavemeat; also for the beautiful floral offerings.
Mr and Mrs. Jordan W. Coomhs
and Family.

n<> do developing, printing, etc.,
I i 'ilms for
size or make of
ooin

at lowest prices,
cameras.
A dark

any
free to all.

72 MAIN SI'RKHT, ISKEKAST.

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED

to

present stock
at a discount

GEiF^No more after these are none.
regular 87£e. Night Robes.
••
§1.25

..

Words will not explain the fine
work it will do.j

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

1808.

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

Kabo Corsets

a special lot
a cancelled order of the Estabrooks
Mfg. Co., which we sold so many of a few
weeks aeo.
They come in pink and blue
stripes and are worth from 50c. to 62c. each.
Priced at only.

115

are

our

SIGHT ROBES 35c.. This is

§1.00 values for..79

Simplex.

Benj. F. Ward of Thorndike, in
WHPREAS>T
the County of Waldo, and State of
Maine,
hy his mortgage deed dated the twentieth day of
November, A. D. 1885, and recorded in the Wil
do Registry of Deeds, Book 203,
conveyed to the
undersigned, inhabitants of Thorndike, in said
of Waldo, a cei tain parcel of land situated
County
in said Thorndike,
being part of lot No 13f. and
bounded as foirows, to wit: Beginning at a birch
j
tree marked, in the southeast corner of said l.»t
1
No. I' d and at lot No. 125; thence south
eightyseven degrees west on the north line of said lot
N<>- 1-5 ju.-d half way across said lot No. 13d: ;
thence north three degrees west one hu nlred
and two rods; the ce math eightv-seven de,
drees east across said lot No. 13d 'to the west !
line of lot No. 135; thence south three Ucgre* s

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

and offer our

$1.00 Corsets Reduced
\

play-

d i s continue

left from

Leather Bags Reduced.

j

ISO

SHEETS

•*

••

and

to $ .85
“iif:

PILLOW CASES

PILLOW CASES l£4c. Made of good cotton with special linen finish, .size 42xar> inches
Regular 15c. value

for.| 2lC

sheets 69<*. Large size seamless sheets,
made of splendid cotton. 75c. value for

DEPOSITS, DECEMBER 1, 1906,
SURPLUS,

Of good quality Black
live Inches wide, nine

Taffeta Silk, four to
different buckles in

.50c each

187.703.64

-«*•« *»♦«-

Dividend No. 1, December 7, 1888,

$867.75

Dividend No. 77, December 3, 1908,
at the rate of 3 |-2 %,

$22,195.83

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO
DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

$1,214,779.88

This Bank is paying its 77th semi-annual dividend at the rate of
per annum, and we

confidently expect to maintain this rate
dividend interest iS immediately credited to the accounts of
if uncalled for at the time will draw

100 New Silk Beits

$1,345,519.07

-----

3 |-2 %

in the future.
the

depositors,

All
and

interest the same as the principal sum.

The affairs of this Bank have tfie careful and conscientious

Trustees,

who

depositors, and

positors

respectfully
will be

ask a continuation of the

pleased

oversight of its
patronage of its present

to open new accounts with any prospective de-

within or without the State.

Deposits received

Bahia.
Turks Island, Jan. 31. Ar, bark John S.
Emery, Gold Coast, Africa, to load for north
of Ilatteras.
St. John, N. B„ Feb. 1. Cld, seh. Harold
li. Cousens, New York.

and

placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits

in this dank are

N. C., Feb. 4. Sch. Sallie !
I On, from Jacksonville for Philadelphia,
with lumber, grounded on Frying Pan Sunday ; was pulled off and towed to Southport i

I

exempt from

taxation.

,--♦«♦♦♦♦ tmm*-

-*

marine miscellany.

Wilmington,
night.

We

Outing Flannel Robes«Skirts

I2£c

on

The-Poole

The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
will give a public hearing in its room at the state
House in Augusta, Feb. 19, at 2 p. m.

TO RENT

|

Reduced

at.Jj QQ

75c. Outing Skirts.
Children’s 75c. Outing Night Robes.
Children’s Outing Skirts.

February 21,1907, Thursday p. in. at 2 o’clock.
A bill relating to the election of
Supts. of Schools
by a vote of the towns.
w. S. KNO VV LTON, Sec y.

east on said west line one hundred and two rods
to the place of beginning, containing thinv-two
acres, more or less; and whereas the condition of !
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
by reason ot the breach of the condition thereof
tlie inhabitants of Thorndike claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of January, \. D.
I
1907.
INHABITANTS OF THORNDIKE.
!
)
By H. L. Wing,
Charles Parsons, J Selectmen.
Frank Harding,
)

I

Kabo

NEW DICK CHECK SKIRT in black and
red mixtures, nine gore, box plaited front
witn pannel gores headed with self-strapping.
A new §6.50 skirt priced special

1.33

er-pianos

of the finest
the market,

1

at.QQ

56c

to one

to call and

Corsets

BPILUNTEEKE SKIRT made of splendid quality material in seven gore model with
cluster plaits, close fitting hips, extra good
fullness; §6.50 value marked

66c for
95c
1 13

cordially invited

isten

FORECLOSURE NOTICE.
1

Sld, bark Auburndale,

Havana, Jan. 18. Ar, sch. Emma S. Lord,
Pascagoula.
Matanzas, Jan. 16. Ar, sch. S. M. Bird
Port Arthur, Tex.; 17, sld, sch. Lizzie B.
Willey, Apalachicola.
San Juan, P. R„ Jan.^7. Ar, sch. S. G
Haskell, Philadelphia; 20, sld, sch. Star of
the Sea, Coosaw; 26, ar, sch. James W. Elwell, Philadelphia.
Rosario, Jan. 28. Ar, bark Manuie Swan,

same

|

ue

I_"

S3.00

latteta Waist $3.98.

59c

FOREIGN PORTS.

Aruba.

ReuefStrap

Two’New Skirts. $6.50 value 5.00

ward H. Blake, Port Spain.
Wilmington, N. C., Jan. 30. Ar, sch.
Margaret M. Ford, New York.
Port Tampa, Fla., Jan. 29. Ar, sch. Edith
G. Folwell, Philadelphia; Feb. 2, sld, seh.
Gov. Powers, Baltimore; 3, ar. seh. Medford,
Baltimore.
Brunswick, Jan. 31. Sld, sch. Frank J.
Barnet, Boston; Feb 1, sld, sch. Pendleton
Satisfaction, Bath; 2, sld, seh. Henry B.
Fiske, Boston.
Savannah, Ga., Jan. 31. Ar, sch. Helen
G. Moseley, Newport News.
Port lladlock. Wash., Jan. 24. Sld, ship
S. I). Carleton, Guaymas.
Carteret, N. J., Feb. 2. Sld, sch. Gladys,
Savannah, Ga.
Stockton Springs, Jan. 29.
Ar, sehs.
Damietta A Johanna, Portland; Samuel C.
Hart, Rockland; sld, sch. Ninetta M. Por-i
cella. New York; 31, sld, stir.r. Mohawk,'
New York; Feb. 3, ar, sehs. Gardiner B.
Reynolds, Rockland, Ella May, do.
Rockland, Jan. 31. Ar, sch. Eliza Leven..i.i

WITn

Xo. .?2, an act to provide an annual
appiuntutlion
for the rtiaintenance of the
University of Maine,
~S’ ,a bili regulating payment for tuition in
High schools out of town.
a bill
relating to the Machias Normal school.
February H, 1907. at 2 o’clock Thursday p. m.
A bill relating to the election of
Supt. of Schools
in the town of Orland.
A bill in favor of Madawaska
School,
Training
A bill in favor of Farmington Normal School
A bill relating to the election of
ot Schools
Supt.
in the city of Lewiston.

Reassigned.
Petition of R. T. Rankin and 65 others for the
an act prohibiting fishing
through the
ice in Swan Lake, and to
prohibit the taking of
trout less than 10 inches in length and salmon
less
than
14
Inches
in
!
length from said Swan
! Lake, or any of its tributaries; also an act
regulating fishing in. Swan Lake and tributaries in the
towns of Searspoft, Swanville and Frankfort,
j 2w5
£1. E. MERRILL, See y.

Stout women have at last found what they have
been looking for.
A CORSET THAT ACTUALLY REDUCES
THE FIGURE WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST
DISCOMFORT.
The enormous sale of the NEW NEMO SELFREDUCING CORSET with RELIEF STRAP, introduced about a year ago, proves this. Its ingenious devices produce results not heretofore possible in other corsets. It gives perfect symmetricalproportions and reduces the abdomen so effectively that when worn the first time the skirt has to be
taken in from four to five inches. The new Corset retains the original “Self-Reducing Idea,” to
which has been added—the New Relief Strap, the
New Graduated Front Steel and the new Double
Garter Attachment.
Wear this corset. It is so telling in its results
and so inexpensive in price that it appeals at once
to the common sense of the stout woman.
Price

Good quality Black Taffeta Silk, front and
back with clusters of pin-head tucks, new
sleeve with turn back cuffs; §5.0o
1 OQ
__value for*‘*« ■*«...J.jO

guayra.
Port Arthur, Tex., Jan. 29. Ar, sch. Winfield S. Schuster, Galveston ; 30, sld, sch. Augustus H. Babcock, New York.
Fernandina, Jan. 30. Ar, sch. Lyman M,.
Law, Baltimore.
1~TZ

f,,.. XT.,,,,

r\wm 1
rEn SELF-REDUCING

YOU

Education will give hearings

passage of

12.50
13 50

.,.

on

44, State

House, Augusta, as follows:
Thursday, February 7, 1907, at 2 o’clock p. m.
room

I

15.50
12.50

Baltimore, Jan. 29. Ar, sch. George P.
Hudson, Searsport; Feb. 1, passed down
Sparrow’s Point, sch. Helen J. Seitz, Haiti-

Wni inrrc

!

j
j

17.00
13 50

18.00 Persian Paw Set.
18.00 Black Bear Pillerene..
19.00 Isabella Coon Pillerene....

wick, Ga.

ton

|

9.50
12.50

21.00 Black Marten Pillerene...
25 00 Mink Pillereue.

New York, Jan. 28. Ar, sells. Luther T.
Garretson, Clark’s Cove, Me.; Annie Ainslee, Stockton Springs; 31, eld, sch. Arthur
V. S. Woodruff, liaracoa; passed City Island, sehs. Henry R. Tilton, Georgetown
for Elizabethport; Maine, Lloyd’s Neck for
Philadelphia; Feb. 1, ar, sch. Ninetta M.
Porcella, Stockton Springs; 3, sld, sells. Edward T. Stotesbury, Brunswick; Young
Brothers, Newport News; Arthur V. s.
Woodruff, Baracoa; Gladys, Savannah ; M.
Y. B. Chase, Wilmington, N. C.
Boston, Jan. 29. Sld, sehs. Levi S. Andrews, Savannah; Margaret Haskell, Norfolk ; 30, ar, sch. Georgia Gilkey, Bruns-

Sif/ipL

our

Let
stock tell the

shall retain you for a regular customer
goffer the best qualities at prices that

AMERICAS PORTS.

stulor

at JOHNSON’S.

15.00 Isabella and Sable Fox Double Boa.
22.00 Natural Fox Throw with Head.
30 00 Black Fox Throw.

SHIP NtWS.

31.

j

spend it

$2.50 Black Cony Neck Fur.
#1.25
3.50 Black Cony Neck Fur...
1,75
7.25 Isabella Cony Neck Fur.
3.03
7.50 Isabella Cony Neck Fur. 3.35
7.98 Isabella Cony Neck Fur.
3.95
7 75 Isabella Cony Neck Fur...*. 3.87
9.00 Sable Opossum Scarfs. 5.75
10.00 Isabella Opossum Stole.
G.75
11.00 Isabella Opossum Double scarf.
7.75

half.

Pascagoula, Miss., Jan!

in

j

Reliable Furs Reduced Nearly One=HaIf.

—

P. 0. BOX 1040

CORNER

Legislative Notices.
The Committee

;

I

plies at Mitchell & Trussell’s. Plumbing a
specialty... The Waldo Trust Co. of Belfast invites your banking business. The
advt. tells you how you can bank by mail.
Two per cent interest paid on checking accounts.Shiro, Phoenix Row, will have a
three days’ sale of peanut brittle, the 20
cent kind at 12 cents per pound. Choice
fruits and confectionery, foreign and domestic cigars and tobacco
Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, sells the Kabo corsets at a reduced price and also the Nemo
corset, which reduces the figure without
the slightest discomfort.
He is still selling
reliable furs at a reduction of nearly one-

requirements

MR. AND MRS. R. P. CHASE

we

we

varieties t0 Sll't ^

1907 Dress (Seeds, Fancy Baiste aid laslias.

MAY MANTON PATTERNS 10c.

items selected at random from

Comeonce^and

1907

TTTTTTTTTTrv'rvVTTVTTv^

*************.CHASE,S

summer

and Silkalines

TRUSTEES!'
ROBERT F.\DUXTOX,
ARTHUR I.flBROWX,

JAMES It. HOWES,
BEN D. FIELD.

Fit E O G. WHITE

The Real

Meaning of Resubmission.

MOTHERHOOD

BY C. E. OWEN.

It is possible that there are members
of the legislature, as well as thousands
of citizens, who suppose that the proposition to "resubmit” tlie prohibitory
amendment is a plain proposition to

The first requisite of a good
mother is good health, and the experience of maternity Bhould not be
approached without careful physical
preparation, as a woman who is in
good physical condition transmits to
her children the blessings of a good

submit again the original question to
the people for approval or rejection;

but a careful consideration of the facts
will show that such is not the case.
Young men are frequently heard to
say that they have never had an oppor

tunity

to vote on the

and would

constitution.

to vote upon it.

They think of “resubmission" as a
method of submitting again, since a
generation has grown up, the same old
proposition just as it was submitted
twenty-two years ago. They see no
possible harm in such action. Itappeals
to them as perfectly fair and reasonable, and some are even threatening

organism, curing awpiucmnenw, uiMRS. JAMES CHESTER
»»»••»•»
eeration and inflammation, and the
result is less suffering and more children healthy at birth.
For more
than thirty years

Compound
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
for childbirth.
in
has been

vengeance upon The Powers That Be

the

withholding from the people
right ot voting upon the proposition.
It lias probably never occurred to
them that, under our present constitution, ^Art. 10, Sec. 2, quoted at the close)
the only method provided for the people

for

to vote upon any article of the constitution or any amendment thereto is this:
First, two-thirds of both house? must
"deem it necessary” to make some
change in this fundamental law.
Second, they must pass a “resolution” embodying that change.
Third, they must submit this proposed change to the people to he voted
upon at the next annual election.
‘To have the people vote on the pro-1
hibitorv amendment, therefore, requires
that two-thirds ot the house and senate
convicexpress, by vote, the positive
tion. not that the people should have a
chance to vote, but, that the prohibitory policy, after a trial of more tha
tilty years has been found wanting an
should be annulled and abandoned. 1
requires tbe passing of a resolution
proposing tbe abrogation of the prohibitory policy and involves an order
for the people to "give in their votes”
next anupon this proposition at the
nual election.

*

Preparation for healthy maternity is accomplished by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound,
which is made from native roots and
more
than
herbs,
successfully
by any
other medicine beoause it gives tone
and strength to the entire feminine

prohibition policy

really like

have not got their year’s supply of firewood to the door owing to the swamps not
reeling up.
Many who own good pine
uipber are getting it out for J. C. Durham,
who owns a mill for sawing box lumber in
■Vest Belfast_We noticed a few slight
irrors in The Journal of last week. One was
n the
obituary of Mrs. Inez Marshall. It
dated that she died in Morrill at the home
if Leroy Soott and that Rev. Hugh R.
latch delivered the funeral sermon. Mrs.
tlarshall died at the home of W. S. Foss
ind Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast officiited. In the Waldo Station correspondence
t was stated that Miss Sadie Cummings
lad returned home sick from teaching
chool in Lincoinville.
Miss Cummings
icbool was in Dis. No. 2 of this town. She
aught a very successful term and was one
if our best teachers.There will be a
nasked ball Thursday evening, Feb. 14tb,
u Mystic
Grange hall, with music by
rownsend’s Orchestra.
irs

fc

the standby of American mothers
preparing
NotewhatMrs JamesChester,of427 W. 35th St., New York says in this
letter:—Dear Mrs. Pinkham:-‘‘I wish every expectant mother knew about
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. A neighbor who had learned
of its great value at this
trying period of a woman’s life urged me to try

it and I did so, and I cannot say enough in regard to the good it did me.
I recovered quickly and am in the best of health now.”
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is certainly a successful
remedy for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It has cured almost every form of Female Complaints, Dragging Sensations, Weak Back, Falling and Displacements. Inflammation, Ulcerations and Organic Diseases of Women and is invaluable in preparing for
Childbirth and during the Change of Life.
i

Mrs. Pinkham’s
I

S

Invitation to Women

Standing

Women suffering from any form of female weakness
write Mrs Pinkham. at Lvnn, Mass Her advice is free.

THE DOG FISH.

j

are

invited to

County Correspondence.

What Commissioner Nickerson Has to Say
ot this Pest.

HAU.DAIE.“
Mrs. M. W. White was called to Lisbon
Falls Jan. 28th by the serious illness of her
sister, Mrs. A. Monroe—J. E. Hall was in
Unity last week shipping apples to Liverpool— The neighbora and friends of J. H.
Poland made a bee Jan. 30th and cut and
hauld several cords of wood for him_The
Ladies’ Club met with Mrs. B. F. Foster
Feb. 1st. Their uext meeting will be with
Mrs. J. E. Hall Friday afternoon and evening, Feb. 15th_Mrs. Georgia Thompson
is at work for Mrs. C. M. Plummer
Mrs.
Leon Wiggin and daughter, who were quite
sick last week, are a little better.

In'liis annual report recently submitted to Gov. Cobb, the commissioner
of sea and shore fisheries, lion. A. H.
Isickerson of Bootlibay Harbor, lias
considerable to say about that pest of
the seas, the dog fish. The section of
Besubmission, therefore, involves the
report relating to this fish is as
vastlv more than a simple referendum.
follows:
Thousands of our citizens who now fathe
caused

tPPIETON.
The Appleton Dramatic Club presented
i he drama entitled “Jedediah Judkins, J.
Tuesday evening in Grange hall to a
:ood bouse. Every seat in the hall was
iccupied and many were obliged to stand,
following is the cast of characters, Jediliah Judkins, Justice of Peace, William B.
Vrringtou ; John Craincross, a tradesman,
). T. Keene; Herbert Craincross Johnson,
in engraver, John Taylor; Reginald Minium, senior partner in the firm of Wiuduni
fc Tick, Jewelers, Ned Fierce; George
Prentiss, a detective, F. L. Waterman; lloatio DeCamp, a crook, Joe Gushee; Buck
larditi, the other one of the pair, C. J.
Vines; Mrs. Craincross, John’s wife, Evelyn
raylor; Bernice Craincross, the daughter,
Jertrude Sheiiuan ; Esther Goldfair, John’s
ward, Ava Simmons; Miss Bobbin, Nobody
Knows what, lva Taylor; Sally Sandy, a
silly servant to the Cruiuerosses, Inez Sliernan.
The club went to Liberty Thursday
and gave the drama there. Music for the
llama and the dance which followed was
by Waterman’s orchestra: K. L. Waterman,
jlarinet, Mae Berry, violin, Gertrude Sherman, organist and Albert Sherman banjo.
Miss Fannie Gushee is teaching school
in Vinalliaven_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ames
if Matinicus were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Berry this week.... A new industry 1
1
has been started here. F. M. Leonard & Co.
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When the sufferer grows weak and
exhausted through pain only one
thing will give relief and that is the
elimination of the pain. Easy to say but
how can pain be quickly relieved?
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ARE ALWAYS IN ORDER.
CARRY A FULL LINE AT

IDEA

LOWEST
*'A Cold or a Cough nearly always produces constipation—the water all runs to tho
eyes, nose and throat instead of passing out
of the system through the liver and kidneys.
For the want of moisture the bowels become
dry and hard.” Nearly all other cough Cures
are constipating,
especially those containing
Opiates. Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and
Tar moves the bowels, contains no Opiates.
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COOKING EASY.
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CARRY
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PAINTS.
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Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at

s
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.
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Belfast, Maine.

SEARSPORT

Arrive—Stockton 10.05 a. m..
Leaving Milo 7.25 a. in < ■:
Dover & Foxcroft 7.05 a in.. >■
m., Bangor 8.40 a in., No Ban
Arrive—Northern Maine
Leaving Caribou 7.00 a. in
а. in., Fort bairfield 7.05 a. in.
Ashland 7.55 a. in., Million,
12.36 p. m., So. Lagrange l.t's
Arrive—Stockton 8.05 p
ni. Leaving Caribou 11.45 a. in
a. n
p. ni., Fort Fairfield 11.45
Fort Kent 10.55 a. ill.. Ash
45
5
Milo
i
nocket 4.25 p. in.,
n
p. m., Dov« r & Foxcroft 5.15 ;
б. 17 p. ni., Bangor 6.45 p. «>., N
W. M. BROWN. Genera! >
GEO. M. HOUGHTON
ni.

BLOCK, 8E4KSPORT, MAINE,
lyrsi

cure

.,

Pile
Blind,

and
Itching
Piles, li absorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at once, acts
las a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams* Indian Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles and Itching of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on receipt of price. «0 cent* and $1.00. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland, Ohio
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WINTER

Sold by K. H. Moodv.

Pea Coal!

Monday, January

All through trains run w.i
Junction.
DEPARTI R1
Lfavk Searsport 6 (4) a. iu
lor and arriving at North i-ii
gor 7.4o a. ui., s*o. Lagrange
Foxcroft 9.13 a. in., Greenvi.
8.45 a. Ui., Millun eket 10.1J
II
p. in., Fort Kent 3.40 p- m
I Fort Fairfield 2 48 p. hi., 1’; Caribou 2.50 p. m.
Leave—Bangor 2 35. So
j• Milo 4.11 l> in., Millinoeket
7.40 p. ni., Fort Fairfield 9.4*
9.22 p. ill., Caribou 9.50 p m.
LEAVE—Searsport 3.20 p. n
for and arriving at No. Bam:4.20 p. in So. Lagrange 6.2. p
Dover 6.25 p. in., Greenville
AKKIVAl.s

Dr. Williams’ Indian

Belfast to Boston

HAMLIN’S

EFFECTIVE TO MARCH

Insurance Agency,
STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE,

Writes all

TELEPHONE 8-2.

aw.

PULLMAN SK

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN'S
MAGAZINE. AA'e liavealready announced
that we iHer the two together for $2.10,

Bleeding

Belfast, Maine
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Vice President

in tffect

lOintment will

Front 5t.,
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Boothby. Gen’l Pass,

SUBSCRIPTION

STAPLES’

13, 35, 37
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PASSENGER TRAIN SERVIC.

YOUR

Steam, Furnaces, Stoves and Stove Repairs,
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.

rHE SWAN & SIBLEY CO.

F. E.

WARST

HEATING AND PLUMBING.

$5.50 per ton

1

0
7
7

WE

Heating Company.

Me have just received a cargo of but quality PEA COAL, which you can buy, as long
is it lasts, for,

W aldo..

?

s
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Mitchell & Trussell.
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FILL ONE BIN WITH
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City Point. ip
Belfast, arrive
1 r
tFlag station.

I

THE! REPUBLICAN JOURNAL. AVc
want you to take advantage of ourconi-

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased m ttbrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
gwav a Cold in the
Head quickly.
Be-Lilly CPI/pO
stores the Senses of M 9% • I »» bll
Taste and Smell. Full size 50cts., at Drug,
gist 3 or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York

j
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w»wnnn

absorbed.
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7
7 1.

j Agent, Belfast.

To
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Waterville.

Limited tickets for Host
I $5.00 from Belfast ami all
!
Through tickets to all pniu
! west, via all routes, for sale •

VARNISHES,

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

anviinBU

Gives Relief at Once.

...

Bangor.

! Burnham, depart.
Unity.
Thorndike.
| Knox..
Brooks..

THE WAY OF PAINTERS’ SUP-

by R. H. Moody.

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly

li' 3'
A M

Clinton.

Put up In 26c, 60 2 and $ 1.00 bottles at the Laboratory of E. C. DeWitt Si Co., Chicago, U.S.A.
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WITH

For Croup, Whooping Cough, La Grippe,
Influenza, Bronchitis, and all Coughs,
Colds, Lung and Bronchial affections no
remedy is equal to Kennedy's Laxative
Honey an£ Tar. Children like it.

j

17

{*“»••■;;;;;;;;;; }

ltoston,

!

CONTAINING

Relieves Colds by wo-king them out
<4 the system through a copious action of
the bowels.
B^^ Relieves Coughs by cleansing and
strengthening the mucous membranes of
the throat,chest, lungs and bronchial tubes.

v m

Portland.

KENNEDY’S
LAXATIVE
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follows;

Belfast, depart
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The Red Clover Blossom and tbe Honey Bee on
Every Bottle.
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Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment and “want it quick.” The
remedy’s there all right. Used for over
96 years. Athletes, workmen and mothers
you \\ want

and have contracted for 200 if. The hoops
are to be -U feet long and will lie used oil
Our farmers will the coming
orange boxes.
season plant 50 acres with potatoes for the
same firm; the potatoes to be shipped to
Florida for seed-The weather is still

—

Dyspepsia

I

overwork
nor eecroach on your sleeping time.
Thev
Stimulate the liver to gentle action
assist it to perform its function
to
off an
that clog .the system, anrl give
good start to better health, look.

Hastings, Florida,

—

Kodol

BK

way—

■ aPna‘‘sot'Pm., Sright^„Im■
bc afraid
take them.

For almost every pain from
foot, whether it be burn, scald,
bruise, strain, sprain, muscular soreness,
answer.

Maybe your turn will come next.
prepared—25c and 50c everywhere.
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The great damage
dog
by
vor resubmission,
“The class letter” has again reached
fish to the fishermen along the coast is
simple referendum,
very hard to estimate. The State of
Troy. It was started by the class of ’80,
ly opposed to it if they clearly underhas
Massachusetts
appropriated money
M. C. I., and for 27 years has been going its
stood this point. Every distiller, and to
carry on an investigation by the
annual round, its members thus keeping in
the whole vast army of saloonists in
State commission. I have read the re- HOKRILL.
touch with each other, though so widely
the land would he aeiiguieu ueyonu
port that is made of that investigation.
Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Morse were called to scattered,
measure to have two-thirds of the lawrequiring two mouths to reach
who has any knowledge of
Anybody
making body of the pioneer prohibition the ground fishery is aware that these Livermore Falls last week by the danger- one member, viz., Capt. Mark L. Hersey, a
State propose that the policy of prohi- fish are a
Stanley Brown re- West Point graduate, now on duty in the
great pest and a nuisance of ous sickness of a son
bition be annulled.
that the fishermen, turned from Massachusetts last Saturday Philippines.... Mr. and Mrs. D. 11. brernsuch
But are the friends of the law willing tired proportions
with
dog for a short visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. mer of Santa Rosa, Cal., have sent cards
by the continual fight
that their representatives who they
fish, have, on occasions given up their Chas. Brown....The Soap Club, 2!) mem- announcing the marriage of their daughtef
have sent to the legislature shall take
their
with
left the grounds
gear bers, were tiuely eutertained at the home of
M. Adams one evening last Luella May, to Dr. Frank E. Sohler, Feb.
such action, on the plea of simply giv- fishing,
until sure that the dog fish had gone 1 Mr and Mrs. F.
vote?
to
week
Several of our citizens by invita- 2nd.
Every
ing the people a chance
Old friends will remember Mrs.
vote tor from the vicinity.
tion spent last Thursday evening with the Hremmer as Miss
his
casts
who
representative
May Hillman, one of
fish will not only ruin gear, line Poor’s Mills
Hog
Club
at Mr. John
the
Benevolapt
vote
that
proposes
resubmission, by
Troy’s much esteemed young ladies, and
and trawls, destroy fish and bait, but A. Hartshorn’s and report a every enjoy- also
a successful school teacher.
Congratoverthrow of the prohibitory policy.
will crowd upon fishing gear and will able time... There is much sickness about ulations are extended, with sincere wishes
Suppose two-thirds of our representa- gobble every book, crowding out every town—colds, grip and pneumonia.
that
and
peace, plenty
prosperity may attives and senators should vote thus,
tend them through a long and happy lifefish of value and putting the tired and
MONKOK.
who can measure the disastrous intluThe Ladies’ Aid were delightfully enterdisgusted fisherman to the trouble of
euee of such action to the cause of temRalph Murphy has bought the Geo. E. tained at L. L. Rogers,
Wednesday.
pulling up his lines or trawls, loaded,
perance, not only in Maine, hut the every hook, with nothing but the worth- Walker farm and will take possession this The sunny day and excellent sleighing
drew a large company, which partook of a
world over?
ween•
rvev.
iuiik
\>in
fish.
o.
at
Mpfitw
less, worse than disgusting dog
dinner served by their genial
Forgetful of lmr honored position I believe that investigation would be the Monroe Center church Feb. 10th— Mr. bountiful
hostess. Mr. Rogers nice new phonograph
among her sister States, and regardless
for
that
ami
Mrs.
Edward
Evans
are
conan
receiving
and Mrs. M. T. D dge’s camera, which she
useless, and
appropriation
of the interests of others who are
on the birth, Jan. 30th, of a
uses with great skill, added much to the
purpose may he thrown away. There gratulations
struggling with the same great prob- ovo noptiiic in^rpctafl in flip nrcrn.ni7.M- son_The High school closed Thursday day’s enjoyment. The voting contest on the
lem,'would be the State ot Maine if her tion of a company for the purpose of for a vacation of one week_A large num- three quilts closed that day, and the No. 1
from this town attended the funeral of quilt was awarded to Miss Rosa Lamb, No.
legislature were to deal such a blow to utilizing clog iish and converting the ber
Eben West of Frankfort, Feb. 3d. Rev. F. 2 to Mrs. Maude Munroe Mudgett and No.
tlie prohibitory policy. It would be eslivers into marketable l S. Dolliff officiated... Miss Lucy M. Rickey
and
liesh
skin,
The votes cast
1 to Miss Eidene Pierce.
pecially disastrous and cruel just at the
hut unless those States in- has been spending a few days with her amounted to $26.50, which was presented to
time when so many other States have products,
the destruction of the dog schoolmate. Miss Gladys Bartlett_Lem- Rev. W. C. Ross, whose pleasing responterested
in
State-wide prohibition almost within
is on the sick list....Charles sive remarks
expressed appreciation. The
fish, or the general government, assist uel l’erkins
their grasp. The new State of OklahoKessey of China was in town last w eek on next meeting will be with Rev. and Mrs.
in the initial expenses and costs, I
in
seekbusiness.
ma is using Maine as her model
Ross
Feb.
13th-11.
L. Spaulding of Pittsbefear that the excellent project may
field was at L. J. Sanderson's on business
ing constitutional prohibition. Tennesfor the risk is a
impracticable,
come
MissisCENTER
MONTVILLE.
see, North Carolina, Georgia,
Wednesday.Messrs. Wyman and Reygreat one for any individual to underMrs. I). C. Cain is in South Montville nolds, with their gasolene engine, are maksippi and Texas, as well as Ohio, Indi- take
ing tlie wood dance to lively music-Miss
ana, Iowa, Arkansas and our neighbors,
While the dog iish seem tu be so helping to care for her mother, Mrs. Caro- Mary boshan, yvho spent two weeks with
Vermont and New Hampshire, are rapline
who
has
been
ill
with
but
a
short
Jackson,
Mrs. A. C. My rick, returned to her home in
in
very
my
opinion
idly coming into condition to adopt the plentiful,
Mrs. Jackson’s friends here Waterville, Friday ...Mr. and Mrs. Fred E.
time will be required to rid our waters pneumonic.
Mate prohibitory
policy. I-'or two- of tins
glad to know that she is thought to Hawes of New York city, who recentlypest. They come in schools and j are
thirds of the legislature of the pioneer
have safely passed the critical stage of the visited in Troy, moved to boston last week,
and they go in schools
too,
big
ones,
very
prohibition state to pass a resolution and disappear as suddenly as they came dreaded disease-Miss Cora Thompson of where they intend to make a permanent
home-A fine literary and musical enterHalldale has been visiting her brother, E.
to revoke this policy under the plea of
to us.
Unlike menhaden, mackerel
11. Thompson, the past w eek_Next Sat- lainment was given by the High school in
giving the people a chance to vote, and
or
other
migratory fish, urday evening will be Lincoln night in the grange hall last Thursday evening. A
herring,
would be a stupendous blunder, the
do not spawn, in fact they are ail
Union
Harvest Grange.Llewellyn large crowd was present. The school paper
evil effects of which would be felt they
Their young is Keller, whose house was burned on by the students received much praise, as
animal
and
not
a fish.
across the continent and around the
January 26th, has the frame sawed and on also the rendering of “The District School.”
born alive, and the species is not so
world. The organized liquor traffic
Cl. M. Kennedy of Benton called on acthe spot fora new house. Many buildings
nrolific as the above fish.
could ask for no deadlier weapon with
have been destroyed by lire in Montville, quaintances in this vicinity Saturday.
the ’80s, L. Haddocks, in
Back
in
and but few have been rebuilt. We are Mr. Sargent of Stetson was the guest of his
which to beat back the forces of righteconnection with bis menhaden works
glad this case is to be an exception. When laughter, Mrs. E. b. Carleton, last week.
ousness than such action by the legisat Booth bay Harbor, when the porgy a man says, as Mr. Keller did, that he is .Elmer Ragley of Unity is assisting
lature of Maine.
was
scarce, advertised ttiat he not going to be driven from his farm by Reuben Rhoades in packing his apples
But, such action cannot be taken wouldvery all
dog fish that were brought one fire, and he is a deserving person, his E. b. Carleton is engaged in a lumbering
buy
without the help of the dominant politto His factory. The first season in a friends are going to help him w ith prompt- business and at present is hauling pulpthat
has
stood
finical party—the party
ness and liheraiity,
as they
did in this wood... .George boothby of Portland and
short time he received 2,000,000, the
Nathaniel Allen of West Baldwin, assisted
hibition as a cardinal principle for half
ease.... Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Sleeper wereat
second season about 1,000,000, toe third W. B.
Jan. 31st, on their way by Leon Ragley of Unity have been packa century, and never stronger in its
Jaquith’s
season 600,000 all able bodied dog fish—
from South Thoinaston to Freedom.
ing apples in town the past we k... The
the fourth season none. The fishermen
many urgent calls for medical attendance
than in its last convention platform in
waters for
rave kept Dr
the
coast
then
claimed
that
Whitney and Dr. Cook of
I
9WANVILLE CENTER.
which it said; “We believe in Proliil»iUnity very busy in town this winter. The
a distance of 40 miles from the reduction and demand the faithful and imLaura Curtis is quite well this winter_
sick
are
reported as improving generally.
tion works were rid of the dog fish.
partial enforcement of the prohibitory If the proprietors of this new extermi- Mr. Coombs is confined to his bed_Mrs. Dr. M. T. Dodge is not yet able to ride,
law, because tbe business interests of nation
ilthougb he is gaining... Zimri Carleton
schemes, which proposes to buy Beal is sick in bed with the grip, but is im- visited his cousins, Mrs. Abbie Burrill of
the State and the material and moral
all these fish to put to useful purposes proving.... Mrs. Ed. Curtis has been iu
up
Burnham, Mrs. M. F. Hammond of Albion
are
of
the
welfare
thereby pro- the
people
skin, flesh, livers, etc., therefor, poor health since last fall. One of Horace ind Dr. J. E. Cook of Unity, recently. Mr.
moted." That party stood against the
is at work for her_
^.Urlofrin Snton/la to rntnrn to trio Roma in
Murphy’s
daughters
an
for
should
ask
the
apLegislature
Josh Littlefield is laid up with rheumatism.
adoption of a resubmission plank in the
Jampello, Mass., this week.
to assist the initial establishDora Clark is at work for Mrs. Josh
same platform by a vote of 25 to t in a propriation
most certainly favor
That ment, I would
Littlefield, who is in poor health_Horatio
convention of 1,301 delegates.
OASTo ja I
such
of a moderate sura
Marr had a bad ill turn last week, but is
party welcomed to its ranks in the fol- under expenditure
Kind You Have Always Bougltf
that will gaining.Rodney Haswell of Monroe
Bean the
restrictions,
proper
lowing election in September all friends assist us in
getting rid of one of the found one of his oxen dead in the morning.
of prohibition and all opponents of reof
Cause
death
unknown.Mrs.
David
ireatest menaces to our fishery interests
subnnssion and won by their votes. Is
from Searsport Saturday.
and I can assure our incoming Legisla- Moody returned
it reasonable to expect that the RepubMrs. Ann Maria West has the sympathy
ture that every fisherman on the New of a
of
circle
friends in the loss of her
and
foung Women’s Christian Associations.
of'the
lican members
large
legislature
coast would be more than sou Eben. Less than a year ago her husthe influential leaders of the Republi- England
new
the
The State convention of Young Women’s
bauu died suddenly of heart trouble and
company
pleased to know that
can party, after taking this fair and
Christian Associations will be held in
and was able and willing to now theson, who was to care for her in her
proposed
will
a
definite
for
policy
square position
■Yaterville Feb. 8-10. This is the first contan the hide of every individual dog old age, has been taken Jaway_Samuel
now turn upon themselves and against
tention of the kind to be held in Maine,
Robertson of Hampden formerly of Monroe
Bsh on the Atlantic coast.
their friends to propose the opposite
rwo years ago the New England Convention
was buried from his late home last Saturday— Miss Ethelyn Moody was at home 1 >f Young Women’s Christian Association
policy? Such a course could not be perI neet in Portland and much interest was
Special Announcement Regarding the
sued by any party without its justly
Tuesday.
twakened then. This is a student conFure
Food
National
and
Law.
Drug
forfeiting all claim to trustworthiness
ereuce, composed of delegates from the
We are pleased to announce that.Foley's SEARSMONT.
and honor, and subjecting it to the triireparatory schools and Colleges. Plans
J. I.. Beau has a position as travelling
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
ple charge of tiekleness, cowardice and troubles
or it have been made by Miss Edith Wells,
is not affected by the National salesman for Fox & Adams, Bangor_F.
treachery.
student, Secretary of the New England
Pure Food and Drug law as it contains no |
B. Cooper of Newport called upon old 1 Committee of Young Women’s Christian
or other harmful drugs, and we recopiates
Chronic Constipation Cured.
Association.
Other national secretaries will
friends
in
town
last Saturday_Kev. E. ;
ommend it as a safe remedy for children
>e present to address the meetings.
The
One who suffers from chronic constipa- md adults.—K. 11. Moody.
Li. Boynton of Camden preached a very el1j essions will be held in the Baptist Church
tion is in danger of many serious ailments.
fective sermon last Sunday morning upon
ind the morning sessions will be open to
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic
the subject of Christian Joy. The many
he public.
friends of Kev. and Airs. Boynton were
THE MINORITY REPORT.
constipation as it aids digestion and stimulates the liver and bowels, restoring the
pleased to greet them after an absence of 27
Te-e editor of the
Memphis, Tenn.,
natural action of these organs. Commence
C.
E.
Sometimes we think we would much like years—Kev.
Purdy gave an illustaking it today and you will feel better at to know how the signatures to the minority trated lecture Jan. 29th upon scenes in the ‘Times’’ writes: “In my opinion Foley’s
1
once.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does not section of the so-called Potter committee life of Christ during Passion w eek, and Feb.
loney and Tar is the best remedy for
nauseate or gripe and is very pleasant to
3d he gave a stereopticon lecture upon the 1 oughs, colds and lung trouble, and to my
were obtained to that report.
take. Refuse substitutes.—R. H. Moody.
The names which it hears are those of subject, “In Darkest Chicago.” These lee- 1 iwn personal knowledge Foley’s Honey
ind Tar has accomplished many permanent
Barrett Potter, L. C. Morse and B. E. Cou- tures are very interesting and instructive.
>ures that have been little short of marvel
It is safe to say that the February A t- sins. Mr. Potter is of Brunswick, Mr. Morse -Air. Gardiner Hemenway is sick with
ous.” Refuse any but the genuine in the
Air.
William
also
is!1
of
pneumonia.
and
Mr.
Bryant
will
make
its
first
claim
lantic
Cousins of Limington.
Liberty
upon the
ellow package.—R. 11. Moody.
reader’s attention because of its un- We understand that Mr. Morse was nut at critically ill. Aiiss Lydia Lassell is on '.lie I I
sick
list-The
death
of
Kev.
S.
11.
Beals |
Oroiio when the committee visited the State
effective
of
serial
features.
usually
array
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the most oband that Mr.;Cousins was not at in Augusta last week makes Kev. E. Al.
the cold from the
May Sinclair’s novel, “The Helpmate,” University
the
of the committee in Portland, Fowler of this place the oldest’mem her ot ! tinate coughs and expels
which goes this mouth into its second May hearing
the
East
Alaine
!
Conference.
“Father Fow- ! ystem as it is mildly laxative. It is guar23, 1900, nor has he been present at
The genuine is in the yellow packler,” as he is familiarly called, is in his 1 t nteed.n TI
installment, has' already proved its right any of the meetings.
ninetieth year. Although feeble in health !
to he counted among the “big" novels
The Commercial has been informed on
and
confined
to
the
house
he
eujoys meet- j
of the year, evincing, as it does, a re- what it considers the highest authority that
his friends at his home and his interest I
markable insight into one of tbe most Mr. Cousins’ name was obtained to the re- ing
in the church is unabated_Aiiss Alice
unfair
means
and
that
he
port
by
would
be
dramatic and vital situations of modern
Poor has resigned her office as postmaster.
if it was nut attached to the relife. Editli Wharton’s “Motor Flight very glad
port. Indeed, we understand that Mr. Cou- The office will be moved to Aliller & Hills
France”
comes
to
its
store.Air.
end—all sins would not have signed the
Kelso goes to New
through
minority re- Brun swick thisGeorge
week to visit his sister_
too soon for the reader's satisfaction. port had he not been told
by a member of Miss Lizzie Fuller of West
“The
of
Old
West
the
Appleton was in
committee
that
Spirit
Lastly,
Point,”
by siguing it he was doby General Morris Scbaff, begins its ing the one thing which would help the uni- town last Sunday.
versity, and in this way* If he did not ad- BELMONT
publication this month; and if one vocate
abolishing the H. A. degree the colmay judge from tbe opening chapters,
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Young and son Ivory
would come in to get an appropiation
leges
we are to have in this series the most
and thus hinder the uni^rsity, and as he of Montville were in town
Sunday ....Mr. Dear Sirs:
Steuben. Me., Sept. 1.1904.
graphic, spirited, and sympathetic ac- himself thought so much
of the university, and Mrs.
Thomas Wagner of Searsport, Amcount which lias yet appeared of life a good appropriation must be obtained.
For a number of years I have had a
brose
Pearson
at the great Military Academy during Therefore the only way to get it would be
of Morrill and Hon. Levi
bad liver trouble and it grew worse. At
the monentous years just preceding the to not rouse the other colleges.
Poor of Augusta were in town Sunday to last I had Bilious Colic and thought someLet us have the facts of this case—BanCivil War.
attend the funeral of Jacob Wagner*.. .Geo. limes I should die. At last a friend asked
gor Commercial.
W. Knight and daughter Millie werein Lin- me to take the “L. F.” Bitters; I took
So say we. It is altogether probable that colnville Sunday
visiting Mr. K’s uncle, nine bottles and can happily say I have
This May Interest Ton.
Henry Knight....Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Young not had an attack since.
the signature of Mr. Morse was obtained in
were
in
Union Saturday and Sunday visitNo one is immune from kidney trouble, a similar
way, for we doubt if be would
Very respectfully, Mrs. C. C. Farren.
so just remember that Foley’s Kidney Cure
ing Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hills....Mrs. Emwill stop the irregularities aud cure any wish to injure an institution which has ma Wagner is very sick at the present
Acute Bowel Trouble and Chronic Conkidney and bladder trouble that is not done and is doing so much for the young writing. She is under the care of Dr. T. N. stipation are quickly and pleasantly rePearson
of
Morrill
with
the
Miss
reach
of
medicine.—R.
H. men and women of Waldo
beyond
lieved by “L. F. Atwood's purely vegecounty. This Blake as trained nurse....Quite a Georgia
number
Moody.
minority report is plainly the work of one of our townspeople are on the sick list this table Bitters.—A guaranteed remedy for
all diseases of.the digestive organs.—35c.
man, and he alone should be held responsi- week; among them are Martin B. Hunt,
at the store.
ble for it and it should carry no weight be- Miles Pease and Mary White.... Willard S.
who
has
been quite siok with the
Morse,
Digest* what you eat.
yond that given to it by his name.
grip, is able to be out.... Many of the farm-

thinking of it as a
would be positive-

yi

Forms of Insurance.

with the
at

l>e«t|c(>iiiimniea
the’ffttamlarri rates.

SURETY BONDS for Cashiers,' Contractors
and Trustees.
Telephone Connection.
9tf

Commencing Monday, Deivm
ers

leave Belfast for Boston

m

land. Mondays and Thursdnv
For Searsport, Bucksport m
nesdays and Saturdays at

*

rival of steamer from Boston

LIVE
STOCK
Farmers and dealers can save the specula
tors’ profit by sending live stock on commission. Will start a Live Stock car from
Belfast every Monday morning and load
stock at all stations on Belfast Branch. Cars
of live stock leave Burnham Junction every
Monday noon. Cattle can be tested for
Tuberculosis by the Tuberculin Test at
home with little trouble and expense. Write
For information.

P. L. LIBBY,

'Burnham, Maine

Telephone, Burnham 1-3.

NEXT BOOK TO W1XBSOK Belli,

IJF.Tl

Bad Accounts

From Boston

Collected—any where—everyNo charge if not

successful.

Correspondence

of this company, is insurcti :ig; a
ine risk
F KED W. POTE, Agent, Bella

I WILL SELL

solicited.
The International Adjustment Bureau,
527 to 533 University Buildiug,

At less than one-half value, a N
Separator, used one year, gum
condition; also one portable oh
also 10 or 1*2 useful horses.
W. K. C
Flm nn
Tel. 7-11, Helfast.

Vanderbilt Square,
lni5*

Syracuse, N. Y.

WANTED

Tel. 3-13, Searsport.

NOTICE.

Women between 18 and ao years of age to work
as attendants in the Medfleld Insane
Asylum at
Medfleld Junction, Mass., 20 miles from Bostoa,
Wages increase with length of service. An optunlty to become a trained nurse Address

he
ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives noticeofthat
the
administrator

Jow

on.

pointed

ELLEN M.

DR. EDWARD FRENCH,
Medfleld, Mass.
lyr.18_

ARE THE BEST

D. F. STEPHENSON.

"

TO LET

agent for the Bangor Daily News
Sentinel and Pennsylvania Grit.
i

ELDRIDGE, late of

Winterport,

Also

Vatervieil

The

lia^ 1
estate ■

in. the County of Waldo, decern,
bonus as the law directs. All pets.' >•
mands against the estate of sai>i
desired to present the same for s<'ti
all iudebted thereto are requested to
ment immediately.
HENRY I Kidd.
December 11, t90t>- 3«

The New Years’Sale Townsend’s Postals
—OF—

and Id

Rockland, via Camden
Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m.
From Winterport at to a. m., »
Mondays and Thursdays, via w.
All cargo, except live stock,
prom

where—for Retail Merchants
and.others.

HMM'

Tuesdays

|

1
with board, a large, pleasant room
Home for Aged Wotnenn. Steam
cold water. Bath room on same ilooi
for one or two ladies. For terms appi)
-lt
on the premises.

■

—-\\\

headaches go

Neighbors Got Fooled.
“I was literally coughing uiyself to death
and had become too weak to leave my bed
and neighbors predicted that I would nevei
leave it aiive; but they got fooled, foi
thanks beta Gofl, 1 was induced to try Dr
Moody.
King’s New Discovery. It took just foui
new members
n favor of giving
one dollar bottles to
completely cure thi
iopportunities to make
and restore me to good sound health,'
cough
answered
Senala;uly,”
writes
Mrs. Kva Uncapher, of Grovertown
i,a .miner a young man in
Stark Co., Ind. This King of cough am I
i,;s idea of telling all he |
cold cures, and healer of throat and lungs
: w ill be for everybody.”
is guaranteed by R. II.
Moody, Druggist
star.
50c. and Si.00.
Trial bottle free.
i.iuient for rheumatism an
W ylkyns—Stnythe was telling me a whilt
That is wba1
Jo cents.
box of DeWitt’s Kidney | ago that he really didn’t know what to di
with
his income, but he is all right now
!
Nothing else so good
caused by impure blood. ! Watkyns- How so? Wylkyns— fie has goi
an automobile.—Somerville Journal.
Mo sly.

When you grow wiser
ynii learn to use
“Earlv Riser.”
tv Early Risers, safe, sure

''

tB/'

..

write for posterity ?” obo the scribe w ith
bulging
-t on

v

■

your

life,” frankly

person addressed.

“Ever
being signed by posterhin Public Ledger.
have Piles. Why suffer
nu can use DeWitt’s l arazel Salve and get relief,
Beware of irnitarood.
ih- name is stamped on
R. H. Moody.

i

gone to

\ e

housekeeping,

jour wife?” “Neither
provisional government.”
"The cook’s.—Baltimore
r

■w what you are giving
w'il know if you use Casthe trouble to 100k at the
ingredient is shown there
( asoasweet is the best
stomachs of babies and
U. 11. Moody.

who considered hiin1,ir wife starts talking
subject, why don't you
vt?”
“You don’t my
ham. “She’d simply exand then take up the
left off.”—Philadelphia
mi

n

Rising From the Grave.

prominent manufacturer, VVm. A. Fert
well, of Lucama, N. C., relates a most re
markable experience.
He says:
“Afte;
taking less than three bottles of Electru
Bitters, I feel like one rising from the grave
My trouble is Bright’s disease, in the Dia
betes stage. I fully believe Electric Bitter;
will cure me permanently, for it has already
stopped the liver and bladder complication!
which have troubled me for years.’
Guaranteed at R. li. Moody, druggist
Price only 50c.
A

Chapleigh—I

was—aw-out late lawsl
night, and the—aw—wesult was I had a
head on me this mawning, doucher know.—
Miss Caustique-— Well, if 1 were you I’d
stay out late every uight.—Chicago Daily
News.
Hunting for Trouble.
“I've lived iu California 20 years, aud am
still hunting for trouble in the’ way of burns,
sores, wounds, boils, cuts, sprains, or a
case of piles
that Buckleu’s Arnica Salve
won’t quickly cure,” w rites Charles Walters
of Alleghany, Sierra Co. No use hunting,
Mr. W alters; it cures every case. Guaranteed at R. II. Moody 's drug store. 26c.

Well-meaning humanitarian
Why are
you beating the poor donkey in that way?
Coster (with withering scorn)
And a
bloomin' lot o’ good it 'ud do heatin’ the
—

—

car—eh?—Punch.
ith a laxative prin|-it the cold through a
!.•* bowels, and a healing
rers in the throat and
it is Kennedy’s Laxa'tife and sure ill its aei-; and conforms to Nai Drug Law.
Contains
> 11. 11. Moody.
-!

w

Henry, see what Mrs.
"U—a
jar of brandied
zz>r—Well, 1 don’t care
...

but you can tell her 1
nit in which they were
Record.

Indigestion that is
Kodol digests

eve

estant.

lows the stomach to
.:ow strong again.
KOU digestive acids and as
approximates the digestnund in the stomach.
Mirk of digestion off the
and while performing
greatly assist the stomr-st.
In addition the in1 are such as to make it
u-liest efficiency and by
..

e

■

■

■

ii is restored

in

it<

nor-

KODOL is manu-

api.

"iiformity with the Numi Drug" Law. Sold by

i

What do you do with
man? Second Comtrain from the city.—

i'.d
03

king in his

a

own

is an unhappy
■liters
builds up
i.

right:

slave,
sound

well.

,ou

V

advertised this auto
from four to sixty miles
sir.
That’s right.
Four
if"i sixty down.”—Life.
u

must he somethin’
dm missus,” said the

awful
cham-

-■miption, mayhap.”

"Why

demanded the cook. “I
ioctor tellin’ her that her
Don’t that sound turriielpliia Press.

|

you don’t seem to try to
Haven’t you any ambition
Maid—No, mum ; but I’ve
and I’m going to have a
hin 1 die, mum.—Chicago

m,

!
1

•■!]
a

happen, but the best">
keep Dr. Thomas’
such emergencies. It sub1 heals the hurts.
to

j

some

prejudice.”

minded.”
“Think so?
us many sure tips as I
you feel about it,”— l’hilHie offensive discharge
atarrh falls from the
mo the throat,
settingup
iiial is likely to mean
iis.
The certain, rational

n

1

GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.

Itching,

Blind,

Bleeding,

Protruding

Piles. Druggists are authorized to refund
money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
iu 6 to 14 days. 50c.
tf
l’arke —If 1 move out to the suburbs,
what do I need? Lane—A silk hat, a frock
coat, a baby carriage and a mowing machine.—Life.

Young .large— Oi du ’ear tell as they’d
made the colonel a “M. V. 0.” Now, what
du thet mean? Old Joe—Hoy, wheerwas
’ee brought up? “Maister o' Vox-’ouuds,’t
to be sure.—Punch.
Piles get quick relief from Dr. Shoops
Magic Ointment.
Remember it’s made
alone lor Piles—and it works with certainty and satisfaction. Itching, painful,
protruding, or blind piies disappear like
magic by its uses. Try it and see! Soid by
J. II. Montgomery, Seatspoit, R. 11. Moodv,
lielfast.

IS BOOMING.

Joplin (Missouri) Daily News-Ilerald
of January 18tli prints a report submitted to the Commercial club of that city
on the progress made
by the Immigration
association in presenting to
the State
authorities
the
facts
relating to the
material prosperity of Joplin, and the advantages it offers to capital and labor,
made by Capt. Marion Staples. Portions of
Capt, Staples’ address to the appropriations committee at Jefferson city, are
given, in the course of which he makes out
a case for his town show ing it to be one of
the most desirable locations in the West,
and the summary of its advantages and resources is exceedingly interesting and instructive. Among other statistics, lie produces figures that show that the Joplin district, during the year 190(1, produced and
sold zinc and lead to the value of $15,111,834.
Though these are the leading products,
other things are produced to, in the aggregate, a much larger amount. The manufacturing interests are considerable and increasing, and tile agricultural sections are
productive and profitable. The developThe

Hid

AA11

lift

lvlil

/1111

x

iuct

...

tvs

ad night the torment of
i ing helped me until ]
ent.

a

It cured

me

per-

■lobn R. Garrett, Mayor,

1 would die for you.
l lien you may name the
For our wedding?
Miss
..

'■a

your

funeral.—Chicago

rlil alter all;
fiends or money,

>

can

Sixty Years.
As Oi.d and YY ell-Tbied Remedy.
Mrs. YYinslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
w ind colic, and is the best remedy for Iiiarrhtea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by
druggists in every part of the world.
Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.

fall;

rite common and,
would be,
take Rocky Mountain Tea.
—R. H. Moody.

Great Town for Twins.

ae

’■

you think that graft will
eliminated from politics?”
"ifit,-’ replied Senator Kad“Ifut I think there wili still
e ms
susceptible to certain
nences that will be known
use.”—Milwaukee Sentinel.

der, reconstructor, builds up

makes strong nerves and
F realize after taking HulMountaiu Tea what a wonwill be to you. 35 cents,
—R. H. Moody.
leact, weaken the bowels,
iistipation. Doan’s Regutone the stomach, cure
dec.
Ask your druggist for
■

standard of quality, a natyour system, reddens
btens the eyes, gives flavor
ilollister’s Rocky Mountain
for y ou.
35 cents, Tea or

-f
■

11'es

Stickney Corner, in the town of YVashingtou, Me., is becoming famous for its twins.
Mr. and Mrs. John lluines have been blessed with three pair of twins; Mr. and Mrs.
John Newhall, twin boys; Mr. and Mrs.
Stimpson Cramer, twin hoys; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Littlehale, twin boys; and now a
pair of boys conies to the family of Lincoln
YVinkapaw, born Jan. 10th.
It’s

readers about a
Cough Cure like Dr. Shoop’s. For years
Dr. Shoop has fought against the use of
Opium, Chloroform, or other unsafe ingredients commonly found in Cough remedies.
Dr. Shoop, it seems, has welcomed the l’ure
Food and Drug Law recently enacted, for
he has worked along similar lines many
For nearly 20 years Dr. Shoop’s
years.
Cough Cure containers have had a warning
printed on them against Opium and other
narcotic poisons, lie lias thus made it possible for mothers to protect their children
by simply insisting on having Dr. Shoop’s
Cough Cure. Sold by J. il. Montgomery,
a

pleasure to tell

Searsnort. R. II. Moodv. Belfast.

f Written for The
—

it. ii.

.uouuy.

"Mild not think of touchdid not belong to you?”
“mate’s questioning friend,
i.
answered Mr. Dustin Stax.
.'Hi tlie business of the coun"I'fized that every penny I touch
■m tn
me.”—Washington Star.

our

Republican Journal.]

THE POETS.

“

1

li lt

*

aluable Lesson,
m 1
•' din

valuable lesPleasant, of Magnolia,
l|f,n began taking Dr. King’s
mid the lunger, I take them
I ii nd them.”
They please every"u tranteed
by R. H. Moody, drug-

in,

a

»“id the Tibetan guide, “is
praying machines.” “How igheathenish!” exclaimed Mrs.
i’dler. “And do you not do your
11
macliiues?” “Indeed, no' We

IJUI
..

f

f

learned

' ■■■,

Ni’r««',ier to

do it

for us.”—Cleveland

disagree with you? Probably
1,1111 try Dr.
Shoop’s Health Cofijnlfee” is a clever combinal!l|
ehed
.ihn
cereals and nuts. Not a
(..
•S
,i*h Coffee, remember, in Dr.
i'
health Coffee, yet its flavor and
Ud cites
;
Closely old Java and Mocha
;

1

'"‘r

i,

j
i

ii.,.

Sold

i,
ov

stomach, heart,

or

kidneys

,il,ee drinking, try Health CofhMesoiue, nourishing, and satisfor the youngest child.
i ii

When Tennyson in the foremost rank
Of England’s poets shone a star
The cup of fame of w hich he drank
Though sweet, he left aud crossed the bar.
We heard, oft in the stilly night
Sung many times in days of yore,
And always with a fresh delight,
That sweet old song by Thomas Moore.
And Scott who wrote in martial strain,
Of gathering clans for war to make,
On crested height or grassy plain,
As told in The Lady of the Lake.
And Byron oft would strike the harp,
Whose lingering echoes still pursue us,
His verse, perhaps, was sometimes sharp
As English Hards and Scotch Reviewers.
Then Robert Burns, the Scottish bard;
Would mount Pegasus for a cauter;
One hero, too, rode quite as hard,
We have iu mind his Tam O’Shanter.
In Shakespeare’s lays we are made to feel
The methods practised now’ and then,
Are much the same.
Like Shy lock’s deal,
Men grind and grind their fellow men.
Sarah S. Haskell.

Grippe and Pneumonia.
Foley’s Honey and Tar cures la grippe
Coughs and prevents pneumonia. Refuse
any but the genuine in the yellow package.
—R. II. Moody.
La

Pendleton, Boston,

to Ada M.

Pendleton, do.: land aud buildings in
(2 deeds).
W. 11. Rolfe, Brooks, to Joseph G.'Stimpson, do.; land in Brooks.
Anson M. Stubbs, Knox, to Cornelius V.
Larrabee, Thorndike; land in Thorndike.
To stop
1

1

!|
j

!

a

|

Coid with “Preventics” is. safer
■>-

‘UH

luic

iii

auri naiuo.

Taken at the “sneeze stage” Preventics will
head off all colds and Grippe, and perhaps
save jou from Pneumonia or Bronchitis.
Preventics are little toothsome candy cold
cure tablets selling in 5 cent and 25 cent
boxes. If you are chilly, if you begin to
sneeze, try Preventics. They will surely
check the cold and please you. Sold by J.
U. Montgomery, Searsport, U. II. Moody,
Belfast.

NEWS OE THE GRANGES.

The
The
The
The
The

Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, lias adoptthe following resolutions r,f respect:
Whereas, The Angel of Death has again
visited Silver Harvest Grange and taken
from our midst, our worthy and highly esteemed sister, Georgie Wentworth; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, as members of Silver
Harvest Grange, do deeply deplore the loss
of our departed sister, whose removal from
our midst has left a shadow and a vacancy
which will long be realized by the members
of this order.
Resolved, That Silver Harvest Grange,
with the members of the bereaved family
and the many dear friends of the deceased,
on the dispensation of which it has pleased
Divine Providence to afflict them, may find
consolation in the faith that our Heavenly
Father bnoweth what is best; that, when
the mists have rolled away, all thi igs which
so
now
seems
mysterious will be made
plain in the sunshine of His boundless love.
That
this heartfelt testimonial
Resolved,
of our sympathy and sorrow be sent to the
bereaved family, a copy sent to the local
papers for publication, also a copy inscribed on our records.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for 30 days in memory of sister
Wentworth.
Ipa M. White,
) Committee
Alma C. (Ti,ley,
>
on
James II. Gilley, I Resolutions
ed

Farm & Home.$2.00 1
Tribune Farmer. 2.25 |
McCall’s Magazine... 2.10 I
New Idea Magazine....2.10
Tri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.50 I

Tnste.|

How do

we

do it ?

GEO. S. HARRIS &

"We sell

so

Price 25c 50c 6
Sand For Free Booklet

on

*

At

OF BELFAST,
Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the close
of business, January 26, 1907.
RESOURCES.

Loans ami

discounts.$2(58,414
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
2,481
to secure circulation.
60,000
to secure U. 8. Deposits..
60,000
Bonds, securities,etc..
241,471
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures. 16,000

U. S. Bonds
U. S. Bonds

Stomach

Due from National Banks (not reserve agents.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
ami cents..
Lawful Money Reserve in Rank, viz:
Specie. 28,991 15
Legal tender notes. 4,780 00
fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 ptr cent of circulation).

878
46.6(56
973
769

18
88
00
00
9(5
00
48
98
28
00

322 87

33,671 15

Reuemption

3,000 00

..

Total.$723,548 28
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.$ 60,000
12,000
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
4,786
National Bank notes outstanding....
67,800
Due to other National Banks.
2,139
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks.
15,021
Individual deposits subject to check. 600,437
Demand certificates of deposit.
20,828
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
534
United States deposits. 50,000

Invigorate the Digestion.
To invigorate the digestion and stimulate
the torpid liver and bowels there’s nothing
so good as that old family remedy, Brandreth’s

04
78
29
96
00

State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
T,C. W. Wescott, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above state-

; meut is true
lief.

I
j

65
00
66

to

the best of my knowledge and be
C. Wr. WESCOTT, Cashier,
to before mo this 31st

Subscribed and sworn
day of January 1907-

R \LPH I.

MORSE,

Notary Public.

I

|

Correct—Attest:
WM. B. SWAN,
T. W. PITCHER,
A. A. HOWES,

)

[ Directors.
)

ana tlurtv-six rods and bounded
as follows, to
v\ it :,nei:i lmiig at the
ner of lot num*
bereu 46; thence
running n *rth eighty-five .legi es
ea>t one nun >reti and
ami one-half
fifty-seven
rods to a stake; thence
south six degrees ea>t
sixtv-three rods to a g. ke; thence south sixtvnine degrees vvesr one
hundred and sixiv-three
r- ds on town line to a n.
mloek tree on the east
line ef the road; and
thence north six dgeroes
w, st one hundred
rods to the bounds begun at.
he fourth being lot
numbered ,\s in the is.flon
acre tract, so-called, c
uitaining sixtv- two.acres,
more or less.

$(>uihwest|eoi

KINEO

,

lias

a fine baking oven which
is
praised by its many users; a drawout Dock Ash Grate and is low in

price.

The

fifth being the south half of lot Lumbered
tn said Waldo
l lie above five parcels of land
being the same
leal estate conveyed to the said
George 1. KIwell
*- Gentner by his deed ot
warranty
d.ited June 16. 1891, and recorded in Waldo
tiegBook -28. 1’age 574. to which deed
ami the deeds therein
referred to reference is luul
tor further
description.
56,

JOHN B.

STICKNEY, Agent.

BELFAST, MAINS.

i°i1:Ud
iy»»of f)eo|ls»

.'HAS. K. HESSKY.
Adnunistratnr of estate of Ceorae I. hhvell.

NOYES S NOTIER 1FG. CO.
23, 25,

29 Central St.,

Bangor,

Mate of Maine.

M

WALDO SS.

Always Remember

Clerk's Office.
)
Jl DIFI \L Coi-kt,
Belfast, ,Ian :io. unit. \
In compliance with i:. s. (
imp. _•!>. See a l
lurewitli publish a siatement of
the .asp
t appealed eases and
indietnuirs for violation

the Full Name

M

PKFMK

sitiot!

I ^axative Rromc Quinine

ratingSitr’1"6

,he

,ue

111111 «“«• <•» into*!-

^continued*'1 Me^ei1, 'H'P-; search ami seizure;
Frank
iNasll; common ‘oiler;
I S?lnue5
tlank
Nasl,: t*ommou nuisance;
tinued
seller;
tinue! ^>a^l*tk *•’ Halt»y;
SteontimiedlliCk L‘ l!aley: common nuisance;

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.

con-

con-

common

Qm

Box,

25c.

Mate vs
tmued.

ATWOODT^^lnsurance and Rr7l

FRED

Estate

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
-ire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado
Insurance, Steam Boiler
insurance and fnsfection.

JEI.I.YCON—the

Rich Eure Fruit
-^ElA C ON is made in a minute.
ON needs NO
Sugar NO Flavoring
requires ONLY Hot Water—one
package i!
enough for 6 persons—10 cts. at all

Jl-.l.M

s®

Grocers

ft is

simply Delicious!

DURE

Give it

a

Trial.

3IU50*

New Custom Made
CARRIAGES.

RELIABLE

i\ arranted lirst class in
every respect.

REST'

Stylish, Comfortable

j^PPETISING

SAAC S.

Syperba Conned Goods.
assortment of 1900

Any size front a few hundred feet to IT;, acres
A1 hate shore fronts.
Anywhere from Itelfast to
Saturday (iue. Fine view of nay and islands. I
so have a large list of
city property and farms
ill sizes and prices. Send for hook.
F. S. IIOI.MKS
Real Estate Agent,Itelfast. Me.

pack.

TRICES RIGHT.

tfl

WHITTEN BROS.
National

Waynflete School.
BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS.

Bank,

65 State Street, Portland, Maine.

Searsport, In the State of Maine, at the
close of business January 26, 1907.

For circular?

98
06
30
00

....

Due to other National Banks.
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
L’asliier’s checks outstanding.

50,000 00
25,000 00

| Hooks loose in the

of

Maine, County

of

| L.s. >

>

Public.

Directors.

)

Mountain Tea Nuggets

Medicine for B’’ay People.
a ad Renewed Vigor.
Brings Golden
A snecifle for Constipation. Indigestion. Live
rnd.Kidri'-v Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Bren’li. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's lt-icky Mountain Tea in tab?v-t form, Jv> cents a box.
Genuine fuade by
Hollistkr Drtuo Company, Madison, Wie.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
A Bn jy

K.

H.MOODY

l-nvorgna; single sale;

FERNALO,

SEARSFORT, MAINS.
a.

Single sale; eontinued.
Si:;'* ys
\s F;;ai,k
Leo. O ^‘slt;
Danforth; eommon nuisance*
*

not pros.

Stnol' pros*°*in

^*at

k’ ;lPP-: st‘a,cb and seizure;

mate vs Robert Kvans; common
seller; nol pros
.M ite vs Robert Evans;
single sale; uol pros
n-s Kdward Hanson;
single sale; continued.
Matt* vs Ed wait! Hanson; eommon
seller- eont inued.
State

State vs Orrin B. Woodbury,
app.; single salenol pros.
State vs Orrin B. Woodbury,
app.; search and
seizure; nol pros
State VS Robert Logan ; single sale ; continued.
Mate vs Robert Logan ;
single sale; continued.
Matt* ns Robert Logan;
eommon seller
continued.
Stale vs Daniel Magee, app.; search and
seizure;
*
continued
State vs Daniel Magee, app.; search ami
seizurecontinued.
State ys Daniel M igee.
app.; search and sei/.ure
State vs IMwin \ .lout's.
; seai.ii ami selzniv: continued.
State VS Uohed. Logan,
npp.; search and seizure;
continued.
stair vs Robert bog III.
:i|i|i,; seaivl; anil seizure;
continued.
Stato \s Rieharil ||
Mon-lv. app.; s.-areh and
"'•i/ure; continued.
Ldward Hanson; common nuisance*
sentenced ; ti ie, $iou and costs, $10.
paid.
Sl;‘i‘‘ v' " inliidd ,s. Kitm.nistei■; dunking
liouse,
etc ; colit niUeil.
Stale vs s\ udield s Kdministei■; common
seller*
eotll lulled.
Mate vs Robert Logan; common
seller ; eontinned.
State v> Kdwin
Jones; eouinton seller continued.
State \s .l.ilnt A. Warren; common
seller; continued.
State vs Jesse K. staple*; common nuisance*
continued.
State vs Daniel Magee ; common nuisance eontinned.
State vs Wintield s. rdminister; single sale continued.
State vs Mareellus R Kuowltoii: common seller*
continued.
state vs Daniel Magee; common
seller; continued.
state vs Wintield s. Kdminister; common nuisance ; continued.
State vs. Kdward Hanson; drinking house etc
continued.
State vs Robert Logan; common nuisance; exceptions withdrawn; m>| pins m pavment of
nne. $200 and costs, ,$10;
paid.
State vs Robert Logan ; drinking house,
etc., continued.
State vs John Avery; single sale ; continued,
state vs Kdward Hanson ; single sale continued.
State vs Jesse K. Staples; common seller; continued.
state vs Robert Logan; single sale; continued.
State vs Kdward Hanson; common seller: continued.
State vs Kdw ard Hanson, app ; search and seizure ; sente -eed; tine $loo ami
costs, to; paid
State vs Richard H. vtoodv.
search and
app
seizure; continued.
Stale vs Walter Dalton, app.; search and
seizure;
sentenced ; tine $100 and costs, spi; paid.
State vs Walter Dalton; common uuis mee; continued.
_

TILKSTON WADL1X, (Jerk.

Mass.

IU-VK.MHKU 31.

(\nio2
eo ii

tl- li

1000,

Real estate ..$ 332,00000
Mortgage loans.
;„s.ornoo
C ollateral loans..
n.onono
Stocks amt bonds
4 .amoo on
Fasliin iiB,,. ,-uul bank.
s'
Agent balances
sti 'tti.s
Interest and rents..
jo’ys 33
....

a

mi

goods of every tie
scription. Furniture, bedding, car
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture

a specialty. If you
have any tiling to
sell drop me a
>ostal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
lyr6 Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Belfast.

TO LET
Jpper story of wooden building on High street,
lext south of Memorial building. \ good location for upholsterer, carpenter or paint shop,
W A LOO TRUST CO.,
tpply to
tf26
Belfast, Maine.

.$0,5)30,201 03
...

0,5)30,201 05
31, 15)00.
...

1.1 \UI I.ITI KS I> I V KM KICK

Net unpaid losses
.....$ 332.327 Of
Unearned premiums..
3,432 cats 33
dash capital .... 2.0 m’ooo 00
..

Sui p

us over

Fred

■

He

nol pros.

Matt

liabilities

T.if.il liuinms....

m„ 12 to 2 and 6 to

8 p. m.

con-

eou-

.....

Jffice Hours: 8 to 10

eon-

..

B.E.Larrabee.ffl.D,,

as.

seller;

,,aley:

dross assets.
Admitted assets.

4.627 90
1.516 00
175.175 13
102 25

HOLLISTER'S

sjseky

replaced, from 10

864 38

Waldo

)

covers

nts np.

13,055 47

Notary

Correct. Attest:
F. 1. PENDLETON,
CEO. F. SMITH,
B. F. COLCOeD,

e

JOHN S.

Total.$312,341 13
State

Marco

common

Springfield,

42,00 000

I, A. II. Nichols, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above stateaient is true to the best of my knowledge and
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me tjhis 1st
[lay of February, 1907.
CHARLES E. ADAMS,

vs

''■'■dinned,
seller;

single sale;
Sttinuedtlank N:lsl1,
Koyal *’• Vootnbs, app.; single sale; nol
SlprosVS

Attest

MAGAZINES BOUND.
c

Ilaley;

S^eontinned.,riCk
Stale

ASSKK.S

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid m.
surplus fund.
LTulivided profits, less expenses and
taxes pai«l.
National Bank Notes outstanding.

Warivn, app.; search and seiz-

Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Ca.

2,100 00

Total.$312,341 13

eon

nuisance; eon-

Mate vs John A Warren,
app ; search and seiz*
ure; continued:
State vs Robert Logan,
app.; single sale; eon-

AND....

REPAIRING.

11,317 24

of circulation.

miss CKISFIELD
MISS LOWELL.

Book RIndIng

00

59 72

cents.

Lawful Money Reserve in Rank, viz.
9.117 24
Specie..
2.200 00
Legal tender notes—
Redemption fund with U. S. Treascent.

82
26
00
75

apply to

Principals,

-m£>-

discounts.$143,272
238
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured...
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
42,000
Bonds, securities, etc. 82,455
4,000
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures
Due from State Banks and bankers..
4,740
Due from approved reserve agents..
19,299
Checks and other cash items.
1,032
Notes of other National Banks.
1,825
Fractional paper currency,nickels and

urer, 5 per

STAPLES, Brooks, Me.

COTTAGE LOTS.

All who have used them will corroborate this statement. tVe have

large

and Durable.

ff^Call at our Repository and examine
them.
tflti
ARE

seller;

common

eommon

?vtryi',"1,",uon
Nash; common

I'of'T'o t

Unadulterated

tame!Cassius

vtat. \s 1 iank L.
turned.
State vs Patrick L.
tinued.

What is Home

Without

Dickey;

Diekey;

eon-

nnueti.

;Sw'Iit,?r

SUrtnlUn

Cassius

Slate vs John A
me; eontinued.

Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees
??nds ,or
Correspondence
solicited. Real estate bought, and sold.

$723,548 28

Total.

;

00
00

less.

or

being lot numbered 45 in the 15,000
tract, so-called, aecoiding to the survey and
pian of Andrew Strong, containing eiglitv acres

OUR

Loans and

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK,

acres,
The third

acre

RESOURCES.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

V‘eI ce southeily in a parallel
east ,ine °f »aid lot numbered
54,
'tyseven rods to a stake and stones at
*I?-rtlietti
,h^nce easterly on the line
of -aid Baitlett
s land to land of
George Holmes;
northerly along the line of said Holmes’
S2KS
land to the place of
beginning, containing fortyfive
more

THE

At

7586

1i» 'Sf2*
IJJ
fhVok
d®fJ‘‘l>ed
c?ru?r,
RSLfje
iiuf
b»noliftfa}s >he co™?r
?^d,Jand

WJ*®0]

Searsport

I

SPbultry.

Address Dr. Earl S. Sloan. Boston, Mass.

many.

CO., Boston,

gre^s

1.00

Horses.Cattle. Hogs

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Eastern Distributors.

aeie tract,

Is a whole medicine chest

1*0.

Mass.

and northward bv lot mothered 56.
1 he second being lot numbered 54 in
the 15,000
so-called, according to the survey and
j’i.<n ot Andrew Mrong, and bounded as
follows,
in wit; beginning
t a -take at the northeast
corner of lot numbered 55; tin nee
ruunirg south
tutrty-four degrees we»t < ne hundred and ninetyseven rods t«> a stake; tb nee
north twenty four
degrees at d thirty mil utes west
eighty-four
lOds to a St ,ke; thence in rtli
four degrees
eighty
oast
two hundnd and
twenty-four rods to a
stake, thence by line of the road south six deeast seventy nine ml one-half rods
to the
bounds first named,
containing one hundred and
°r ,et“*
therefrom
Excepting
tii.it part of said
Jot nunioered 54, winch was con*
\ey ed to Joseph \ Bart ett by Leonard L Gent*
ner and bar ah s. Gentner
by tiieir deed dated
aod 1ecorded in Waldo Kegis-1** l>aSe b-l. bounded and
as follows, t > wit:
Beginning at the
of SH11 ,ot “t the road leading
school-house »y the residence of O P.
sai(1 Clark’s land
of ^oorgo He lilies; thence
westerly by
said Clark’s land
eignty-four rods to a

SloeaYs Liivinveivt

a

Will Tickle Your

to a House from tli** Honorable
••“luooo. Judg» t I'roba e f..i the
1 s,lal* >l*il ;it public
auction,
J";VU'’*
on
the second day ot March. 1907, at 1
aturdav,
1,1
on the premises, the
afternoon,
c.
,**
V Vi
following desenbt'd real estate ot George L.
Mwell, late of v\ aldo. in said County of w a Ido,
deceased, viz: Uve certain lots
or parcels of
lain,,^situated in Waldc. in the Countv of Waldo
and Mate of Maine, to wit: The
first being lot
numbered 57 according to the
plan and survey of
Andrew strong .containing
eighty-one act. s and
one bundled and
forty six quaie rods and bounded eastward by the
mad; southward bv „»t nun),
boied
westward by lots numbered iw and 61;

fbr the Stock on the Farm

j

A10o.Gigarfor5c.

the Use of

Pills, which has been in use for over
a century.
They cleanse the blood and impart new vigor to the body. One or two
every night for a week will usually be all
that is required. For Constipation or Dyspepsia, one or two taken every night will in
a short time afford great relief.
Brandreth’s Pills are the same fine laxative tonic pill your grandparents used and
heiifg purely vegetable are adapted to every
system.
Sold in every drug aud medicine store,
either plain or sugar coated.

and
and
and
and
and

*odF8gSSfot*

Hyomei. Cures Without
Dosing.
There has been a marked falling off of
sales of catarrh cures in the local stores the
Medicines which were formerly
past year
purchased in gross lots are now seldom
called for, and the druggist rarely buys
more than a dozen at a time.
Hyomei is a notable exception to this decrease in sales.
It is, in fact, largely responsible for the lessened sa'es of catarrh
medicines, as it has cured so many people
of catarrhal troubles that naturally there is
less call for remedies for that disease.
There is no disagreeable stomach dosing
with llyomei. It is breathed through a
neat pocket inhaler that conies with every
Hyomie outfit. R. U. Moody gives his per^
sonal guarantee that the money will be refunded unless the treatment cures, so that
you run no risk at all in buying this reliable remedy.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but $1,
extra bottles, if needed, 50c
to

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

Tt

CATARRH GROWING LESS.
Due

Ouk Clubbing Offers. Owing to the*
crowded condition of oar columns we have
had to discontinue the advertisements of !
clubbing offers, and will present them i
briefly here. They apply only to subscrip- ]
tions paid in advance; and when payment is
made it should be stated what premium, if j
any, is desired. .It is also necessary to say !
that none of these publications are mailed
with The Journal or from this office. We
have to pay for these publications one year I
in advance, and they are then sent from j
their respective offices to our subscribers, j
Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
year’s subscription paid in advance:

a N1

rt„nfLor|?f'£

EXCELLENT

Northport.

For Over

I

,

Ethel H.

Iw-vnrim

and the ore bodies are practically inexhaustible.
(’apt. Staples was formerly a
even the first appli- ;
resident of
and is a brother of
d in words.
Don’t suf- I Mr. Roscoe Rockland,
Staples, the Democratic Counfrom the discomfort of
cilman of Ward four of that city, of ( apt.
earn Balm
is sold by all
of Belfast and Leander
■aits or mailed by Ely i Henry Staples
Staples of Brooks.
'fleet. New York.
I'l-oiim

The story of Mrs. Eddy’s relations
lug Pale, Weak People Strong, Hnugrj I
and Energetic for a Generation.
P- P. Quimby, the Portland
I
is told- in the February McA feeling of general weakness,
poor ap I healer,”
loss
of
petite,
breath after the slightest ex
Clure’8, cilierty through a skilful presercise and broken sleep are some of thi
entation of Mrs. Eddy’s own letters
symptoms of general debility. It is a con and writings.
dition calling for immediate treatment
Quimby, it appears, was the son of a
Yon may think that the various
symptom: 1; poor blacksmith; as a boy he was
have no relatiou to each other and that
apyui
prenticed to a clock-maker and became
will worry along, hoping all the time to fee
better soon. This is a mistake, for even I an adept at the trade. He had an active
and inventive mind, and a taste for
one of the symptoms is caused
by bai 11
blood, which must be made pure and new- philosophy and science.
When the
before health will be restored again.
wave
of occult philosophy swept over
A
tonic treatment is necessary and for this
New England in the 30’s, he fell under
there is no better remedy than Dr
purpose
its influence. He became renowned as
W illiams’ Pink Pills.
a mesmerist,
but finally abandoned
Mr. ,J. G. Havey, of 95 Willow
St., Chel mesmerism
for a system of mind cure
sea, Mass., suffered from general debility
for a number of years and was
which
he
had
gradually developed.
finally curei
This system he called
by Dr. Williams' Pink Pills. lie says:
usually “the
“1 was sick for a number of
Science of Health,” but sometimes
years fron
general debility and indigestion.
I wai
“Christian Science.”
He had been
never free from stomach trouble and
m3 practising it for about three
nerves were so shattered that the least ex
years
when
he received a letter from Mrs.
citement unfitted me for any serious wrork
in
which she suggested making a
My sleep was restless on account of terribU Eddy
pains iu the small of my back.
These journey to receive treatment from him.
paius would sometimes last for a mouth 01
Mrs. Eddv arrived in Portland on her
two.
My sight grew weak, there seeming first visit to Quimby in 1862. At that
to be a blur
constantly before my eyes. ] time she had been a partial invalid for
couldn't concentrate my mind on ray work,
ami the attempt to do so completely exhausted me.
‘‘I was finally forced to give up a
position
1 had held for twenty-eight years. After
trying several medicines without help, J
read of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills and gave
them a trial. They made me feel so much
better and so much stronger that 1 started
in business for myself here in Chelsea. I
have never had a return of my former sickness and cheerfully
recommend Dr. \\ illiams’ Piuk Pills as an excellent nerve and
blood tonic."
Dr. \\ illiams’ Pink Pills have long been
recognized as an excellent tonic remedy in
cases of indigestion aud general
clebifity,
where the stomach and other organs of the
body are weakened and disordered simply
through lack of proper nourishment. It is
because of their wouderful blood-making
power that they have succeeded in the most
stubborn cases.
They have also been
especially successful in curing ameiuia,
rheumatism, after-effects of the grip and
fevers.
If you are troubled with indigestion, a
valuable booklet on “What to Eat and Howto Eat" will be sent free on
request.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all six or seven years. She had written to
druggists or sent, postpaid, on receipt of Quimby shortly before starting:
price, 50 cents per box, ; ix boxes for $2.50,
“I can sit up but a few moments at a
by the l)r. Williams Medicine Company, time.
.Do you' think I can
^Schenectady. Y Y.
reach you without sinking from the
effects of the journey?”
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
Of her appearance, the writer says:
“She had lost much of the beauty of
The following transfers in real estate
her early womanhood. Her figure was
were recorded in Waldo
County Registry emacipated, her face pale and worn,
of Deeds for the week ending Feb. 4, 1907: her
and sunken.
eyes were deep
Edmund and William H. Ames, .SearsIler shabby dress sugport, to George Ames, Belfast; land in Bel- gested the hardness and
poverty of her.

life.”
George alines, Swanville, to A. E. NickerIler stay in Portland lasted about
son, do.; land in Belfast.
William E. Ames, Montville, to Edwin three weeks. At the end of that time,
and Eliza A. Haehekier, do.; land and build- she left Quimby’s office, as she says, a j
well woman.
15ut her visit meant
ings in Montville.
William L Boynton, Liberty, to Fred L. more to her than this.
Bailey, do.; land and buildings in Libertj.
“Iler contact with Quimby,” writes i
Emma F. Bickford, (by adiur.) Burnham, the
author, “and her inquiry into his i
to S. E. Mitchell, Troy ; land in
Troy.
philosophy seems to have been her first j
II.
Christopher
Stockton
Breuton,
Springs, to Percy Garland, Eden; land in great experience, the first powerful j
stimulus in a life of unrestraint, disapStockton Springs.
Sarah E. and Hattie A. Bailey, et al., pointment, and failure.
;
Monroe, to Ralph Murphy, Monroe; land Up to this time her masterful will and
and buildings in Monroe.
great force of personality had served !
Frances A. Churchill, Lincolnville, to El- no
happy end, but seemed rather line 1
dridge s. Churchill, do.; land and buildings
sharp instruments which threatened to 1
in Lincolnville.
Elvira A. Erskiue, Bucksport, to George destroy her.Quimby’s I
idea gave her her opportunity, and the I
A. Erskiue, do.; land in Prospect.
Foster X. Ginn, Prospect, to Fred L. vehemence with which she seized upou !
Chapin, Stouiugton; laud in Stockton it attests the emptiness and hunger of j
Springs.
her earlier years.”
William George, Searsport, to A. E. XickMrs. Eddy’s
famous letter to the !
eison, Swauville; laud and buildings iu
Portland Courier, a sonnet which she
Searsport.
Esther W. Hassell, Belfast, to John G. wrote on a Quimby cure, and her verses
on Quimby’s death are reproduced in
Jackson, do.; land in Belfast.
;
Clifton K. Harriinan, Prospect, to Fred this article, together with a number of
L. Chapin, do.; laud in Prospect.
other interesting documents. Not the
Midie E. Murr, Unity, to Bryaut & Co.,
least striking part of the narrative is
Pittsfield ; land in Unity.
Mrs. Crosby’s account of Mrs. Eddy’s j
G. F. Norton, Palermo, to Oscar S. Turperformances as the medium of her.
ner, do.; land in Palermo.
Winfield s. Pendleton, Islesboro, to L. L. dead brother, Albert Baker, and the I
two “spirit” letters received from him. I
Duncan, do.; land in Islesboro.
Fred F. Perkins, Stockton Springs, to
1
Fred K. Seger; laud and buildings in Stockcii.aToniA.
ton Springs.
The Kind You Have Always Baugbl :
Bears the

Take LAXATIVE IiROMO Quinine Tablets. Druggists refund money if it fails to
E. W. GROVE’S signature is oneach
cure.
box. 25c.

Ilf

T)U RSb

fast.

Cold in one ilav

JOPLIN, MO.,

Notice of Sale

Quimby.

|

serious

a

blood Cannes General Break
down. Dr. Williams* Pink Pills
Bronghi
Renewed Health. They Have Been Mak

Parkhurst

Phineas

_

Cleveland Plain-Dealer.
To Cure

Deficient

tddy and

j

poetry by amaOnlv in the hmimrims column ’’—

teurs?’’

Mrs.

I

Croup can positively be stopped in 20
minutes. No vomiting—nothing to sicken
or distress your child.
A sweet, pleasant,
and safe Syrup, called Dr. Shoop’s Croup
Cure, does the work and dues it quickly.
Dr. Shoop’s Croup Cure is for Croup alone,
remember.
It does not claim to cure a dozen ailments.
It’s for Croup, that’s all. Sold
by ,1. II. Montgomery, Searsport, R. H.
Moody, Belfast.
“Do you print

/

WEAK, PALE, DEBILITATED

....

1

1,171.12135)

..

..'

..

Atwood, Agent, Wlnterport.

3t5

FOR SALE
Two-horse hay press in excellent condition,
using seven loot, hue can be used with six foot
nine wires. Has new huvser and good lever
ropes. A good set of wheels for moving. Patent

Ice balance scales. Good tackles, it cost three
hundred and twenty live dollars to build tin*
press about ten years ag ». Will sell cheap for
cash or good notes.
5
WM. C. AUSTIN, Itrooks, Me.

WANTED
A man and wife to III! tie*
positions of mitron
and farm manager at the Girls’ homo, ‘mifast.
It is desirable that both parties sli ill have hid
experience. Address all communications to the
MIts. IS. L. MltACKKI'r,
Secretary,
Me I fa st, Maine.

tifJ|jyT£n
■V IIIV I p|l

Polite,

smart and actlv
to h mse canvasser
liberal terms. App*
.'JSi’o.n u ;rcial S
tfU'

house

Very

to the Portland Flavoring
Portland, Maine*

c

g

ONLY TEN DAYS BEFORE THE CARPENTERS COMMENCE TO TEAR DOWN
than to
In a very short time the hammers will be pounding, the saws buzzing and confusion, which alterations are sure to provoke, reign supreme. Never were we mgre at ^he mercy c>f the buying public
SELL
that
will
ck.;
at
will
be
SELL,
stead
the
orders
SELL,
their
In
will
be
price
and
values
any
forgotten
for it’s absolutelv imperative that every shoe in our retail department be sold at once. Costs
their
own story and lesoc.c
tell
below
storm.
The
thunder
a
to
drown
a
drum
of
the
as
futile
as
be
prices
quoted
would
shelves by Saturday night, February 16. To go further into particulars
beating
toy
our determination to do an ordinary three months’ business in a short ten days’ time.

|

TELL EVERYBODY

FREELY

BUY

COME EARLY

READ CAREFULLY

Sale Starts Thursday Morning, Feb. 7, and Closes Saturday Night, Feb, to
500 Pairs of Women’s $3.00
Boots for $2.39
Royal Baking

Powder is

than
known
these celebrated $3.00 boots

\

which we shall
sell for the

For Ten

for

Days Only

will you have fhe opportunity of
the Ralston Shoe for a cent less than $4.00.

never

buy ing

again

We will treat you

just

fairly, and give you as good a selection as though you were right
here and picked out the goods yourself. Of course during this sale
cash must accompany the order, but if not
will refund your money at any time.

perfectly satisfactory

we

aroitrary sellterms/

i ng

j

f All Styles

at

$2.39

which is

however, and if

possi-i

ble only thro’"
immense
the

name

All

of

popularity

boots

the

Styles

$2.39

as

themselves.
These conditions prohibit our advertising these shops ai a tut puce, out
a pair at $2.oi>,
any woman who visits our store in the next ten days can own
with tlie satisfaction of knowing that the like opportunity will not happen
again in a lifetime. All kinds—heavj boots for street wear rubbing elbows
with their daintier sisters for dress occasions. A variety of sizes and widths
to fit properly every foot.

"the prices

for

which are

ruling

the

disclose the maker’s
would be still greater, for he and

we were

surprise

allowed

to

our

days

are

way below the

are

But here

we are,

charge, and

only

we

ten

days before

to sacrifice to

prefer

Leggings

250 PAIRS OF

ordinary.

^

a

made of

Women’s New

Spring Sample
Shoes at

$1.98
the

\

LITTLE BIT UNUSUAL is this

only

!

|

Worth from 89c. to $1.49, all at

pair

This is

a

case

of

anticipating

your

oi

5QC<

women » iui

plight, just 729 pairs
holiday eslling, for which
buy moth balls next sumIt is not a question
mer.
of what they are worth,
but what we; can; get, to
be rid of the last pair in
ten days’ time.

our

left over from the

selling of

summer shoes in February, but this store is
doing unusual things, and in this it is

always

wants two

months ahead, and your reward is' the latest
spring styles with a quarter to a halt clipped off
from the regular price you will pay in May and
June.
Every sort of style is represented: Sturdy shoes for the
“out of doors” woman, with heavy soles, broad toes and low
S
heels, Smart Pumps in gun metal and patent leather; Swell
a host oft
and
short
new
the
effect,
vamp
Dress Shoes showing
others too numerous to mention, all priced at SI.98 the pair.

$1.49 value for 59c.

a

j

Women’s

Men’s 4=Buckle

High

Heavy

Overshoes

$1.09
of the season,
but at the price we are selling these very best quality 8 button overshoes every wvoman should buy a
ness

j|
i

pair for next

season.

(TSONE

TO

DEALERS.

|

I

$1.59
Look again, so as to be sure and digest the price
which for the next ten days this store will sell a
man’s heavy four-buckle overshoe for. It’s a bit
unusual.
«

SyNONE

TO

DEALERS.

ten

high with
viscolized

quick

so

They

will go

don't hesitate.

$3.50 High Cut for 2.59

we

do not wish to

I

WHY

REASON

THE

invariably askThat little three letter word is the greatest interrogation point
English language. Did vou ever think of it in that way? We changed
tail department ail over three years ago, enlarging it sufficiently, as we

y\WEN

ch'id is told to do

a

a

thing why

does he

to answer for years to come. Why have we got to do it all over ag
short three years’ time? Why does every mail bring us shoe orders fn
pie all over the state? Why do people come to our special sales seas
season telling their triends and acquaintances—making each sale more s
ful than its predecessor? Why does this store always show the ver
styles, give the very best quality—and all at prices lower than else when
It is time you said “Why” to us—and we know how to answer
LAIHA

olLUIAL.

IW.

EXTRA SPECIAL NO. 5.

*♦.

Womens

Men’s

Storm

Heavy

Rubbers

Arctics

Men’s
Rubber

Boots

$i.w

89c.
Strictly dependable overshoes

Not obsolete styles that will ht nobody s shoes,
nor are they a quality that will fall to pieces the
first time worn. In fact they are worth and sold
everywhere for 50 cents.
jyNONE

TO

j

—

I

EXTRA SPECIAL NO. J.

F

are

russet

y

straps, soles

shoe made.

There is a vast assortment to choose from with
a good average of sizes
in each kind. Some are
high cut, others low,
but all are warmly trim- s
m.
with fur.
Verv L.
flexible soles wan low 98c value tor 58c.
heels are other comfort
^ features. Not a pair in the lot worthless
than 89c. and from that up to $1.49.

Overshoes

we admit rne late-

!

!

EXTRA SPECIAL NO. 2.

v

the

buuiuieu

—

EXTRA SPECIAL NO. I.

h e a

on

They

thoroughly. As near
waterproof as any leather

pair.

"

I

feather,

REGULAR PRICES. We consider our charge
this instance we cannot
as among our mostvaluable assets, but in
extend credit to anyone except at regular prices.
729 Pairs Women’s Fur Trimmed house Shoes
at

right

go

counter at $3.59.

customers

1

little late for the fall

selling,

pair

I'

I

Men's $3.50 High Russet
Hunting Shoes which came
a

under
DArtUJirAlir every sale must be considered final,and
be
will
charged
goods
no circumstances

except

carpenters

our customers

produce.

at 4,'c.

rOSlllVeiy

the

rather than have them knocked about and defaced in
the “hurlv burly” which alterations are sure to

U N O Celebrated ‘Joe. Dressing for 17c.
“Surefoot” J5c. lee Creepers for.... 14e.
The new “Hub” tip 5c. shoe lace,
5c.
‘J prs.

Women's, Misses’ and Children’s Lung Jersey

(

among the best known in the country

his shoes

take

bvery body

in the next ten

Men’s 55c. Slipper Soles for.29c.
Women’s 25c. Slipper Soles for. 19c.
Whittemore’s 10c. Dressing, all
6c.
kinds.
Shinola 10c. Dressing, per box. 6c.
All of

-

1

that right in the lace of a rising leather market we
sell a bona tide #$.SO shoe for $2.S9. It’s a fact,

The “shavings" which are daily being made in our sundries department
should be carefully gathered by thrifty buyers. Anticipate your needs, as

as

*

Almost Unbelievable

merchants are
to
e a g e r
so
them
handle
that the manufacturers are
able to make

Shavings

ORDER BY MAIL
With us distance makes no difference.

the

Indeed

pair.

the

buy

you

days

next ten
t $2.39

a

celebrated RALSTON HEALTH
$4.00 SHOE for $3.29. Not a pair of them out of
date and nearly every size and width in each kind.
Every man knows the character, style and superiorwearing qualities of these shoes, and the price, $4,00,
is firmly established in every city and. town in the
United States. But in ten days the sawdust will be
flying and we don’t w'ant to move a pair—hence this
extraordinary price reduction. Better take tw'O pairs,
can

not

widely

more

this writing.
^■SOSE

■

■

■—■

■

TO

DEALERS.

■—.—.iiii

I ~i—I

1—1—(III

ca--

sale Thursday
and no more. I
not the best h

that will tide you

well over the snowy weather we are sure to have
before spring. Not a great many but all sizes at

DEALERS.

.1 ust ten

hut they are n
good values an
cent under $2.50 would replace them eh'
DHA1.KHS
_fcy-NONK TO
ii

i
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